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Abstract
Weather and climate are topical issues widely present in the media, in the public culture, in
political and socio-economic agendas and also in school guidelines. Having said that, confusion
and a lot of misconceptions still exist with regards to issues such as climate change, greenhouse
gases and the greenhouse effect, pollution, anthropogenic emissions, ozone hole, predictability of
weather and climate, stationary processes, radiation fluxes and balances in the Earth system etc.
These themes are poorly addressed in the actual teaching practice in secondary schools, par-
ticularly from a quantitative point of view involving the underlying laws of physics, which are
necessary for the understanding and construction of correct conceptual models of phenomena.
Teachers often do not feel comfortable or lack the specific background for addressing such themes
quantitatively, claiming for training initiatives which happen unfortunately only as a result of
sporadic and local initiatives. For historical reasons, typical of the Italian context, these themes
are usually addressed in subjects like geography or natural sciences for what concerns education
in formal contexts such as primary and secondary schools and universities, but their treatment
and significance would greatly benefit from an interdisciplinary approach, involving also the quan-
titative experimental approach of physics. At the same time, teaching physics from its general
principles to their application in the context of weather phenomena and climate system, would
improve the engagement and interest of students, fostering cooperation among teachers of differ-
ent subjects, bridging boundaries and approaches characteristic of single disciplines. This would
promote an integrated view of science as the result of a process, based on the application of
the scientific method to the investigation and modeling of phenomena, where also technological
advancement plays an important role, rather than as a mere collection of results and knowledge.
In this perspective the present work develops from the research in atmospheric physics, per-
formed by the candidate during one year at Concordia station, Antarctica, presenting on one hand
a series of physics communication initiatives designed and tested with innovative formats such as
TEDx conferences, videoconferences with researchers working on the field, social platforms and
traditional media, targeted to different audiences. On the other hand it presents the proposal of
a teaching learning sequence based on quantitative experimental activities, demonstrations and
simulations, targeted to secondary school students and pre-service teachers, integrating general
physics with its applications to the atmosphere and to the climate system. The teaching learning
sequence has been experimented with graduate students of the course: ”Experimental physics
laboratory at high school I”, held at the Department of Physics of the University of Trento and
in collaboration with IPRASE, it has been proposed in the form of a training course for physics
and chemistry teachers and their technical assistants as a framework for the integration of physics
and chemistry. The results of pre and post tests used as an evaluation tool of this preliminary
experimentation will be presented, encouraging future developments of the sequence and further
diffusion of weather and climate issues in the teaching practice through capillary pre-teachers’
and teachers’ training initiatives.
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Introduction
Climate and weather, particularly with regards to the enhanced greenhouse effect and the
associated global warming are current environmental topics widely present in the media
and in the public opinion[29] [30]. These topics will involve and affect citizen, societies
and economies of the future with their ability to mitigate and to adapt to changing global
equilibria[31].
However from a scientific point of view, the explanations given by the same media are
usually inaccurate or misleading [36] [37]. Such inaccuracy is typical for the vast major-
ity of scientific knowledge regarding the climate and more in general the physics of the
atmosphere.
One of the contributing factors could be the complexity of the involved phenomena,
which require cross-cutting expertise in physics (from thermodynamics to optical physics
and quantum mechanics)[173], [174], [176], but also in other scientific areas such as chem-
istry, technology, geography, biology etc.[178] [198] [179]. Another source of complexity
results from the many dimensions involved in environmental issues, these being scientific,
psychological-behavioral, societal, political, economic and ethical[328] [33].
The physical processes underlying the phenomenological manifestations of weather and
climate in the Earth system are poorly addressed from a quantitative, experimental point of
view, typical of the way physics and science proceed towards the understanding and master-
ing of structures and processes upon which nature works. The best environment for adopt-
ing such a point of view is traditionally represented by formal education in schools[157],
but even if school guidelines suggest climate and weather as relevant issues to be taught at
school[154] [155], their systematic introduction into the teaching practice is still far from
being ubiquitous for a series of reasons, ranging from teachers lacking the necessary back-
ground and confidence to the history of the Italian meteorological service, to the lack of
specific University courses educating professional figures in these fields in Italy[186] [184]
[185] [188].
Many environmental and science educators and researchers have explored students’
conceptual understandings, misconceptions, and knowledge of some issues, particularly
greenhouse effect, global warming, and climate change but few have investigated the ways
students conceptualize climate as a system or how components of the system influence
climate and few have tried to integrate general physics traditionally taught at the secondary
school level with its applications to the atmosphere, weather and climate[189] [191] [192].
After decades of climate change communication, many misconceptions about the physics
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of climate change and of the atmosphere are still present in students, teachers and textbooks
[184] [190] [211] [214] [249] [216] [217] [268].
A more capillary diffusion of scientific knowledge and correct conceptual models about
environmental issues is then urgent and necessary in front of the global planetary problems
related to climate change which will require essential choices both from the side of political
institutions and from the side of the single citizen[40] [41] [6].
For this reason an effective action of better scientific communication in informal con-
texts on one hand and of scientific education in formal contexts both for students and
teachers on the other hand is becoming essential[35] [39].
The present work developed in a series of consequential steps. The research activities
performed by the candidate in Antarctica, have been transformed, adapted and directed on
one hand to an intense communication activity, experimenting with different and innovative
media and formats and on the other hand to the design of a teaching sequence targeted at
secondary school level, consisting of simple quantitative experimental activities bridging
from general physics to its application to atmospheric phenomena and processes relevant
for weather and climate, taking into account and addressing typical misconceptions.
The first chapter presents a general introduction to the field of research which the
present work belongs to: physical science education and communication research, with a
focus on environmental issues. Ideas, concepts, methods and good practices about physics
education and communication research introduced here form the general framework which
inspired and guided the design, implementation and experimentation of the communication
initiatives, of the teaching sequence and of the training course for secondary school teachers
which constitute the core of the present work and which will be presented in the following
second and third chapter.
The second chapter introduces the scientific fields and the research activities performed
by the candidate at the Italian and French station Concordia in Antarctica, together with
the geographical, environmental and institutional context. Research activities presented
more in detail will be the ones related to the radiometric and meteo-climatological obser-
vatories, funded by the Italian Antarctic Program (PNRA). The second part of the chapter
will present the transformation and adaptation of these research activities into a series of
innovative communication initiatives experimented by the candidate, addressing different
audiences, experimenting with different media and innovative formats.
The third chapter constitutes the main and original part of the research, presenting
the design and development of a teaching sequence targeted to secondary school level, con-
sisting in a series of quantitative experimental activities and demonstrations integrating
general physics with its application to some of the atmospheric phenomena related to cli-
mate and weather. This teaching sequence has been experimented with graduate students
of the course ”experimental physics laboratory at high school I” and has been adapted to
a training course for physics and chemistry teachers and technical assistants in the frame-
work of an experimentation on integrated sciences promoted by IPRASE. A preliminary
evaluation of the first experimentation has been done using pre and post tests based on
concept inventories which results will be discussed.
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In the appendices there are a list of the communication initiatives performed by the
candidate, the teaching materials produced and used for the experimentation of the teach-
ing sequence, pre and post tests and a list of the research works published on peer reviewed
journals.
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Chapter 1
Physical science communication and
education research
In this chapter it will be presented a general introduction to the field of research which the
present work belongs to: physics education research, with a focus on atmospheric and cli-
mate physics and environmental issues[54] [72] [73]. The ideas, concepts and good practices
introduced here, have inspired and guided the design, implementation and experimentation
of the communication initiatives, of the teaching sequence and of the training course for
secondary school teachers which constitute the core of the present work and which will be
presented in the following chapters.
Physical science communication and education are two complementary aspects in the
formation and in the diffusion of scientific culture within society, but they differ greatly
with regards to their goals and methods.
Communication is usually done in informal contexts and aims at giving information to
the public, to policy makers or to stakeholders, promoting awareness on certain scientific
or technological issues which could also have potential impacts on society, production and
economies. The public of those communication initiatives does not usually have a strong
background in the subject being communicated and lacks of adequate tools for a deep
understanding.
On the contrary, education is usually done in formal contexts (i.e. schools, universities
etc.), teaching students contents and specific tools which are characteristic of science and
of scientific thinking, helping them at forming a personal background of knowledge, tools
and methods, which can then be applied in a professional context, and in real situations.
For this reasons there are scientific careers which guide students to the formation of the
necessary competencies for the acquisition of increasingly sophisticated tools, reasoning
and argumentations.
How shall science being communicated? Researchers question themselves about that
since many years and studies showed that there are many different and complementary
approaches for catching the attention and engaging a vast public. In any case, given the
heterogeneity of the recipients, it is impossible to discuss any of these approaches without
taking into consideration the recipients of communication and at the same time different
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tools and strategies are needed for each of them, ranging from educational interventions,
to traditional journalism, from face to face events, to the interaction through social me-
dia. From this point of view the present work will discuss in parallel actions of scientific
communication directed towards a generic public (communication) and actions focused on
students and teachers (education).
In general, for what concerns communication with the general public, there are many
factors pushing scientists to be more involved in activities of communication and outreach.
However, there are several cultural factors which contribute to the divide between science
and society such as the declined authority of scientists, the diffusion of communication
media, the increased complexity of the scientific production. Recent studies even showed
that citizen do not believe that scientists are telling the truth about the more controversial
issues related to science and technology[12]. The case of climate change and global warming
and of their causes is probably one of the most symbolic and certainly one on which it is
more necessary to intervene with effective actions.
For what concerns education, many recommendations have been done by the European
Union about the need to innovate the basic science education. Among them the incorpo-
ration of environmental issues in science curricula and the promotion of schools as places
of education for citizenship[162] [164].
The study of the physical mechanism underlying the greenhouse effect could foster the
motivation and interest of students, stimulating a sensitivity and a proactive attitude with
regards to the problem of global warming, promoting a deeper understanding of the physical
concepts and laws being at the base of atmospheric science. Some research works[158] [267]
claim that education and scientific knowledge about the problems related to global warming
and the greenhouse effect could contribute to the formation and stimulation of virtuous
behaviors, resulting in choices and actions towards the reduction or mitigation of climate
change consequences[160] [161].
Weather and climate are common chat topics, being part of the daily experience of
human beings and have a profound influence on life on Earth, being essential for health,
food production and well being. Even if they are linked, it is important to distinguish their
meaning.
Weather describes the conditions (state) of the atmosphere at a certain place and time
in terms of temperature, pressure, humidity, wind, and other key parameters such as cloud
cover and precipitation. These conditions, together with the conservation laws of physics
in the form of dynamical equations, are responsible for the developing, manifestation and
decaying of weather phenomena with different characteristic spatial and temporal scales
and predictability. These weather phenomena range from waves in the westerlies to trade
winds in the in the planetary scale, from mid-latitude low and high pressure systems with
their associated frontal zones, showers in the synoptic scale, from local winds such as land
and sea breezes, to convective systems, thunderstorms and tornadoes in the mesoscale,
from turbulent exchanges to wind gusts and dust storms in the microscale. In this sense
weather has only limited predictability since beyond a week or two individual weather
systems are unpredictable.
Climate[316] in a narrow sense is usually defined as the average weather, or more
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rigorously, as the statistical description in terms of the mean and variability of relevant
quantities over a period of time ranging from months to thousands or millions of years.
The relevant quantities are most often surface variables such as temperature, precipitation
and wind, classically averaged over 30 years, as defined by the World Meteorological Or-
ganization. Climate in a wider sense, is the state of the climate system including also all
the associated statistics (mean, variability, frequency, magnitude, persistence, trends, etc.)
often combining parameters to describe phenomena such as droughts. The climate system
is complex and consists of five major components mutually interacting: the atmosphere,
the hydrosphere, the cryosphere, the lithosphere and the biosphere. Its evolution in time
depends both on its own internal dynamics and on external forcings such as volcanic erup-
tions, solar variations and anthropogenic forcings such as the atmospheric composition and
land use changes.
Climate change refers to a change in the state of the climate system that can be detected
(e.g., by the use of statistical tests) from changes in the mean and/or variability of its
properties, and that persists for an extended period (i.e. decades or longer).
Three are the basic ingredients which determine the Earth’s climate, and our environ-
ment:
• solar heating of the planet balanced by energy loss to space and emitted by the Earth
• atmosphere, ocean, land, and ice responses to heating which provide feedbacks miti-
gating or accentuating planetary temperature changes
• regional environmental systems, having innate patterns of climate variability dictated
by their unique physical-chemical-biological conditions. These systems respond to the
planetary energy balance and interact with each another via teleconnections.
Jarrett[323] identified a series of scientific concepts necessary to understand climate
change such as: carbon cycle and fossil fuels, electromagnetic spectrum, interactions be-
tween greenhouse gases (GHG) and electromagnetic radiation, natural climate variability
in the past and relationship to CO2 levels, difference between weather and climate, propor-
tions of greenhouse and non-greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, radiative forcing capacity,
feedback, stationary equilibrium of energy and conservation of energy.
Atmospheric physics is the application of physics to the study of the Earth’s or of other
planets’ atmospheres. By using the principles and theory of mechanics, fluid dynamics,
thermodynamics and statistical physics, electrodynamics and quantum physics in terms of
interaction of the electromagnetic radiation with matter, it tries to model quantitatively
characteristic atmospheric phenomena, processes and systems, which also play a relevant
role in determining what we observe as weather or climate. At the same time, it applies the
same physical and mathematical principles and theories with the help of technology to the
study, design and construction of instruments for studying the atmosphere and at the same
time for the analysis and interpretation of the data they provide. It is also concerned with
the understanding of how these atmospheric processes tie into and are influenced by other
parts of the climate system such as the hydrosphere, the cryosphere, the litosphere and
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the biosphere thus being closely interconnected with other disciplines such as chemistry,
biology and geology[44].
1.1 Communication
Science communication is a new mission for science and the science communicator is a
new job which is becoming more and more important for the survival of science itself[1].
It comprises two words: science and communication. This means on one hand that the
science communicator must ideally know what science is, how science is done in laboratories
(i.e. the scientific method) and have a good understanding of the subject he wants to
communicate. On the other hand the science communicator must also know ideally, how
to work with the media and especially understand the needs, interests and expectations of
the public he wants to address. From this, a science communicator can be a researcher or
a journalist. The first works with science but usually misses the the public’s perspective
(scientific understanding of the public). The second knows very well the media, the process
of communication and the public’s point of view but lacks of a background in science.
Both have advantages and drawbacks and the researcher can choose to learn the basics of
communication for doing it in first person or to work with journalists and other professionals
of communication.
Science and society are in close relationship with each other[3] and as in a marriage,
this relationship is good when it is based on mutual trust, listening and comprehension.
Like two partners, science and society look for each other and they need each other, united
by a non written contract but still binding. Society needs science as an engine for its social,
economic and political well being, while science lives out of the resources, the talents and
the freedom which society gives her. With the crisis of the authority of science, triggered
by disasters following the use of technologies, made available by scientific discoveries, and
by the increased voice of society thanks to the internet and the media, the relationship
between science and society has come to a crisis.
Trying to solve this crisis, the first idea which dominated the majority of initiatives
has been the ”public understanding of science”, the ”standard model” for interpreting the
relationship between science, technology and society[1]. Its basic assumption is the ”deficit
model” which states that at the origin of the controversies between science and society is
the lack of understanding in citizen of scientific knowledge, theories and methodologies.
But this interpretation has demonstrated to be a failure[4] since the public and so society
cannot be considered as homogeneous and passive recipients of knowledge being translated
just with a simplified language and transmitted by scientists as to fill the cultural and
cognitive holes of the public.
The process of communication is more complex and it does not work if interpreted
as a one way relationship. The paradigm has then changed from ”public understanding
of science” to ”scientific understanding of public”[1]. This means that the researchers
have to take into consideration the questions, interests, competences of their public. The
relationship between science and society and so communication, works if it is a two ways
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interaction where a dialogue exists between the two parts and both respect each others
needs, negotiating a mutual consensus through information and dialogue.
1.1.1 Why science communication matters
The National Permanent Conference of the directors of the Faculties of Sciences and Tech-
nologies is concerned with the cultural, social and economic underdevelopment which awaits
Italy in the years to come; a country where the public perception of science is getting worse,
research funding is one of the lowest in Europe and fundamental research is contracting.
One of the essential and often neglected aspects to be considered in counteracting this
situation is an adequate appreciation of the work of researchers. If citizens do not know or
do not appreciate what is being done in research laboratories it is difficult to find social,
political and economic support and at the same time talents and human resources, which
are both necessary to let science and technology be further developed and to maintain our
current well being.
Today, science is living a big paradox. As a matter of fact, it is a prevailing and
fundamental building block of our contemporary societies, being able to deeply change our
living habits, our way of producing goods and so our economies, our working habits and
even our way of thinking, our ethics and our social interactions. On the other hand science
is one of the less diffuse and shared cultures in our societies. With few exceptions (such
as Finland and South Korea), international surveys are almost unanimous in reporting
a lack of scientific culture in citizen, even in most advanced countries[1] [13] [12]. And
this is getting even worse since scientific knowledge and its applications are continuously
increasing and with increasing speed.
Presidents of the European governments who are willing to make the European Union
the more competitive knowledge based society and economy in the world, are worried about
the deficit in the competence of young people in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics) subjects.
So since scientific research is more and more the true engine of cultural, social and eco-
nomic dynamics, good scientific communication becomes an important factor of democracy
and progress.
1.1.2 The advantage of being a researcher
Not all the researchers feel comfortable in the role of communicators, some of them can
even have the feeling of ”getting their hands dirty”, others may feel useless the idea of
adding their contribution to the amount of information which already overwhelms us. But
nowadays not being well represented in the public arena exposes to the risks of loosing
voice, resources, trust and often even freedom.
Communication with the general public has its risks by the way and among them,
one is that better communication can prevail over the actual value of the content being
communicated.
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All the big institutions and private companies have had the need for public communi-
cation, having professionals devoted to this specific task. Science is starting to do it with
decades of delay, but with science, the active involvement of researchers remains essential.
Science communication can be done by researchers, the experts of science or by jour-
nalists, the experts of communication, of the media and of the public. But since science
is a very specialistic and specific field, it is difficult for a non expert to handle in depth
scientific themes and see all the implications and long term consequences. The researcher,
doing science everyday, is the person who has more and more appropriate tools to design
correctly science communication. His big advantage, respect to the journalist, is that he
is authentic when he speaks about science. He has the credibility and trust which derive
from being the person who creates the knowledge, and not somebody who just tells about
it as a second hand message.
1.1.3 The power of storytelling and emotions
Whereas in the communication with peers, the public is already interested in what is going
to be said, in the communication with the generic public the researcher must compete
for their attention and he should appeal and interest them. In this sense the information
transmitted to the public should touch a fundamental human need or a theme which is
already of public interest. The news which pass to the public should usually be connected
to strong themes such as health, economic usefulness, wonder, national pride, fear etc.
Communication between scientists is neutral, cleaned from any emotional content, fo-
cused only on facts, quantitative data and reasoning, resulting in this way cold and de-
tached. On the other hand, communication with the generic public should be spectacular
and emotional (within certain limits) since an emotionally flat communication does not
strike the public or is immediately forgot. The role of feelings and emotions in cognitive
abilities has in fact been recognized by recent studies in neuroscience[1] [2].
The researcher can communicate for example his curiosity and wonder about nature, his
passion for the research he is doing trying to answer unanswered fundamental questions,
trying to solve a technological challenge, his pleasure for working in special uncommon
environments, finding in this way the overlapping points with the emotions and feelings of
his audience. Letting the passion and emotions coming on the surface, helps migrating from
communicating something to communicating with somebody and so to the establishment
of a relationship and an emotional contact, which is essential for the message to be received
and fixed by the listener. The quality of communication depends largely on the quality of
the relationship which has been established with the audience.
Another effective tool for catching the attention of the public is storytelling. The human
mind seems to be built on purpose to assemble and remember stories, which are the most
natural way of receiving information. Mental images created with stories are precious
cognitive references, since they organize experiences in a coherent scheme and if a story
is interesting and engaging, forces to listen, to continue and pay attention until the end.
Whatever is the mean, the format, the goal and the content, communicating science to the
public means being able to transform it into a story.
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Figure 1.1: Two different kinds of communication are needed when addressing the scientist (a peer) or
the lay public[35].
The narrator is close to both the public and the characters and should avoid abstrac-
tion. Ideas should be explained through facts and facts through people. The need for an
involvement of the listener imposes the use of the reverse pyramid model (see fig. 1.1)
which is opposite to the standard way in which scientific work is presented to peers. When
addressing the general public, the incipit should strike emotionally the audience to catch its
attention, then there should be the core of the story and only at the end the details, start-
ing from the most important. Useful elements are also analogies, metaphors, flashbacks
etc. The story should flow clear and concise as if it were spoken, but a clear explanation
of the subject being told is essential, since comprehension is the core of knowledge.
1.1.4 The design of communication
Communication has to be planned and designed in advance, before any concrete action. It
is not just a matter of intuition and creativity. There are many ways of communicating the
same things and the choice should be the outcome of a careful reflection on five elements:
the goal, the audience, the restrictions and opportunities of the subject and the message.
Famous are also the 5 ”W” of anglosaxon journalism: what, who, when, where and why
plus we can add an ”H” of how. Answering those questions is key to the design of a good
story. It is a good practice to write at first a ”concept” which is a short page listing and
justifying the choices made and to be submitted also to an external eye. This helps to
check if everything is coherent and convincing.
Some guiding questions in this phase of design are: why I would like to do this? Who
I would like to address? Which kind of audience? Which subset of society? Which change
I would like to obtain in my audience (transfer information, visibility, awareness, debate,
persuasion)? Who is my audience? What does my audience know already? What does
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the audience think about the subject? Which are their priorities, expectations, interests,
motivations, needs and fears? Which are the constraints and the opportunities offered
by the subject we want to communicate? Is it a news? Or can it be linked to a current
event, news or discovery? Is it able to boost imagination and sense of surprise? How many
people are interested in the subject? So what? How can the subject being communicated
influence our way of living? What is it useful for? What will change with that? Which
are possible future applications? Which new scenarios could consequently open? Which
emotions and feelings can be stimulated by this subject? How close to the everyday life is
the subject? How easily can this be understood? Is it possible to present the subject in a
spectacular way? Which kind of service can be offered to the audience by communicating
that particular subject in that particular way? Which is the message I would like to
communicate? Which is the extreme synthesis of contents on which my communication
should focus? Which is its connection with the needs of my audience?
Answering those questions helps defining the goal, the message, constraints and oppor-
tunities and the target of the communication, but another aspect to pay attention to is
selecting the right tool.
The choice of the tool or medium to use for communicating the message to an audience
is also key to communication. Media are not just technologies for transmitting information.
Every message becomes different depending on the kind of media used to communicate it.
The media address different kind of audiences, different numbers of people, they use dif-
ferent language, and transfer different amounts of information, they have their times and
usage manners, function and values and moreover they demand different personal efforts.
They are: television, radio, science museums and exhibitions, general press, specialized
press, books, internet and public conferences. It is then clear the importance of knowing
the main characteristics of the media before choosing which one to use and how to adapt
the science to be communicated to it. Now a short summary of their characteristics.
Television speaks to almost everybody (98,5% of italian people watch it) and so it can
be considered as a very generic media which could be used for letting people come closer
to science and stimulate their interest. It uses mainly images which can be strong and
have different meanings for different people, but uses very few words due to the very short
time available and fast rhythm. It is then more effective at narrating facts about things
which can be seen with the eyes, respect to explaining abstract concepts. Communication
is elusive, the vision is distracted and it is considered as an entertainment by the audience.
It is then useful to communicate the general sense of a subject, not to teach or explain
something in depth but at the same time it is very effective at promoting interest and
willingness to seek knowledge through other media such as books or press. It is also a
mean which is more difficult to access and depends a lot on advertisement and auditel
data. It can also be intimidating for the speaker, demanding uncommon personal and
communication skills.
Radio is listened mainly in the early morning, by half of italian people who are usually
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younger than people watching television. It is purely made of words which are enhanced by
background music and environment sounds. The communication is warm, immediate, and
evocative, stimulating the imagination of the listener and inducing a more attentive state.
There are less filters between the speaker and the listener, allowing the scientist to come in
close contact with the audience, showing himself how he really is, away from stereotypes.
Radio allows more freedom in the choice of subjects since it is less dependent on auditel
data and words are more versatile. Conceptual and abstract themes, not directly linked
to facts, can then find a place. Themes promoting discussion and reflection are usually
preferred and the communication is usually made in the form of an interview by a conduc-
tor, which is also emotionally easier to handle by the speaker. The conductor promotes a
dialogue between the speaker and the audience by asking questions and curiosities coming
from the public. It is better to speak spontaneously and be passionate about the subject,
starting with a captivating incipit, a synthetic summary with some elements of suspence.
It is important to be concise and clear, spell words properly and repeat the concepts since
the listener’s attention can be discontinuous.
Press can be generic or specialized. Generic press is a very big world, diversified with
very few studies about it. Science has usually little voice and it is present in an approximate
way. Nowadays it is difficult to reach it, since the press offices are overwhelmed by news
and press releases which determines a big competition for striking the attention of newspa-
per directors. There are less and less experts among journalists since news are usually just
rewritten. Scientific journalists are usually external figures and there is a strong influence
of marketing in the choice of news. So it would be important to know what is behind the
choices of specific newspapers and to take care of relationships with people having a key
role in that. Specialized press is easier to reach, it is usually read by young people and
with attention, because they are usually polarized in their interests. There is place for
fundamental sciences and for images, competition is less present and researchers can write
articles without passing through an intermediary otherwise they can release interviews to
a professional journalist.
Books are the most influent media for spreading culture and education and they are
the best for transferring information and reasoning. They demand a big investment by the
author in terms of time and self-discipline. They speak to a minority of people and they
are difficult to promote to the public attention. It is important to prepare a concept of the
book to be written to assess the writer’s motivation and to synthesize the subject and the
motivation of the book in a simple, clear idea. The writing can be done also with the help
of a professional journalist.
Museums, science centers and exhibitions have grown a lot in the last 30 years around
the world and they reach an audience which is quite big. In an epoch of mediated or even
virtual experiences, it seems to be growing in citizen the need for real, personal, special
and hands-on experiences, which can be offered only by these structures and events. They
use different means like: objects to look at, photographic exhibitions, interactive exhibits,
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videoclips, theatrical performances, video projections, laboratories, animations and activ-
ities ranging from conferences to role plays. Depending on the theme, those means can be
more or less effective. One of the first science centres has been the Exploratorium in San
Francisco, opened in 1969. By the way they tend to attract children, kids and families,
whereas they have difficulties in attracting adults. Concerning contents, museums and
exhibitions have even more and stronger constraints respect to television and the cost of
designing, producing, installing and maintaining an exposition is very high. An exhibition
should communicate by using objects, not words. Spaces in museums are dense with in-
formation, but the majority of visitors tend to walk fast through them, in the same way
an adult does while reading between the pages of a newspaper. They stop on this or that
exhibit, depending on motivations often different from the ones imagined by the designers
and even when they stop, it is only for half a minute on average. It is then very difficult
to evaluate the educational effectiveness of museums and exhibitions. Generally speaking,
excluding guided tours, people learn very little in terms of facts and theories. But science
centres still have a big success because there, people can have a powerful emotional expe-
rience, which has the goal of giving to the visitor a mental map of the subject, fascinate,
motivate his interest and encourage him to approach other media such as books for exam-
ple or reinforce the motivation in a certain branch of studies at school.
Internet and social networks are the last media which have come to the scene but they
have grown and are still growing in importance. They do not have many of the barriers of
traditional media. Everybody can publish because of simplicity, low cost of the hardware,
lack of costs for printing and distribution and there is space for everyone. Contents can
remain archived and are free for the vast majority. It is accessible to everybody and almost
everywhere, thanks also to the connectivity of smartphones. It can be used at the same
time to communicate with the general public or with specific groups of interest. But the
majority of websites are clicked by very few people or only rarely, maybe by chance. A
website should offer interesting contents or useful services, but the most important thing
is having the shortest link to other websites, the ones which constitute the hyperconnected
web core worldwide. A big problem of the internet and of social media nowadays, is the
fact that everybody can write about something and there are no information filters. This
exposes citizen to fake news and facts which is dangerous especially when people do not
have the knowledge and competences necessary to assess the authority and reliability of
the sources of information. This exposes society to what has been called the ”post truth”
phenomenon, denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping
public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief[14].
A last verification of the communication we have designed should be done considering
the following considerations. Our success as communicators depends on what the public
will do with our message. The public usually interprets messages in a way to feel more at
ease and safe. When people’s beliefs are attacked directly, they tend to defend and reinforce
them. People pay more attention to messages which touch them or their opinions. People
who do not feel safe in a relationship are bad listeners. It is more probable that people are
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Figure 1.2: An example of climate science miscommunication in the news.
listening to you if you listen to them. People tend to change more easily as a response to
a new experience plus a communication initiative. It is more probable that people will be
more in favor of a change if they have been involved in a prior debate. A word enclosed
message will be interpreted in light of how, when, where and who has pronounced it. The
lack of self awareness and internal conflicts makes it more difficult to communicate with
people.
1.1.5 Evaluating communication
Measuring the impact and the efficacy of an initiative of science communication is complex
and difficult. What shall be measured? How much an audience clapped their hands?
How satisfied seemed to be their faces during a conference? How much did they actively
take part to experiments? Or how much did they score by answering a questionnaire.
Sometimes it is very difficult and expensive to have a direct feedback from the public (i.e.
statistical surveys on the audience when we communicate for example through television,
radio or newspapers).
1.1.6 Communication about weather and climate
Despite a broad consensus amongst scientific experts that climate change is a serious issue
needing the attention of policy communities and the public now, there is considerable pub-
lic confusion about the related science, and a general apathy about the issue. The confusion
about the science can be attributed to a combination of factors, including ineffective com-
munication skills of the scientists involved, misinformation presented by contrarians and
the failure of media to distinguish between scientific debate about detail versus significance.
In the mass media and in the internet, environmental issues and in particular climate
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change, weather extremes, daily weather forecasts and pollution are widely present[29].
The media are in fact one of the most important means by which lay people obtain infor-
mation about science[37]. Unfortunately these media often report imprecise information
and create confusion in the public opinion’s understanding of such issues[36] [37] [38]. Me-
dia ”miscommunication” has two sides: misreporting by the media and misunderstanding
by the audience.
Typical inaccuracies from the side of the media involve confusing processes and phe-
nomena such as pollution and air quality or ozone layer depletion with CO2 emissions,
showing for example pictures of polluted cities or of smoky chimneys when reporting about
CO2 atmospheric concentration or reporting about different phenomena (such as weather
anomalies/extremes and climate change, air pollution and CO2 emissions, greenhouse ef-
fect and ozone depletion) in the same article (see fig. 1.2 for an example). Another typical
inaccuracy is associating single weather extremes or exceptional temperatures for example
as a proof/disproof of climate change or global warming, confusing the different domains
of weather and climate. A vast misconception created by the media, also known as ”bal-
ance as bias”[42] [28], is concerned with the communication of what is controversial and of
what is well-established in climate science (such as global warming, and the anthropogenic
greenhouse effect as a cause of it). From this point of view, media tend to balance state-
ments with opposing views giving the public the erroneous concept of there being ”two
equal camps” in science and a false impression of a ”debate” present about issues where
none exists[37] [318] [45] [35]. A last but not least problem with good communication in the
media about climate change science and environmental issues is represented by interests,
ideological and political biases[43] [47].
Such inaccuracies and media mis-communication could also be at the origin of typi-
cal misconceptions present in the general public[49] and as pointed out in literature cor-
rect comprehension of scientific phenomena is decisive in fostering citizen actions and
behaviors[48] [41]. From this point of view journalists, communicators, educators, teach-
ers and scientists must work together more effectively, using even the latest research in
psychology[32] to address these barriers through improved access to comprehensible and
quality information and education, and to foster a learning environment of critical thinking
amongst the general public and students facing climate change news and studies[33] [46].
1.2 Physics education research
Teaching is an intentional activity with the aim of producing a learning process by the
student. Physics education research, studies teaching and learning processes in their speci-
ficity for the discipline. It is different from pedagogy and psychology of learning because
it is concerned with phenomena and problems linked with the details of the disciplinary
content to be taught and learnt[78] [54] (see fig.1.3).
At the center of its interest there is the education triangle student-teacher-knowledge
with the sides epistemological (content elaboration and analysis), psychological (strategies
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Figure 1.3: Reference disciplines for physics education[78].
of appropriation, conceptions and representations) and pedagogical (education interactions
in the classroom). At the center there is the construction of the educational situation (see
fig.1.4).
The disciplinary education was born in contrast with two widespread and opposite ideas
on teaching: on one hand, the idea of a general education independent from contents, a
general pedagogy where if one can teach, he can teach whatever. On the other hand the
idea of education based only on contents, where if one knows the subject very well he can
also be a good teacher. The disciplinary education is based instead on the idea that it is
necessary to study problems and solutions related to the learning of specific content. This
gives rise to a series of research lines concerning:
• a critical reflection on the conceptual organization and on the fundamentals of the
content in view of a coherent reconstruction for teaching.
• the study of specific cognitive processes which are necessary for learning the content,
with the obstacles, the difficulties, the mental models, the argumentation etc.
• the definition, based on the indications of the two preceding lines of research, of a
cognitive path having specific goals scaled on the student’s age
• the realization and experimentation of teaching-learning paths on particular segments
of the study curricula indicating content, goals, methods, tools, cognitive strategies
• the design and experimentation of particular educational materials (learning materi-
als, software, experiments, audiovisuals etc.)
• the organization of training courses for teachers coherent with the indications of the
research at the previous points.
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Figure 1.4: The education triangle.
In this way it is possible to consider six main fundamental research lines in physics
education (see also fig.1.5):
• content analysis and explication of the methodological backbone of the discipline,
• study of the cognitive processes, obstacles and difficulties specific to the learning of
a content,
• design of curricula,
• elaboration and experimentation of teaching sequences,
• production of educational materials,
• training of teachers.
Some of the specific themes of physics education research are: students’ conceptions and
reasoning, conceptual change strategies, the elaboration of teaching-learning sequences, in-
teractions in the classroom, the role of linguistic facts, students’ scientific language and
reasoning, the practical laboratory activities, the use of information and communication
technologies and audiovisuals, the analysis of disciplinary contents, problem solving, anal-
ysis of teachers’ practices, the role of history and philosophy of science, the learning of the
methods and nature of science, education in informal contexts and museums, the elabora-
tion and analysis of guidelines and curricula, the interactions between similar disciplines,
teachers’ training etc.
1.2.1 Alternative conceptions
In the 1970s, started a wide and growing research movement on students’ conceptions
(representations, ideas etc.) about specific issues in physics and in other scientific dis-
ciplines. The terminology used varies from ”preconceptions”[81] to ”misconceptions”[79],
while others prefer the terms ”conceptual or alternative frameworks”[80].
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Figure 1.5: Research lines in physics education[60]
Research on student misconceptions and reasoning difficulties is based on the modern
educational theory of constructivism, according to which, students do not receive knowl-
edge, but they construct it on the base of their pre-existing ideas and experiences[65].
Humans in fact have a mental framework of knowledge that they actively created and
built upon throughout life based on personal interpretations of experiences and interactions
with the world. So students do not start any physics lesson with their mind free from
any idea on the physical phenomena to be studied[69]. They already have interpretative
schemes, personal ideas and conceptions on many physical situations. This fact is largely
verified and accepted and the knowledge of those personal ideas constitutes one of the most
important and relevant results of education research[54] [64] [66].
Similar conceptions have been found in different geographical and cultural contexts
which suggests the existence of a sort of ”spontaneous” physics[61]. By the way, for students
at secondary school or university level, it is not correct thinking of truly spontaneous
conceptions, but of a mixture of the ideas generated from the daily practical experience and
of the ideas proposed by school education and by the mass media[54]. What is certainly
true, is that a child in pre-scholar age forms already with his sensory and motor self-
experience, personal interpretative and explicative models of the physical phenomena by
which is surrounded. Those spontaneous conceptions do not constitute an organic and
coherent ensemble for the single student, but still show a stability and efficacy in specific
and limited situations and many of them still remain unchanged or only partly modified
even after the study of the specific disciplines at school or at university[54]. From this
point of view these often naive, incomplete, or inaccurate personal beliefs and ideas are
strongly entrenched and resistant to change[63].
Some spontaneous and elementary explicative schemes seem deeply rooted and broadly
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used in different contexts, but are usually abandoned in secondary school, being substituted
with other more complex and articulated conceptions which put together spontaneous ideas
with rules and mental schemes learnt at school. This mix can show up as a personal reinter-
pretation of what has been taught in view of previous ideas or as a simple coexistence of two
different explicative schemes which are alternatively activated by the student depending on
his needs. The spontaneous conceptions which resist with time seem to be the ones which
the students are able to coordinate with rules and concepts learnt at school. Some con-
ceptions which are the cause of errors, seem to be produced, suggested or sustained by the
same teaching which, at the pedagogical aim of simplifying or abbreviating, can sometimes
foster wrong interpretations linked with students’ and teachers’ pre-conceptions[54].
Teaching/learning difficulties are usually related to conflicts between common sense and
scientific knowledge (common vs scientific language), lack of experimental activities and
phenomenological analysis, inadequate approaches and materials (frontal lesson, no use
of ICT), poor learning environments (lack of peer interaction, unidirectional education)
and ineffective teaching strategies, poor comprehension and use of mathematics[78]. These
difficulties are common, robust, transverse to different contexts and resistant to traditional
teaching methods. They should be pointed out and overcome with teaching activities
based on research results but in service teachers are often even unaware of their existence.
Questions with open ended answers requesting comments and/or explanations, multiple
choice questionnaires with appropriate ”distractors” from research, the use of the common
language, of expressions, events or situations familiar to students helps uncovering these
difficulties. The starting point to address alternative conceptions is pointing them out and
recognize them (from our experience or from research in education), then understand why
they were born (lack of integration between common sense and disciplinary knowledge),
where they come from (experience, beliefs, familiar and cultural environment, social con-
text), why they are so robust (the knowledge they come from is useful for interpreting
reality) and in the end look for solutions to overcome them (activities, teaching sequences,
specific experiments etc.). From this point of view it is important to remember to use
questions which request qualitative reasoning and written answers, to discuss incorrect
answers and possible origins, to ask students to synthesize concepts and mathematical
relationships with their own words and that robust conceptual difficulties can be tackled
from many points of view in different contexts.
There seems to exist a multiple coherence; the student preserves and applies more than
an explicative model, maintaining the logic of each of them and the criteria of choice among
them. Students are in general willing to modify or abandon their conceptions, if they are
faced with contrasting reasoning, partly based on their spontaneous ideas and coherent
with the explanations considered acceptable from them[75].
If we then want lasting learning and conceptual change to occur, students must actively
engage and interact with information and experiences that challenge, confront, and conflict
with their personal interpretations of reality. After challenging misconceptions, it is equally
important that reasonable and more accurate explanations are given to students.
In any case students’ ideas and conceptions even if incorrect or not exactly aligned with
the ones of the scientific community should not only be considered as barriers to contrast
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and overcome, but they could constitute a useful background to work upon at the aim of
building a more articulated knowledge structure, closer to the teaching objectives[54].
Many studies tried to unveil commonly held misconceptions related to various science
topics[77]. Research into student alternative conceptions can help guide curricular choices,
focus attention to key conceptual difficulties, and provide insight into the types of learning
experiences and activities useful in addressing these misconceptions[67] [68] [250]. This
effort is particularly important because, as mentioned above, misconceptions are deeply
embedded within student’s personal conceptual frameworks and are resistant to conceptual
change[67] [63] [71].
Research-based assessments and concept inventories can be useful tools to investigate
the presence of initial misconceptions (preconceptions) and their overcoming. Research-
based assessments (RBAs) are standardized assessments that were rigorously developed and
revised using student ideas and interviews, expert input, and statistical analysis. Concept
inventories (CI) are RBAs instruments that probe students’ understanding of particular
physics concepts including both multiple-choice and open-ended assessments that were
developed following a rigorous research process[139] [138].
RBAs and CI have had a major impact on physics and astronomy education reform by
providing a universal and convincing measure of student understanding that instructors
can use to assess and improve the effectiveness of their teaching. A review of the most
relevant RBAs and CI in the different fields of physics can be found in[140] [141] [142].
1.2.2 Research based assessments on thermal and atmospheric
physics
Environmental phenomena and processes related to weather and climate are complex,
interdisciplinary and multidimensional[163]. Since the climate system is constituted of
five different subsystems in interaction with each other (i.e. atmosphere, hydrosphere,
cryosphere, lithosphere and biosphere); knowledge, methods and tools of different disci-
plines (mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, geology etc.) are necessary to investigate
its structure, processes and evolution. At the same time the study of climate and weather
phenomena offers a natural framework for the integration of different disciplines which is
greatly advocated in education[179] [162] [164] [182] [154] [155].
From the point of view of physics a good comprehension of thermal processes, thermo-
dynamics, optics, electromagnetic radiation and its interaction with matter is essential and
must be integrated for the elaboration of appropriate conceptual models of atmospheric
physics phenomena such as for example ozone layer depletion, the greenhouse effect, winds,
clouds and precipitation formation[173] [174] [191] [175]. Elements of the theory of dynam-
ical systems (complexity, chaos, interactions and feedbacks, dynamic equilibrium) are also
very important to understand climate and weather systems and their dynamics, being
transversal and relevant to many different disciplines[165]. These segments of physics are
usually taught separately at school and very few times students are confronted with their
application to the explanation of complex real phenomena, facing the need of their inte-
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gration. Again the context of climate and weather offers an interesting framework for such
exercises.
Over the past two decades, many studies investigating students and teachers under-
standing of atmospheric phenomena and in particular of greenhouse effect and global
warming, demonstrated that scientific knowledge and correct explanations about these
phenomena and processes is still limited and that misconceptions are common across dif-
ferent ages and levels of education[222] [217] [228] [220] [218] [226] [229] [230] [339] [215]
[214] [216] [211] [212] [249] [219] [248] [227] [250] [251].
Suggested reasons for this include problems with students’ knowledge of the underly-
ing scientific concepts or in applying knowledge learned in a different context[218] [216]
[192]. Physics plays an important role for the understanding of phenomena and processes
happening in the atmosphere and in the climate system[192], that’s why misconceptions
in climate and atmospheric science are often linked with misconceptions in general physics
and a correct interpretation of phenomena related to atmosphere and climate should be-
gin from a correct conceptual understanding of basic physics. In particular: physics of
thermal phenomena, thermodynamics, physical optics, electromagnetic radiation and its
interaction with matter, blackbody radiation.
A series of research based assessments and concept inventories have been developed,
are available online[141] [142] and can be used to assess students and teachers’ conceptual
understanding of thermal phenomena, thermodynamics, the greenhouse effect and climate
change and meteorology (TCE[146], TCS, TCI, HTCE[149], TTCI-T[147], GECI[145],
CCCI[143], FMI[148]). Some of them are still under development or have been developed
for specific contexts; only the ones which have been used in the assessment of the teaching
sequence or which could be used will be introduced.
Even though testing is important and standardized tests have a place, they should not
be the dominant culture of education. They should be diagnostic and help to determine
if learning is taking place when one is teaching. A multiple-choice test is not the best for
assessing deep conceptual understanding but if well developed, a concept inventory can
flag conceptual issues (PRE-instruction), detect conceptual change (POST-instruction)
and inform decisions about teaching strategies. In higher education (i.e. introductory
physics), a concept inventory used as just described has proven to play an important role
in transforming teaching practices among STEM faculty.
The Thermal Concept Inventory (TCE)[146] is a multiple-choice assessment of heat
transfer, temperature change, and thermal properties of materials based on an inventory
of students’ alternative conceptions of thermodynamics from research literature. It was de-
veloped for third-year high school students and introductory college students in Australia.
The multiple-choice answers allow students to choose from ’everyday physics’ answers or
’classroom physics’ answers. Many questions consist of a conversation between students
and then statements about the opinions of the students involved in the conversation.
Thermal physics and thermodynamics present students with many conceptual and un-
derstanding difficulties[207] [208]. They do not differentiate between the concepts of heat
and temperature, this causing difficulty in understanding processes as thermal conduction
of thermal energy. Many of their conceptions are context-dependent and explanations are
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Figure 1.6: Thermodynamics assessments.[140]
related to single or isolated situations. Appropriate generalizations are often not recog-
nized. Students are inconsistent in their explanations, using different conceptions to explain
similar phenomena and generally not recognizing contradictions. They do not apply ideas
learned in school to ”everyday” situations but they are more likely to express alternative
conceptions when explaining real-life situations. Students’ knowledge frameworks often
allow them to accept a statement of ”what is” as a sufficient explanation of ”why”. For
example, students believe that heat rises, but many accept this as a definitive explanation
for convection currents. Even when students make correct statements, they often admit
to being unclear about their ideas. Strongly held alternative conceptions also inhibit the
development of more useful conceptions because students perceive no need to seek different
explanations. Alternative beliefs arise through interaction with their physical and social
environment, including the cultural use of imprecise language[209]. Hence, when using skin
to judge the temperature of objects, children become accustomed to materials that usually
feel warm or cool to touch and combine such experiences into a generalization that provides
some explanation for that experience. Feeling warm or cold to touch are instead sensations
produced by the interplay of complex processes involving different physics concepts such
as temperature, thermal conductivity, heat capacity and latent heat. Common statements
such as ”to take one’s temperature” lead to beliefs that may be in conflict with scientific
views. Society’s use of materials for heat-related purposes, for example using aluminum
foil to keep things cold, leads to confusion about conductors, insulators, radiators, and
reflectors and the mechanism by which they work in different situations. Naive beliefs
are also developed though classroom instruction and reading textbooks. Belief is different
from knowledge. In psychology, belief has a higher status than knowledge in that, for the
believer, a belief is a taken-for-granted truth that requires no justification or proof. Be-
liefs lead the believer to talk or act or reason in particular ways, even though the believer
may not be able to articulate that belief[91] [92]. Physics or science education research
reports many incidents of discrepancies between what students learn, often for the purpose
of assessment, and what they actually believe.
A review from literature of the most common misconceptions about climate change
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Figure 1.7: Most common misconceptions about climate change held by middle and high school students
as reported by Choi et al.[268]
held by middle and high school students are reported in fig. 1.7.
The Greenhouse Effect Concept Inventory (GECI) is a 20 item multiple choice RBA
developed by Keller[145] as an educational research tool designed to assess pre and post-
instruction conceptual understanding of the greenhouse effect at secondary school and
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undergraduate level. It focuses primarily on the physics of energy flow through the Earth’s
atmosphere and it is offered to the science education community as a research tool for
assessing instructional strategies on this topic.
Questions were developed after extensive research on students’ beliefs about and models
of the greenhouse effect; three versions of this multiple-choice instrument were adminis-
tered to more than 2500 undergraduates as part of a development and validation iterative
process which started from identifying common themes and trends in student beliefs and
understanding through coding analysis of student-supplied written responses from six iter-
atively developed survey instruments administered to over 900 US undergraduate students
of introductory science courses.
Its development confirmed that the study population subscribed to several beliefs and
misconceptions previously identified in literature. These include correct understandings
that carbon dioxide is an important greenhouse gas and the greenhouse effect increases
planetary surface temperatures. Common association of the greenhouse effect with in-
creased penetration of sunlight into and trapping of solar energy in the atmosphere. In-
termixing of concepts associated with the greenhouse effect, global warming, and ozone
depletion. Reinforcing the latter concept, the strong belief that the Sun radiates most
of its energy as ultraviolet light. Inaccurate and incomplete description of trapping mod-
els, which include permanent trapping, trapping through reflection, and trapping of gases
and pollution. Another reasoning difficulty involves the idea that Earth’s surface radiates
energy primarily during the nighttime[145].
The Climate Change Concept Inventory (CCCI)[143] is a 27 item multiple-choice diag-
nostic instrument developed by Jarrett as an educational research tool designed to assess
pre and post-instruction conceptual understanding of the science of climate change at sec-
ondary school and undergraduate level. It focuses on seven conceptual areas: the carbon
cycle and fossil fuels, the electromagnetic spectrum, interactions between greenhouse gases
and electromagnetic radiation, proportions of greenhouse and non greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, feedback, equilibrium of energy and conservation of energy.
The concepts addressed were determined through a Delphi study of experts in secondary
science teaching and climate science, and a review of research literature on students’ under-
standing of the topic. A rigorous methodology has been applied for its iterative develop-
ment and validation, including writing distractors based on known student misconceptions
identified in literature and student focus group interviews, application of item-writing
guidelines and statistical evaluation of item and test performance. Trial versions and and
post trial assessments have been done with more than 250 high school students and with
over 50 undergraduates, but this test is still under development.
Working on it there have been found common misconceptions such as: overestimation
of human contributions to atmospheric carbon inputs, overestimation of the proportion
of ultra violet radiation in sunlight, lack of awareness of the water solubility of carbon
dioxide and the role of oceans in the global carbon cycle, overestimation of the propor-
tion of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, misidentification of greenhouse gases, lack of
understanding of Earth’s energy balance and black body radiation, misconceptions about
the nature of interactions between electromagnetic radiation and atmospheric gases and
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limited understanding of carbon chemistry and the process of fossil fuel formation. The
concept of feedback was reported as not being encountered in school education. The study’s
findings suggested that students in New South Wales aged thirteen to sixteen do not have
the necessary accurate knowledge about the underlying concepts in order to comprehend
the science of climate change[144].
Concerning weather and meteorology much less research work has been done on mis-
conceptions, these being also probably more strongly related to basic thermal physics, ther-
modynamics and chemistry. A review of misconceptions, but mainly held by children has
been done by Henriques[249], based also on previous works done by Aron[251], Dove[250],
Spiropoulou[248], Rappaport[253], Malleus[254], Stepans[255] and Polito[252]. The idea of
a first concept inventory on meteorology (FMI) has been proposed by Davenport[148] but
it is still under development. There have been found that many undergraduate students,
even after exposure to school science curricula have difficulty explaining simple atmospheric
phenomena such as cloud and precipitation formation, the water cycle, the identification
of water in its different states, the individuation of moisture sources in certain cases of
cloud formation by incorporating fundamental principles of matter and energy. Other typ-
ical misconceptions are: the misidentification of cloud condensate as ”water vapor”, air
as a sponge for water vapor, the idea that cold air cannot hold as much water vapor as
warm air, the idea that raindrops are shaped like teardrops. Misconceptions fell into the
following categories: properties of water, phase changes and the water cycle, cloud forma-
tion and precipitation, the atmosphere (gases), and greenhouse effect/global warming, the
confusion distinguishing between weather and climate. Meteorology is an interdisciplinary
subject where it is easy to use misconceptions gathered for other purposes especially in
basic physics and relate them to the topic of weather[253] [256] [250] [249].
Other research studies have been carried out about students’ ideas on thermal effects
of radiation, but focusing on particular aspects such as: interaction between radiation and
metals involving atomic models and quantum theory[265], the greenhouse effect and global
warming[224] [229] [219] [216] [267] [225].
It was found, for example, that many students consider the ozone layer depletion and
radioactivity as causes of global warming and the skin cancer as an effect of the latter,
the idea of ’trapping’ of sun rays by the atmosphere as explanation of the greenhouse
effect. Specific studies on student conceptions and teaching proposals for secondary school
about radiation-matter interaction are still lacking but there are suggestions that learning
molecular behavior may improve student explanatory models of the greenhouse effect[246].
In previous research works focused on some aspects of the problem[325], it has been
found a tendency to give absolute meaning to optical properties (i.e. transparency, absorp-
tivity, emissivity) as intrinsic characteristics of bodies or materials, a lacking or incorrect
consideration of infrared emission by bodies in the study of thermal balances and ex-
changes, a confusion between transitory phases and steady state situations, a difficulty
in considering the interrelation of multiple factors and phenomena implied in energy bal-
ances. Concerning the greenhouse effect and its relationship with global warming diffuse
students’ ideas are: considering global warming and ozone hole as different aspects of the
same problem, seeing ozone layer depletion as a cause of global warming, this causing can-
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cer and skin diseases, the trapping of solar rays by the atmosphere as the mechanism for
the greenhouse effect or interpreting it as the result of a non stationary situation in which
more energy enters the system than leaves it[136] [197].
Other research efforts regarded the general physics principles fundamental to students
for the understanding of the greenhouse effect. In a seminal paper on student beliefs about
the greenhouse effect, Boyes and Stanisstreet[221] recommended that further research must
be carried out regarding the manner in which children synthesize ”the concepts of energy,
heat, radiation, absorption, equilibrium, and photosynthesis, and others when thinking
about global warming”. Relevant to this pursuit are also previous studies regarding the
concept of energy[237], the nature and interactions of light[236] [238], thermal energy and
heat[239] [240] [241], gases, atmospheres, and weather[245] [244] [242] [250] [248] [249], and
photosynthesis[243].
Research works[184] [190] [193] [191] [192] showed that many of the same misconcep-
tions found in students have been found also in school teachers and pre-service teachers
suggesting the necessity of addressing such issues in undergraduate and graduate courses
and in teacher training courses. Many of them seem to be present even in textbooks[268]
[326]. For a list of them in english and italian textbooks see fig. 1.8.
1.2.3 The educational transposition
The Model of Educational Reconstruction (MER) was developed in the mid 1990s on the
basis of a continental European view of science education[77].
The idea of educational transposition or reconstruction is a key point in passing from
academic scientific knowledge to scientific knowledge to be taught and to scientific knowl-
edge actually taught, which then becomes learnt scientific knowledge or personal scientific
knowledge, thanks to a process of personal construction by the student. There is a first
external transposition by the ”noosphere” (the ensemble of actors and decision makers who
study and determine the educational functioning, school guidelines, disciplinary textbooks)
and an internal transposition done by teachers (see fig.1.9)[54].
The whole research work is methodologically framed within two research strands: the
Model of Educational Reconstruction[83] [84] [77] [85] and the design based research
methods[86].
Teacher’s physics is an intermediate construction in between the physicist’s and the
student’s physics. A school subject is never a simplified reproduction of an academic
subject, but the result of a process which brings to the elaboration of an original content,
with its own context and range of application, goals, problems to solve and ensemble of
allowed procedures.
This gives birth to scholastic contents which can be abandoned or brought back and be
modified because of the influence of many factors which can be external or internal to the
school system and to the class.
The transposition is unavoidable and necessary but has also some risks. In fact it has
to be put under epistemological surveillance, the deviation or deformation with respect
to the model of the academic physics must be accepted, but also checked and evaluated
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Figure 1.8: Misconceptions about climate change in english and italian textbooks as reported by Choi
et al.[268] and by Tarantola et al.[326]
to avoid that it would remain only a terminological resemblance, sometimes even in a
pseudo-scientific language.
The transfer of school knowledge implies a delimitation of the knowledge with the
isolation from its epistemological and cultural context, the organization of thoughtful pro-
gressive sequences, the public definition of the knowledge to be transferred and of the kinds
of examinations accepted.
The delimitation is both internal to the subject in relationship with other parts of
the subject itself and external, in relationship with the cultural and methodological back-
ground, the context of problems in which the specific knowledge has been constructed.
This de-contextualization of the scientific content from problems and cultural references
in which acquires meaning, can create the so typical sensation of artificiality and loss of
meaning which is common in the practice of teaching. Moreover teaching a subject at
school needs it to be divided into fragments to be presented in succession, in a sequence of
concepts which firstly have to be dissociated and isolated and secondly to be reconnected
and linked in a structure and in a conceptual network[54].
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Figure 1.9: The educational transposition adapted from[54].
Figure 1.10: An example for the recursive process of educational reconstruction[83].
1.2.4 The design of a teaching learning sequence
The studies on alternative conceptions and on conceptual change, have contributed to in-
vestigate and put into light why students do not understand and which are the obstacles
they face in the process of learning physics and more generally science[54].
There is then the problem of using the results of those studies to build educational
proposals which can help students to understand and improve their learning process. Thus
the research in education has been concentrating more and more on the elaboration and
on the experimentation of teaching and learning sequences (TLS) based on the results ob-
tained from the research of the last decades on common sense conceptions and on learning
processes, relative to specific scientific content[76] [74] [111].
One of the lines of research which has greatly developed, studies ameliorative approaches
to learning at microscopic and mesoscopic scales (i.e. relative to a single subject or theme,
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Figure 1.11: Curriculum design and development[112] [111].
treated in an educational sequence of several hours or weeks), while other research lines
study solutions at a macroscopic level (i.e. of a whole curriculum of one or more years of
studies), see fig.1.11.
Educational sequences can be developed with pure research purposes, to obtain results
on specific aspects of the learning processes relative to a scientific subject, but also with
innovation purposes, for example ameliorating the efficacy in teaching a specific subject
or introducing new contents and methods in a determined segment of the school curriculum.
The design of a teaching-learning sequence involves many aspects and poses various
methodological problems. With this aim, research in education has developed different
approaches, methods and solutions such as education engineering, problem posing, edu-
cation structures, the model of the educational reconstruction, the 3D approach and the
core-clouds structure[54].
Another line of research develops instead longitudinal paths from elementary school
to the beginning of the high school on physics and general science themes, with the aim
of creating a learning progression centered on the development of reasoning strategies,
transversal concepts and basic practices which characterize the process of constructing
scientific knowledge.
An important method to be considered and applied in the development of teaching
sequences is the ”Inquiry Based Learning” (IBL) and many researchers have shown that
Inquiry-Based approaches to learning are able to increase student motivation, interest,
understanding and development[109] [108].
As defined in the National Science Education Standards[104], scientific inquiry refers
to the diverse ways in which scientists study the natural world and propose explanations
based on the evidence derived from their work. Inquiry also refers to the activities of
students in which they develop knowledge and understanding of scientific ideas, as well as
an understanding of how scientists study the natural world (the scientific method).
Scientific inquiry reflects how scientists come to understand the natural world, and
it is at the heart of how students learn. From a very early age, children interact with
their environment, ask questions, and seek ways to answer those questions. Understanding
science content is significantly enhanced when ideas are anchored to inquiry experiences.
Scientific inquiry is a powerful way of understanding science content. Students learn
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Figure 1.12: The process of learning through inquiry[112] [110].
how to ask questions and use evidence to answer them. In the process of learning the
strategies of scientific inquiry, students learn to conduct an investigation and collect evi-
dence from a variety of sources, develop an explanation from the data, and communicate
and defend their conclusions. Phases in which students make a prediction and design an
experiment are essential for the learning success. There are many levels of inquiry: from
confirmation, structured, guided and open inquiry. In the latter case, which is the more
authentic, students are engaged by a research question, they guess predictions, design and
construct experiments (both in virtual environments and with concrete materials) to de-
termine which of the predictions made is the best, they analyze results and summarize
them in the form of scientific laws and/or models, they apply laws and models found to
new situations, they think about the limitations of the same laws and models and on their
path done, they go back to the initial question and revise their approach to the research
(see fig.1.12).
The National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) recommends that all K-16 teachers
embrace scientific inquiry and is committed to helping educators make it the centerpiece of
the science classroom. The use of scientific inquiry will help ensure that students develop
a deep understanding of science and scientific inquiry[100]
Students’ education in fact should not consist merely in being able to repeat facts
and memorised knowledge. From this point of view inquiry has an important role in
developing understanding since it involves learners making sense through their own action,
thinking and reasoning of different aspects of the world around. Inquiry-based science
education promotes both conceptual understanding and the development of capabilities
widely recognized as needed by everyone in the twenty-first century such as critical thinking,
collaborative working, consideration of alternatives, effective communication. Rather than
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a superficial learning process in which motivation is based on the satisfaction of being
rewarded, motivation when learning through inquiry comes from the satisfaction of having
made sense of something that was not previously understood. Success requires teachers to
have an understanding of the nature of science, seeing it not as a collection of facts to be
learned but as a process of thinking, observation and experimentation[102].
The initial design of the activities of the teaching sequence is based on an approach of
integration among a critical analysis of the scientific content in view of its reconstruction for
the teaching activity, a reflection on what is already available (textbooks, online materials
etc.) and an analysis of the results of the research in education focused on the specific
issue.
Besson et al.[325] [136] pointed out that the introduction of a complex issue as is
for example the physical basis of the greenhouse effect, requires a progressive conceptual
construction with a sequence of cognitive steps necessary to attain a coherent explanation of
the phenomenon. The accomplishment of these steps entails re-structuring the teaching of
thermal phenomena and optics, and discussing the energy balances in stationary conditions
of a system exposed to a constant source of energy. Thus in order to favor the students’
acquisition of the basic physics concepts required to understand the greenhouse effect
it is necessary to bridge two areas, optics and thermal phenomena, strictly connected
from a conceptual, scientific and technological point of view, but often taught separately
(with episodic connections) in introductory physics courses at university. Work with high
school teachers, concerning a cycle of design, implementation, evaluation and redesign of
a teaching learning sequence on this topics revealed to be also essential.
1.2.5 The role of laboratory in physics education
The laboratory is an essential part of physics because physics is inherently an experimental
science, and there is an increasing awareness of the importance of the laboratory experience
in physics and science education[93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98]. From this point of view school
guidelines and national standards of education focus more and more on authentic and
engaging STEM educational experiences.
Physics is a way of approaching problem solving, requiring direct observation and ex-
perimentation. In this endeavor being successful requires synthesis and use of a broad
spectrum of knowledge and skills, including mathematical, computational, experimental,
and practical skills; and to develop particular habits of mind. ”Thinking” like a physi-
cist” and constructing knowledge of our physical universe pervade all of the recommended
learning outcomes.
Learning outcomes of the physics laboratory (see fig. 1.13) are considered to be[97]
[98]:
• Constructing knowledge: collect, analyze, and interpret real data from personal ob-
servations of the physical world to develop a physical worldview.
• Modeling: develop abstract representations of real systems studied in the laboratory,
understand their limitations and uncertainties, and make predictions using models.
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Figure 1.13: Role and outcomes of the laboratory and of experimental activities in physics education.[97]
Modeling the physical system, includes both understanding the main physics ideas
and developing, using and revising a predictive model.
• Designing apparatus and experiments: develop, engineer, and troubleshoot apparatus
and experiments to test models and hypotheses within specific constraints such as
cost, time, safety, and available equipment. Carry out experiments.
• Developing technical and practical laboratory skills: become proficient using common
test equipment in a range of standard laboratory measurements while being aware of
device limitations.
• Analyzing and visualizing data: analyze and display data using statistical methods
and critically interpret the validity and limitations of these data and their uncertain-
ties.
• Communicating physics: present results and ideas with reasoned arguments sup-
ported by experimental evidence and utilizing appropriate and authentic written
and verbal forms.
Moreover the physics laboratory prepares responsible scientists and fosters both a
deeper understanding of natural processes and the development of a variety of transferable
skills for the 21st century, providing for example a link to skills and habits valuable for
innovation and entrepreneurship. The laboratory allows students to understand how phys-
ical ideas enable modern technologies and therefore to appreciate the role that physicists
plays in developing practical solutions to societal problems[97].
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1.2.6 The role of teachers and their training
While the research in education was elaborating multiple proposals of teaching-learning
sequences and refined educational indications on specific learning problems, the factual
school practice remained disconnected from those proposals, giving birth to a big divide
between the products of the research in education and the school practice.
So it has been studied the problem of the large scale dissemination of teaching-learning
sequences experimented in education research, and so the realization of sequences which
could be used effectively in ordinary school environments and which could take into con-
sideration the boundaries posed by the factual functioning of institutional school contexts
of reference.
At this aim the importance of the role of the teacher has been underlined and much
research has been concentrated on the study of the role of the teacher as a transformer
of the education intentions of school guidelines or of researchers and on the elaboration of
projects and of formative experiences for teachers[58] [59] [57].
Three are the fields of knowledge considered as founding building blocks of the compe-
tence of a teacher: subject matter knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and pedagogical con-
tent knowledge[54]. The last one is a defining component of recent approaches to teacher’s
education and is the subject of many studies. It is a special mixture of content and peda-
gogy, which is a specific form of teacher’s professional understanding[55] [56]. Instructors
develop pedagogical content knowledge as they gain exposure to helping students confront
and resolve misconceptions and misconception research can support its development and
implementation in the classroom quantifying, validating, and expanding its aspects[55].
Concerning the specificity of weather and climate, numerous research works[184] [185]
[186] [187] [188] [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] [195] [196] showed that teachers of different
subjects (from physics to chemistry, biology and natural science) and at different levels
of lower education lack the necessary specific background and formation on atmospheric
and environmental issues related climate and weather; this resulting in holding the same
misconceptions of their students, ”balance as bias”[185] in presenting climate change, and
confusion among different issues, this constituting a strong barrier in the diffusion of such
themes in the teaching practice at school, as advocated by school guidelines.
Chapter 2
Communication of Antarctic science
During the second year of Ph.D. program, the candidate participated to the 30th Ital-
ian expedition in Antarctica as a member of the 11th wintering team at the Italian and
French research station Concordia in Antarctica. Covering the role of atmospheric physi-
cist of the team, he has been in charge of the measurement campaigns of the Italian
research projects[279] in the field of atmospheric physics, and operational meteorology
for the institute of atmospheric sciences and climate of the national research council of
Italy (ISAC-CNR) and for the Italian national agency for new technologies, energy and
sustainable economic development (ENEA). Among his scientific tasks he managed for
one year and autonomously instruments and measurements of the radiometric and of the
meteo-climatological observatories.
These two observatories are important nodes of international global networks of mea-
surements of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). Their goal is to measure
the fluxes of electromagnetic radiation at the Earth’s surface (which at last play a big
part in determining the temperature of the Earth’s surface) and the physical quantities
typical of the atmosphere (temperature, pressure, relative humidity, wind speed and wind
direction). This quantitative information is useful both at research and operational level,
for the characterization of the Antarctic regional and global meteorology and climatology,
for the validation of remote sensed data (such as for example those measured from satel-
lite radiometers), for monitoring and evaluating the impact of climate change and for the
elaboration of weather forecasts[275] [279].
This chapter presents the science communication initiatives designed, performed and
experimented during the Ph.D. program.
The first part will introduce the scientific fields and the research activities performed at
Concordia station, together with the geographical, environmental and institutional context
in which these are set. In particular there will be a general illustration of the research
projects in the field of physics of the atmosphere, climate and meteorology, funded by the
Italian Antarctic Program (PNRA).
The research activity performed in first person by the candidate has been rearranged,
enriched and transformed by himself, designing, organizing and performing in first person,
several science communication initiatives addressing different audiences, experimenting
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with different media, methods and innovative formats of communication both during his
stay in Antarctica and later on. These initiatives will be presented and summarized in the
second part of the chapter. For a detailed list of these see appendix A.
2.1 The Italian and French research station Concordia
The Antarctic continent holds a series of records. The last being discovered and visited, it
is by all means the most isolated, most remote, the coldest, driest, windiest, most elevated
and least explored continent of the Planet. Theater of many adventures and of both
human and scientific challenges, such as the race for conquering the South Pole between
Amundsen and Scott or the unfortunate attempt at crossing the continent by Shackleton, it
is nowadays a continent entirely dedicated to scientific research[273]. In 1959, following the
International Geophysical Year of 1957-1958, an international treaty has been ratified in
Washington, to guarantee to all participant nations the right of using the Antarctic territory
for scientific research, in the name of peace and international cooperation, respecting the
endemic ecosystem. Today the Antarctic treaty has been signed by 46 nations worldwide
and together with the environmental protocol of Madrid of 1991, preserves the continent
from political claims, from the exploitation of natural resources and from military activities,
at the aim of maintaining the continent as pristine and untouched as possible, an heritage
devoted to science and mankind.
Its inhabitants are only technical and scientific temporary personnel, hosted in research
stations, ranging from 4500 people during the summer period, to less than 1000 people
during the winter period. During the summer there are connections via planes and ships
with the rest of the world, while during wintertime the continent and people, remain
completely isolated. Permanent research stations which host the personnel during the
summer or year-round are almost 70, belonging to 30 different nations, signatory of the
Antarctic treaty. Almost all these stations are situated on the coastal region of Antarctica,
apart from the only three which are in the interior of the continent: the Russian Vostok,
the American Amundsen-Scott at the geographic south pole and the Italian and French
Concordia[280].
Concordia is an Italian and French research station, situated at Dome C (75°S of lati-
tude, 123°E of longitude, 3233 m above sea level) on the Antarctic plateau. It is the only
permanent and year-round European station in the interior of the continent, 1200 km far
from the coast and Vostok is the nearest station at a distance of 600 km. This makes it one
of the most remote, isolated and inhospitable places on Earth, being also referred to with
the nickname ”White Mars” by the European Space Agency which there studies human
physiological and psychological adaptation to extreme environments[283].
The station has been built between 1999 and 2005 from an Italian and French col-
laboration for the purpose of constituting a platform for scientific research. Today it is
jointly managed by the French Polar Institute (IPEV) and by the Italian Antarctic Pro-
gram (PNRA), funded by MIUR. For what concerns Italy, the Antarctic National Scientific
Commission (CSNA) defines the plans and strategies of Antarctic research and evaluates
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Figure 2.1: Research stations on the Antarctic continent. The Italian and French station Concordia is
situated at Dome C, on the east Antarctic plateau, at 3233 meters above sea level. (c) PNRA/IPEV
research projects, the Italian National Research Council (CNR) is responsible for the scien-
tific planning and coordination and the Italian national agency for new technologies, energy
and sustainable economic development (ENEA) is responsible for planning and carrying
out the logistics[279].
At Dome C, it has been extracted an ice core, 3233 meters long, outcome of an Eu-
ropean research project named EPICA (see fig.2.3). This ice core, allowed to reconstruct
the climate of the last 800,000 years, particularly with regards to greenhouse gases concen-
tration and temperature. The concentration of greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide and
methane has been reconstructed by analyzing the composition of the tiny bubbles of fossil
air, trapped in the ice. Past temperatures have been reconstructed independently from the
analysis of the relative abundances of oxygen and hydrogen isotopes in the ice[284].
The landscape around the station consists of a white flat plateau of snow compacted by
the action of wind. Temperatures during the summer period do not go above -25°C, and
in winter they go below -80°C. The air is rarefied, with atmospheric pressure going down
to 600 hPa in winter, making physical and cognitive activities more difficult. The climate
is typical of a cold desert, with on average only 3 cm of precipitation per year and weak
average winds. Until now no endemic form of life has been found, not even bacteria[305]
[306]. The day and night cycle is altered, with 3 months of daylight for 24 hours during the
summer period and 3 months without the sun during the winter period, whereas months
with long dawn and dusk characterize intermediate periods.
The personnel living and working at the station is international, equally divided between
scientific and logistic. It consists of around 60 people during the summer period which goes
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Figure 2.2: The Italian and French research station Concordia on the Antarctic plateau. (c) G. Dargaud.
from November to February, but reduces to only 13 people during the winter period which
goes from February until the next November. Every year these 13 people pass the 9 months
of the rigid Antarctic winter in complete isolation and autonomy. Apart from the strictly
professional tasks, every team member participates to common activities related to the
functioning of the station and to emergency procedures, having a specific and trained role
in the fire-fighting, rescue and medical teams.
The station is made of two connected cylindrical towers, three floors each, separated
from the ground with telescopic pillars as to maximize the thermal insulation and to
minimize the accumulation of snow blown by the wind. Inside, there are the usual living
facilities together with scientific laboratories and part of the instruments. A separate
building made of containers, hosts the power plant (diesel generators) and the machines
for recycling ”greywater” and ”blackwater”. Drink water is produced by melting snow and
heating is obtained with co-generation by recovering the heat taken away from the engines
by the cooling systems. Food, materials, fuel and everything necessary for the winter
period are all arriving from the French coastal station Dumont D’Urville with a raid of
snow cats and snow tractors carrying containers and fuel tanks on special sledges driving
for 10 days across the distance of 1200 km. The personnel instead arrives at the station
and leaves only during the summer period, with special flights connecting Concordia with
the coastal stations of Mario Zucchelli, Dumont D’Urville and Casey. They usually arrive
on the Antarctic continent by icebreaker, or by plane.
The site of Dome C, where Concordia has been built, is a ”dome” of ice, which is a
site where the huge and thick ice cap covering Antarctica culminates and remains in stable
conditions. It has been chosen because it has a series of unique geographical, environmen-
tal and logistical characteristics which satisfy a series of criteria necessary for performing
certain scientific studies[274]. First of all the thickness of the ice cap, which has accu-
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Figure 2.3: Above: the EPICA ice core, extracted at Dome C. Down on the left: concentrations of carbon
dioxide (in p.p.m., red curve) and methane (in p.p.b., green curve) of the last 800,000 years, together with
a reconstruction of the temperature (relative to the average of the last millennium), based on the ratio
hydrogen-deuterium in the ice. Down on the right: methane and carbon dioxide concentrations of the last
2000 years[284]. (c) L. Augustin and Nature
mulated over more than one million years, opens the access to the archive of the Earth’s
climate through paleoclimatological studies[284] [285]. The rarefied, stable, pure and dry
atmosphere is ideal for making astronomical and astrophysical observations[286] [287], as
for example the research of exoplanets, the study of variable stars, the observation of the
sky in the infrared band and in the microwave band for studying the cosmic radiation
background and the origin of the Universe[288] [289]. At the same time, this kind of atmo-
sphere is ideal for studies on the chemical composition of the lower and upper atmospheric
layers (direct measurements of aerosols with air samplers and chemical analysis of filters
and indirect measurements with the help of lidar techniques, studies on polar stratospheric
clouds and on their role in the formation of the ozone hole)[301] [295] [302]. The position
of the station, under the orbit of the majority of polar orbiting satellites, optimizes the
possibilities of remote sensing for surface and atmospheric monitoring. The position un-
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der the polar vortex, allows the study of fluctuations in the concentration of stratospheric
ozone above Antarctica (ozone hole) both with direct (stratospheric balloons) and indi-
rect measurements (absorption of ultraviolet radiation through the atmosphere)[300] [295].
The fact of being very far away from any kind of disturbance and noise which are present
instead on the coast, creates favorable conditions for monitoring and studying terrestrial
magnetism and seismology[308] [309] [310]. At the same time, the distance from sources
and anthropic emissions of pollutants and climate-altering substances, makes it an ideal
site for making observations representative of the atmospheric background conditions[279].
An accurate characterization of the variability of such compounds, deriving from anthropic
emissions and a deep comprehension of the processes and interactions which determine and
regulate the changes which are happening, are fundamental to understand the actual state
of the climate system and to predict future scenarios of our Planet, especially in areas
where climate change is amplified by particular conditions and factors. For these reasons,
the monitoring of the Earth-atmosphere system and the study of the causes/interactions
among different components (cryosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and bio-
sphere), has a primary role at Concordia station and more generally in Antarctica[280]
[278].
Moreover the geophysical observatories (geomagnetism, seismology, physics and chem-
istry of the atmosphere, meteo-climatolgical, space weather) present at Dome C, have a
primary role for their contribution to the global international networks of measurements
and monitoring, because data coming from permanent manned measuring stations are very
sparse in the Southern hemisphere and particularly in Antarctica. The scientific fields in
which research activities are performed in Concordia are then: physics and chemistry of
the atmosphere, particle physics, meteorology, climatology, glaciology, astronomy and as-
trophysics, seismology, geomagnetism and human biology. This last field of research is
managed by ESA, with the study of physiological and psychological adaptation of small
groups of individuals living and working in conditions similar to the ones present in long
duration space missions or on the international space station or in more futuristic scenarios
of colonization of other planets. The extreme environmental conditions, isolation, confine-
ment, sensory deprivation and the alteration of the day-night cycle present in Concordia,
make it a so called ”space analog”, which is a place you can find on Earth, with the most
similar conditions to an extraterrestrial planet[283] [307].
Scientific instruments are installed outside Concordia station, inside a circular area of 2
km radius from the station (see fig.2.4). In the vicinity of the instruments, there are small
remote laboratories, called ”shelters”, heated at about 8°C, which contain the electronic and
IT acquisition systems, part of the instruments and spare parts. They are also emergency
places to seek refuge and warm up during the routine operations which have to be done
outside, often at prohibitive temperatures. On a daily basis, the scientific personnel walks
to the instruments of their competence, does the necessary operations of maintenance,
sampling, calibration, data acquisition and quality check and send them to the PI of the
projects and to the servers of the international data networks.
Concordia and more generally Antarctica, represent then an immense scientific labo-
ratory which is open air and multidisciplinary. A privileged platform for the observation
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Figure 2.4: Aerial view of Dome C site. The Concordia facilities and the remote laboratories around the
stations (shelters) where scientific instruments are installed. (c) Guillaume Dargaud - PNRA/IPEV
and for the scientific investigation of human adaptation, of Planetary equilibria and of the
Universe[278] [280]. In these places, science and method, interdisciplinarity, adventure and
inaccessibility, extreme conditions and extraordinary life stories of researchers are elements
which mix together in a dimension which has almost been lost in our western societies, but
which is still perceived as exotic, heroic and pioneering. This particular dimension which
characterizes the process of performing research in Antarctica, at the southern edge of the
World, stimulates and promotes a great interest and curiosity in the general public and in
young students. For this reason it is an ideal context in which designing and experimenting
science communication initiatives at many different levels.
2.2 The radiometric observatory (BSRN)
Among the research projects in the field of physics of the atmosphere, present at Dome
C, one is concerned with the continuous and accurate measurement of the fluxes of elec-
tromagnetic radiation (solar and terrestrial, downwelling and upwelling) at the Earth’s
surface. These determine the radiation budget of the Earth-atmosphere system[319].
The radiative balance of the Earth-atmosphere system plays a fundamental role in
determining the thermal condition and the circulation of the atmosphere and the ocean,
shaping the main characteristics of the earth’s climate[275] [324]. In fact, the irradiances
(intensity of the electromagnetic radiation) at the earth’s surface are important to under-
stand the climate processes since the earth’s surface transforms about 60% of the solar
radiation absorbed by the planet. In polar areas they are even more important because
on one hand snow-covered surfaces, ice sheets and glaciers typically reflect 75% to 95%
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Figure 2.5: Global annual mean Earth’s energy budget[?]. Solar and terrestrial radiation fluxes in the
atmosphere and at the Earth’s surface. (c) Kiehl and Trenberth (1997)
of the incoming solar radiation (mainly in the visible range), on the other hand snow has
high longwave emissivity (around 0.98), which causes iced surfaces to loose heat very effec-
tively in the form of thermal radiation (infrared range). For this reason, on the antarctic
plateau, during most of the year, there is a pronounced radiation deficit at the surface.
This heat loss is compensated by an average turbulent transport of sensible heat from the
atmosphere to the surface (subsidence) making the antarctic ice sheet a major heat sink
in the Earth’s atmosphere (more energy is emitted to space in the form of infrared radia-
tion than it is absorbed from sunlight), introducing in this way a strong coupling between
the radiation balance and the near-surface climate. Due to the non linear couplings and
feedback mechanisms between the different components of the climate system, even small
changes in irradiance at the earth’s surface (because of varied solar activity, astronomical
parameters or atmospheric composition and characteristics) may cause profound changes
in climate, and the amount of absorbed shortwave radiation (depending on the surface
albedo) is very sensitive to these changes in irradiances. This is why the simulations of
the past and future climate changes which would be induced by a change in the radiation
budget are even more uncertain, requiring a radiometric network capable of very accurate
and precise measurements, necessary for climate research[320].
Incoming (downwelling) and outgoing (upwelling) fluxes of shortwave (0.3µm < λ <
3µm) and longwave (3µm < λ < 50µm) electromagnetic radiation at the Earth’s surface
and in the atmosphere, can be modified by changes in chemical composition and features
of the atmosphere (cloud cover, particulate content or aerosols and trace gases) and by
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Figure 2.6: Main drivers of climate change [?]. The radiative balance between incoming solar shortwave
radiation (SWR) and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) is influenced by these global climate ”drivers”.
(C) IPCC
changes in the properties of the surface (albedo). The peculiar characteristics of the polar
regions emphasize the importance of the radiative balance and the sensitivity to changes
of the climatic system of those areas.
So one very important thing is understanding the influence of global climate drivers (see
fig.2.6). Natural fluctuations in solar output (solar cycles) can cause changes in the energy
balance (through fluctuations in the amount of incoming SWR). Human activity changes
the emissions of gases and aerosols, which are involved in atmospheric chemical reactions,
resulting in modified O3 and aerosol amounts. O3 and aerosol particles absorb, scatter and
reflect SWR, changing the energy balance. Some aerosols act as cloud condensation nuclei
modifying the properties of cloud droplets and possibly affecting precipitation. Because
cloud interactions with SWR and LWR are large, small changes in the properties of clouds
have important implications for the radiative budget. Anthropogenic changes in greenhouse
gases (GHGs: CO2, CH4, N2O, O3, CFCs) and large aerosols (> 2.5µm in size) modify the
amount of outgoing LWR by absorbing outgoing LWR and re-emitting less energy at a lower
temperature. Surface albedo is changed by changes in vegetation or land surface properties,
snow or ice cover and ocean color. These changes are driven by natural seasonal and
diurnal changes (e.g., snow cover), as well as human influence (e.g., changes in vegetation
types)[319].
The lack of measurements having the required accuracy for climate research, was the
reason why the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) of the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) proposed and initiated in 1988 the International Baseline Surface
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Figure 2.7: Radiometric observatories of the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) of the World
Climate Research Programme. Antarctica has only 4 running BSRN stations and only two are in the
interior of the continent, one of which is installed at Dome C since 2006. (c) Alfred Wegener Institute
Radiation Network (BSRN), a new radiometric network of observatories to support climate
research. Main goals of this network are: monitoring long-term changes in irradiances
at the earth’s surface, providing earth’s surface irradiances for validating satellite-based
estimates of the surface radiation budget and radiation transfer through the atmosphere
and providing irradiances to validate and improve radiation codes of climate models.
Despite Antarctica’s relevance to climate, it is still a relatively poorly characterized
continent, especially in the interior. Only two BSRN stations are present in continental
Antarctica, one at South Pole and one in Dome C, which has been installed in 2006[290].
The BSRN station operating in Dome C (see fig.2.8) is set at 1 km from the station
and consists of a solar tracker pointing at the Sun, with a series of broadband radiometers
mounted on it and facing the sky for measuring downwelling shortwave (global, direct and
diffuse) and longwave incoming radiation (coming from the sun and from the atmosphere).
On a fixed mast, at a height of 3 meters are mounted other broadband radiometers, facing
the ground, for measuring upwelling shortwave and longwave outgoing radiation (reflected
and emitted from the surface). These measurements are continuously acquired at a rate
of one per minute. Typical radiometers used for measuring broadband surface irradiances
are pyranometers, pyreliometers and pyrgeometers. Pyranometers are used to measure
global solar radiation, so they respond both to the direct solar beam and to diffuse sky
radiation from the whole hemisphere (field of view of 180°). The sensing element is a
thermopile with a black coating, transforming the absorbed radiation via Seebeck effect
into a voltage, which is proportional to the irradiance after calibration. It is covered
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Figure 2.8: The BSRN station in Concordia and a typical yearly trend of the different irradiance
components (shortwave and longwave upwelling and downwelling, daily averaged). (c) PNRA/IPEV
Figure 2.9: Pictures of the radiometric BSRN observatory setup of Concordia station. On the left solar
tracker and devices for downwelling irradiance measurements, on the right albedo rack for upwnwelling
irradiance measurements. (c) ISAC-CNR
with a quartz dome with transmittance approaching unity in the visible and near IR
wavelength range (0.3µm− 4µm). The glass shield is necessary to isolate the sensor from
the environment (wind, precipitation, etc.) and pyranometers are ventilated to avoid
additional heating of the dome. With an appropriate shading of the solar disk they are
used to measure diffuse sky radiation. Pyrgeometers are used to measure longwave (or
thermal) radiation in the IR wavelength range (3µm− 50µm). Typically a silicon window
is used to isolate the sensing element (thermopile) from the environment, and to filter
only IR radiation. Pyrheliometers measure the direct solar beam. Their sensing element
is a thermal detector which must be kept normal to the solar beam and therefore the
pyrheliometer must be pointed at the Sun through a tracking mechanism. Its field of view
should be small to exclude the scattered sky radiation[291] (see fig. 2.9).
All of the instruments and measurements are managed according to BSRN standard
guidelines.
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One aspect which is still poorly understood and considered to be relevant in the radi-
ation budget over the Antarctic plateau is the effect of clouds[294] [293] [292]. They are
responsible for two competing contributions to the surface radiation budget. On one hand
they warm the surface by emitting longwave radiation while on the other hand they cool
the surface by shading the incident shortwave radiation. Clouds are especially important
in the antarctic longwave radiation budget because of the extremely dry antarctic atmo-
sphere, respect to lower latitudes, which determines relatively less clear-sky atmospheric
emission of radiation. Due to intense and persistent temperature inversions at the surface,
antarctic clouds often emit radiation at warmer temperatures than the underlying surface.
The balance of these shortwave and longwave effects of clouds is referred to as cloud ra-
diative forcing with positive/negative values indicating that clouds warm/cool the surface
relative to clear skies conditions.
It is then also important to carry out the radiometry concurrently with measurements of
the relevant atmospheric characteristics, such as temperature, water vapor, ozone, aerosol,
and clouds. These physical and chemical quantities are routinely measured by weather
stations, radiosoundings of the meteo-climatological observatory, by ozonesoundings and
by UV radiometry, by lidars through the scattering of light and by tropospheric particle
counters and sizers[298] [297] [296] [365] [295].
2.3 The meteo-climatological observatory (RMO)
According to the scientific community[316] [278] [275], Polar regions are the most sensitive
to climate variability, with potential and relevant impact on the rest of the Planet. For
example, the response to climate change of the continental Antarctic ice cap, which is the
main heat sink of Earth, could have big consequences on societies and economies around
the world’s coastlines, due to sea level rise. Climatic teleconnections 1 between Antarctica
and other areas, appear to be well demonstrated from experimental data [316], but the
physical mechanisms beyond these are not clear yet. Physical processes, balances and
transport of properties that take place in Antarctica are key issues to understand such
teleconnections. Their study relies on observation at various spatial and temporal scales,
of meteo-climatological parameters.
The Italian (PNRA) project: ”Meteo-Climatological Observatory” operates standard
surface and upper-air measurements at the Italian Station ”Mario Zucchelli” on the coastal
region of the Ross Sea, Terra Victoria (since 1987) and at the Italian and French Station
”Concordia” on the antarctic Plateau (since 2005). The main objective of the observatory
is to describe the meteorology and climatology of the area, providing continuous data and
information, according to standard and reliable procedures, using robust methodologies
and testing new approaches[303].
1A teleconnection is a positive or negative correlation in the fluctuations of an atmospheric field, or
fields, at widely separated points, and is mostly applied to variability that occurs on monthly or longer
timescales[277]. Some examples of such teleconnections are: the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) or Southern Annular Mode
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Figure 2.10: On the left: picture of routine operations on the automatic weather station Milos 520
(Vaisala) installed at Concordia station since 2005. On the right picture of a daily launch of the meteo-
rological radiosounding for retrieving vertical profiles of meteorological variables above Concordia station
(c) PNRA/IPEV
The observatory operating at Dome C (WMO code 89625), is part of the Antarctic
Observing Network (AntON) of surface and upper-air stations, contributing to different
scientific and technical programmes of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
such as the World Weather Watch (WWW) and the World Climate Programme (WCP). It
consists of a weather station (AWS), and of a sounding station, both installed in 2005 for
measuring standard meteorological variables such as air temperature, air pressure, relative
humidity, wind speed and wind direction at the surface and in the upper atmosphere[304].
These physical quantities are measured by using standard and adapted to the antarctic
conditions meteorological instruments[299].
A typical weather station (i.e. Vaisala AWS Milos520) is equipped with sensors for
measuring wind speed and direction (cold and heated), temperature and relative humidity
(thermocouple and capacitive), atmospheric pressure (solid state). Temperature and rela-
tive humidity sensors are shielded from radiation and the shield allows air circulation. Wind
sensors must be kept clean from snow accumulation. These sensors must be installed at
specific heights from the ground, as established by the WMO, to assure representativeness
of the measurements acquired.
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Figure 2.11: Typical vertical profiles of temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction
from a radiosounding launched from Concordia station during the antarctic winter (c) PNRA/IPEV.
The radio sounding is used to monitor various atmospheric parameters along the vertical[299].
The measure is carried out with a radiosonde (VAISALA RS92) which is released into the
atmosphere attached to a helium inflated balloon. At Concordia Station launches are per-
formed once a day at 12 UTC all year round. Components of a radiosonde are a GPS
receiver, a VHF transmitter, a barometer (Barocap silicon), a relative humidity sensor
(F-Thermocap) and a sensor of temperature (H-Humicap). Pulled up by the balloon, the
radiosonde rises up to 25-30 km above the ground, with a speed of about 2-5 m/s. As the
radiosonde rises, sensors measure values of air pressure, temperature and relative humidity
every two seconds, while the exact position of the radiosonde is tracked via GPS. These
data are transmitted via a radio to a ground receiver system (VAISALA SPS311) managed
by a specific software (DIGICORAIII) and stored. Horizontal and vertical components of
the wind speed are calculated indirectly by the software by using differential GPS positions.
All these data are finally encoded (digital format and text) and assimilated in the Global
Telecommunication System (GTS) of World Meteorological Organization (WMO) for ini-
tializing numerical models which, by integrating the physical equations of the atmosphere
(conservation of mass, momentum and energy and thermodynamic state equation) allow
numerical weather prediction and so the elaboration of meteorological maps and weather
forecasts. At the same time these data are used for research purposes to characterize
the local meteorology and climatology, to study characteristic weather phenomena of the
Antarctic continent as well as to support other research projects and for flight and logistic
operations.
A major effort is devoted to maintaining instruments and to collect, validate, archive
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and disseminate data.
2.4 Communication initiatives
The unusual, adventurous, extreme and engaging context of Concordia station and Antarc-
tica has inspired and motivated the design, planning and realization of several communi-
cation initiatives about the scientific research performed there and about the life and work
of researchers confined in such a place for such a long time. Different media and formats
of communication have been experimented, adapting every time the content to the con-
text and to the audience of the different events. These communication activity has been
performed in first person and both from Antarctica and after coming back. Doing science
communication from Antarctica, directly from the field, had the power of instilling into
the audience (especially children) curiosity, a sense of privilege, the idea of having a unique
opportunity and also gave more authenticity to the words and to the message communi-
cated as a scientist, bringing a subject of research, like the studies conducted in Antarctica,
closer to the audience’s experience.
The science communication activity performed can be divided into the following macro-
areas: conferences and videoconferences with the general public and with schools (AUSDA
project of the PNRA, TEDxCNR, Festival of meteorology etc.), interviews released and
articles written for generalized and specific press (La Stampa, Repubblica, Laboratory
News etc.), interviews for TV shows and Radio broadcasts (Radio3Scienza etc.), a photo-
graphic exhibition (Paths in the ice), communication on social media platforms (Facebook,
Twitter, Reddit). For a list of all the communication initiatives performed, see appendix
A. In the following sections the ones which are considered to be particularly relevant in
view of experimenting science communication with innovative formats and audiences will
be considered more in detail.
2.4.1 The project: ”Adopt a school from Antarctica”
During the stay in Antarctica a series of videoconferences have been organized with the
aim of disseminating the science, environment and life at Concordia, promoting interest
in the role played by Antarctica in our Planet and engaging students in a dialogue with
the researchers working on the field. The majority of these videoconferences have been
with single or multiple classes in the framework of the project: ” adopt a school from
Antarctica” (AUSDA) funded by the Italian Antarctic Program.
This project is based on the experimentation of an educational model in which students
and teachers are involved in first person with the Antarctic continent, through a live and
dialogic experience with the logistic and scientific personnel working in Antarctica. Every
member of the team working at Concordia station has the possibility of adopt a class of
students of a school across Italy from the elementary to upper secondary level and schools
have the possibility to participate to the project asking to be adopted by a member of the
team who will present Concordia’s setting and manage the dialogue with the researchers
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Figure 2.12: Picture of videoconferences with a series of schools in the framework of the AUSDA project
of PNRA. (c) PNRA/IPEV
during the videoconference[22].
Goals of the project are: giving students a background of information and knowledge
about Antarctica through a ”live” learning experience. The student and the class are
actively involved in the learning process, starting from reading material and web resources.
They usually learn about the research projects developed during the Antarctic expedition
(biology, glaciology, astronomy, geophysics etc.) with the help of their teacher and of a
PNRA ambassador (usually a former member of the expedition), focusing on one particular
topic of their interest. Students can then drive and deepen their learning depending on
their interests, as if they were somehow ”researchers”, guided by the teacher and by the
PNRA ambassador. At the end of the learning path, students have the opportunity of
speaking directly with the researchers and technicians at Concordia station through a
skype connection of about one hour. This allows students to connect live with what they
studied and with the people who are on the field doing the research. After a first part in
which the team introduces the class to the setting, the scientific and living challenges faced
every day, the students have the opportunity to ask a series of questions they prepared
during their previous learning experience and to satisfy their curiosities, allowing them to
assume an active role and to observe and live the expedition in first person, through the
words and the relationship established with the people working there. At the end of the
project they have to present their work in the form of a report, of an article, or of a web
page.
During one year almost 30 videoconferences have been organized with this format,
involving students and classes from primary, lower secondary and upper secondary schools
mainly from Italy, but some of them also from abroad (France, England, Martinique,
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USA). The communication style, the words, the expressions, the tones, the subject etc.
had to be adapted to the different ages, knowledge and degree of intellectual maturity of
the pupils, and the dialogic form with questions coming from pupils and answers coming
from the team helped a lot with this task, helping pupils to express their interest and
curiosities, helping researchers coming out from the ”ivory tower” and challenging them to
find appropriate words, metaphors, analogies and narrations to speak about the scientific
issues which are present on the news and which will be relevant for their future lives such as
climate and environmental studies. Students demonstrated a strong interest and curiosity
in the majority of cases. Sometimes, especially with younger pupils this was directed more
towards daily life in such extreme and isolated conditions, but this constituted also a strong
leverage for engaging pupils into scientific issues.
2.4.2 TEDxCNR - ”Beyond the known”
TED is a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization whose mission is synthesized by the motto:
”ideas worth spreading” and who believes passionately in the power of ideas to spark
conversation and debate, change attitudes, lives and, ultimately, the world. TED began in
1984 as a conference where Technology, Entertainment and Design converged, but today
covers almost all topics from science, to business, to global issues — in more than 110
languages.
The TED (Technology, Entertainment, Design) conference taking place every year in
Vancouver and the associated website of recorded conference presentations (TED Talks),
which started in 2006, is a highly successful format for popularizing and disseminating
among others, science-related ideas, claiming over two billions online views on its youtube
channel[15] [16].
TED talks are targeted to a non specialist audience and are presented by invited speak-
ers who are experts in their field, often top level academics or from important research in-
stitutes, but also people who have had remarkable experiences or accomplished remarkable
things. Ideas have to be condensed by the speakers in the form of short, incisive talks of
18 minutes maximum. These talks are recorded, archived and published on the website
ted.com and on the associated Youtube channel. A vital component of TED Talks is the
entertainment aspect, so one of the challenges is enriching the talk with the methods used
by professional ”entertainers”. For example the use of satire, humor, and other forms of
comedy can help the public to connect and engage with science[21] [18].
In the same spirit of ”ideas worth spreading”, TED promotes the TEDx program, sup-
porting independent organizers from all around the world who want to create and coor-
dinate a TED-like event in their own community, under a free licence granted by TED.
Modeled after the TED format, TEDx events feature a suite of live, short, carefully pre-
pared talks, demonstrations and performances on a wide range of subjects to foster learning,
inspiration and wonder, to spark conversations that matter and promote connections at
the local level. The typical presentation should be again an up to 18-minute talk (since a
generic audience is good at focusing on one subject at a time in relatively short chunks)
by one or two speakers who are not payed. No panels or question and answer sessions
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Figure 2.13: Picture during the talk: ”Cosa abbiamo imparato vivendo un anno alla fine del mondo”
held with dr. Giampietro Casasanta for the TEDxCNR event in Rome at Auditorium Parco della Musica
- sala Sinopoli on the 8th october 2016. (c) CNR
with the audience are allowed after talks during the mainstage session. All original stage
content (live talks, performances, etc.) is recorded and made accessible to TED and the
public worldwide via the TEDx YouTube channel.
TEDxCNR - ”Beyond the known” has been a global communication event, held in the
Sinopoli theater at Auditorium Parco della Musica in Rome on the 8th October 2016. It
has been the first TEDx event ever held by an Italian Research Institution and it could be
a new interesting format for experimenting science communication. Curator and organizer
of the event has been Michele Muccini, director of the Institute ISMN of the CNR, helped
by his staff. Primary goal of the event has been sharing new visions and models across all
fields of the cutting edge research activity developed by CNR (National Research Council
of Italy) and its partners.
Candidate speakers (over 100) submitted a talk proposal to an open call published
by CNR and underwent a selection process by an international panel of experts (Cor-
rado Spinella, Enrico Bonatti, Alberto Sangiovanni Vincentelli, Maria Grazia Roncarolo
e Michele Muccini). After passing this first step, there is a lot of time and effort going
into talk and speaker preparation. Shaping, memorizing, and delivering a TED-like talk
is a lot different from giving a speech or lecture as traditional formats used by researchers
interacting with a public. In the phase of construction of the TEDx Talk, requiring a lot
of discipline and creativity, speakers have been guided by Giovanni Carrada, author of the
famous TV program Super Quark. In this phase speakers had to develop the core idea of
the talk and put together an outline (throughline) and a script. The core idea could be
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new or surprising, or challenge a belief the audience already has. Or it can be a great basic
idea with a compelling new argument behind it. A good idea should not be just a story
or a list of facts, but should take evidence or observations and draw a larger conclusion.
The structure of the talk should consist of an strong introduction, drawing in the audience
members with something they care about, a body presenting the topic and all necessary
evidence and a strong conclusion, leaving positive emotions, telling the audience how the
idea might affect their lives if it would be implemented, or giving the audience a call to
action. Every point within the talk should serve the purpose of proving the talk’s main
idea and its importance, making sure the audience understands why it matters to them.
The talk should be relevant to the audience and make a connection with the guests.
Once the script of the talk is constructed in detail it comes the public speaking and
rehearsal phase in which speakers are guided by experts in public speaking and coaching to
work on body language, script and memorization, rehearsing to the point when the words
feel like an integral and natural part of their being, on expressing emotions and developing
a conversational tone. Speakers’ should always keep the listener and what they might want
or need to know in mind.
The final talk prepared and presented on stage by the candidate and Giampietro Casas-
anta has been: ”Cosa abbiamo imparato vivendo un anno alla fine del mondo”. The core
idea has been about how one year of life in isolation and in close contact with a skeleton
team of colleagues in Antarctica, changed our point of view on relationships. We decided
to show this through the narration of the scientific and human challenges faced at Con-
cordia. The structure of the talk was made of an initial ”walk of wonder” with the silent
projection of ten pictures of Concordia, of an introduction in which we introduced our-
selves, where we have been and why, with a focus on the role of Concordia as an open air
laboratory for multidisciplinary science and why the public should care about our message
and in which way they could be affected. In the first part we narrated through typical
routine operations, the physical challenges represented by the extreme environment faced
to perform our scientific tasks such as taking samples, measurements and data necessary
to reconstruct the climate of the past from ice-cores. In the second part we narrated the
psychological, relational and human behavior performance challenges faced during such a
long period of isolation in a small team and the analogies with the ones faced on one hand
by astronauts during long duration missions and on the other hand by everyday life in the
office or at home. We then concluded the talk by proposing some reflections about how
to cope with difficult relationships and stress, underlining the importance of collaboration
and cooperation between individuals, who by themselves have little value, going beyond
personal emotions and beliefs and focusing only on the problem to be solved.
Alternating our voices in the presentation of the speech, contributed to give breaks
in the pace of the narration, creating ”a sense of teamwork”, and a dialogic and con-
versational tone. The use of pictures greatly helped at picturing in the public’s mind
such an extreme environment, out of daily experience and imagination, and at awaken-
ing contrasting emotions[18] [19]. Science communication has not been the main back-
bone of the talk, but still it has been inserted in a broader perspective and in an un-
usual context where it is done[15], accessing to a much wider public respect to the public
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Figure 2.14: Picture during the talk: ”Diretta dall’Antartide: la stazione Concordia si presenta” held
with Dr. Giampietro Casasanta at the Festival of Meteorology in Rovereto, at Trentino Sviluppo on the
21 november 2016 (c) UNITN
which could have been accessible with a traditional conference. The talk can be seen at:
http://www.tedxcnr.com/talks.html.
2.4.3 Festival of meteorology
The Festival of Meteorology is a national event in Italy, organized for the first time in
Rovereto in 2015 by Dino Zardi of the Department of civil, environmental and mechanical
engineering of the University of Trento. After the success of the first edition, a second
one has been organized on the 11th and 12th of November 2016, in collaboration with the
University of Trento, ”Comune di Rovereto”, ”Trentino Sviluppo” and ”Fondazione Museo
Civico di Rovereto”. It has been an occasion for the different realities of Italian meteo-
rology to meet, know each other and interact. The festival gathered together operators
of the institutional and private weather services, experts and companies operating in the
field, researchers, users of meteorological services and products, communication experts
and meteorology enthusiasts, involving with different activities, ranging from conferences,
exhibitions, workshops, live demonstrations of experiments, guided tours and panel discus-
sion school teachers and students at every school level and the general public.
This festival goes under the broader category of science festivals among which one of
the most famous in is the science festival of Genova. What distinguishes science festivals
among other types of public engagement activities is the fact that they bring large amounts
of people into direct contact with scientists and science communicators every year in a rich
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and diversified mix of activities. Science and technology which story and development are
intimately linked, are showcased with the same freshness and style that would be expected
from an arts or music festival. The core content is that of science and technology, but the
style comes from the world of the arts[17].
Meteorology has always sparked the interest of humankind and with the advent and
diffusion of fast and widespread portable devices with internet connection has become
a mass and ”trendy” phenomenon, which influences the life of us all and is spoken by
everybody. But meteorology with its instruments and measurements, numerical models
and forecasts is based on physics and its methods. It is then an interesting subject to use
for talking about and engaging the public in physics.
During both the first and second edition of the festival of meteorology, the candidate
designed and held in first person with his antarctic colleague Giampietro Casasanta an
intervention entitled: ”Diretta dall’Antartide - La stazione Concordia si presenta”. This
was targeted at an audience of generic public and of people interested in meteorology, but
not necessarily experts in the field or professionals. The concept of this conference has
been introducing the setting of Concordia station in Antarctica and the meteorological
activities and phenomenology present there as a station of the meteo-climatological ob-
servatory. This has been done also through the narration of the daily life and work of
researchers, speaking in first person from Antarctica with the public with the use of a live
skype-conference. An interesting experimentation has been showing and commenting live
the profiles of the meteorological variables as they were acquired at that moment by the
radiosounding being launched just before the videoconference. Questions coming from the
audience demonstrated a strong participation and interest, and the efficacy of the meth-
ods used at least in terms of authenticity of the content being communicated and of the
uniqueness of the opportunity to talk with the researchers and see live the meteorological
measurements being acquired by the instruments, in a kind of ”live commentary” of a ”me-
teorological match”. There have been some difficulties during the videoconference due to
the unstable internet connection which has been lost at times, but this contributed in a
positive way to the engagement of the public, giving a sense of uniqueness, adventure and
remoteness also to the process of communication itself.
Questions posed to the researchers on the field stimulated an active participation and
engagement of the public allowing them to satisfy their curiosities. These questions en-
lightened and confirmed the presence of misconceptions about weather and climate. These
misconceptions derive from the fact that the general public is exposed to weather and
climate issues mainly through the mass media such as television, radio, newspapers which
generally approach these subjects with strong emotional tones, incorrect information and
confusion. Moreover these subjects are usually not systematically addressed in schools
due to a lack of specific quantitative background in physics and natural science teachers
which is partly the consequence of a lack of specific university courses tackling atmospheric
sciences, weather and climate.
The conference, recorded and shared on the web can be seen on FestivalMeteorologia
Youtube channel.
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Mostra Fotografica
Cles - Sala Borghesi Bertola
dal 4 al 22 Dicembre
dal Martedì al Sabato
orari 10 - 12 e 15 - 18
Comune di Cles
Figure 2.15: Manifesto of the photographic exhibition (c) PNRA/IPEV
2.4.4 A photographic exhibition: ”Percorsi nel ghiaccio”
An interesting way to expose to and engage the general public into science, fostering their
interest and inspiration to further deepen their knowledge through other means is by using
photographic exhibitions in museums or in public places[172] [18] [19].
”Percorsi nel ghiaccio - Due giovani ricercatori fra Antartide e Groenlandia” is a photo-
graphic exhibition sponsored by ”Comune di Cles (TN)” and designed by the candidate in
collaboration with Alessandro Belleli and the cultural association ”Sguardi”. It is made of
46 pictures developing on two paths: ”North” and ”South”. ”South” narrates the experience
of the physicist Lorenzo Moggio as a member of the Italian expedition in Antarctica and
of the wintering team at the research station Concordia with some insights and a panel
about the scientific research he performed in the field of atmospheric science. ”North”
narrates the experience of Alessandro Belleli, cultural anthropologist, during a period of
2 months in which he studied the artistic tradition of young Greenlanders of Kangerlus-
suaq and Sisimiut. The creative idea of the exhibition is narrating two opposite research
experiences: human and scientific, happened at the opposite poles of the Earth, finding
a point of contact in the themes of the extreme and of geographic, scientific and human
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Figure 2.16: Picture during the inaugural conference of the photographic exhibition: ”Percorsi nel
ghiaccio” held in Cles at Sala Borghesi Bertolla and in Genova at ”Castello D’Albertis - Museo delle
Culture del Mondo” during the ”Festival della Scienza” 2014 (c) PNRA/IPEV
exploration. The exhibition and the introductory conferences are designed for the generic
public and for what concerns the ”South” section, it aims at engaging the public into the
scientific challenges of understanding planetary equilibria through the beauty of a pristine,
remote and extreme environmental laboratory such as Antarctica.
The exhibition has been hosted in Cles at Sala Borghesi Bertolla and in Genova at
”Castello D’Albertis - Museo delle Culture del Mondo” during ”Festival della Scienza”
2014. The exhibition has been ”augmented” with two public conferences: ”South” and
”North” held by the curators of the exhibition (Lorenzo Moggio and Alessandro Belleli)
during which they explained the idea of the exhibition and the details of their research
activities. In the case of the conference ”South” together with a classical presentation, it
has been used a combination of pictures and videos about the daily operations necessary
to gather reliable data for the radiometric and meteo-climatological observatories.
2.4.5 A blog for Le Scienze and a Reddit - Science AMA
Scientific communication, traditionally conducted through print, radio, and television me-
dia, is increasing the experimentation of online web platform based solutions. While on
one hand some sources merely create an online version of materials previously published
in print, other venues actively aim to take advantage and experiment with the opportuni-
ties offered by web platforms, by their ability to reach a much larger audience and by the
possibility of interaction and feedback from the audience[23] [24] [25] [26].
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Figure 2.17: ”365 giorni in Antartide” - a blog for Le Scienze - italian edition of Scientific American (c)
Le Scienze
In this direction goes the online platform of Le Scienze with its blogs and the Reddit -
science AMA series.
Le Scienze is the Italian edition of Scientific American of which it has been the first
international edition. It was born in 1968 out of the initiative of Felice Ippolito, Alberto
Mondadori and Carlo Caracciolo, and it is today directed by Marco Cattaneo. It comes out
as a printed magazine and has also an online portal. Its subject is scientific discovery and
technological innovation for the general public. Readers turn to it for a deep understanding
of how science and technology can influence human affairs and illuminate the natural world.
Its readers are not primarily scientists; to the extent that they have technical backgrounds,
they read Scientific American for information about areas outside their expertise. The
target is then more selected and biased with a strong interest in science in a broad sense
and in its findings. On this magazine it is possible to find articles translated in italian from
Scientific American and others where Italian leading scientists, inventors and engineers from
various fields describe their ideas and achievements in clear and accessible prose, with rich
graphics and visual style.
On the online platform Le Scienze experiments new forms of science communication
and education such as blogs. These blogs are written by experts in the field and are
intended to inform in an easy and curious way about subjects of current interest. During
the antarctic mission the candidate experimented with this kind of communication media
with the blog: ”365 giorni in Antartide”. The idea of this blog was narrating the life and
science performed at Concordia station as in a monthly diary, through the everyday life
and experiences of the researchers. Blog posts have been enriched with captivating pictures
and stories of daily extreme life. The readers had the opportunity to write comments and
give feedbacks on the posts allowing for a more interactive communication. Unfortunately
due to the slow internet connection available at Concordia station and to some friction
with other members of the team it has not been possible to complete the blog as it was
intended. This demonstrates once again that science communication still finds difficulty
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Figure 2.18: A reddit - Science AMA from Concordia station about the scientific research and life of
Antarctica.
in being perceived as an important task to be done by the researchers, many of them
still considering it as time ”stolen” from the research, preferring and considering more
important to remain in their ”Ivory tower” as argued also by Giovanni Carrada in [1] and
not considering that: ”Today’s scientists are no longer constrained simply by the laws of
nature, as was generally the case in the past, but also by the laws (and attitudes) of the
land” (cit. Norman Augustine).
Reddit is a social media platform for information worldwide, where people from all
around the world can ask information and satisfy their curiosities. It is one of the most
popular and influential websites on the internet, especially known in the USA. It gathers
174 million unique visitors per day, a high percentage of which being high school and
college students, the perfect audience for science outreach.
One of the features of reddit is ”Science AMA” (/r/Science AMA), or Ask Me Anything,
which goal is to bring real researchers and knowledgable people to speak directly to reddit
users about their area of expertise. Among them we cite only a few famous personalities
who participated on a voluntary basis to one of these series: Barak Obama, Bill Gates,
Stephen Hawking, Kerry Emanuel, Neil de Grasse Tyson and Bill Nye. On this platform
scientists can answer in text format and interactively to questions done about their work
by reddit users participating to the discussion. The use of this questions and answers
format, allows scientists to communicate with an international audience of all ages and
backgrounds. It is then an effective tool for scientific outreach, targeting different needs
and publics thanks to the custom nature of its communication and to its flexibility.
On 22nd august 2015, when still based at Concordia station, the candidate together
with colleagues Giampietro Casasanta and Beth Healey organized and participated with
the support of the European Space Agency, to a science AMA about the research performed
at Concordia station in first person in the fields of glaciology, climate science and human
physiology. They offered their time (one day) for discussing and answering questions
posed by visitors about the challenges faced while performing scientific research and living
in Concordia. Feedback and interest demonstrated have been excellent with about 1800
answers given and 11541 positive feedbacks received (91%) from all around the world, even
from other antarctic stations.
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Figure 2.19: An article written for Laboratory News, a specialized newspaper disseminating science to
the general public.
Figure 2.20: The episode: ”Antarctica’s science seekers” in the show The Stream on Al Jazeera English
Web TV, where the candidate participated as a guest speaking about research in climate science performed
at Concordia station.
2.4.6 Traditional platforms: TV, Radio, newspapers and confer-
ences
The candidate participated also to other science communication initiatives experiencing
more traditional media such as radio, television, generic and specialized newspapers and
public conferences.
Among these initiatives he wrote a short article entitled: ”The extreme science of
white Mars” for Laboratory News, a monthly magazine which goes out to scientists from
across the scientific disciplines, covers a broad range of topics in both news and features,
giving several opportunities to prominent and interesting scientists to contribute through
comment sections and through a short blog style entry called ”the Guest Book”. The article
and its extended version on the online platform of Laboratory News described shortly the
setting and the fields of research present at Concordia station.
While in Antarctica he has been invited as a guest speaker in the episode: ”Antarc-
tica’s science seekers” of the show The Stream on Al Jazeera English Web TV where
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Figure 2.21: Interview for the episode: ”A qualcuno piace freddo” for the famous Italian science com-
munication broadcast Radio3Scienza on Radio3.
he discussed with Scott Borg Head of Antarctic Sciences at National Science Founda-
tion, Slawek Tulaczyk, Glaciologist of the University of California-Santa Cruz and Carolyn
Dowling, Geo-chemist at Ball State University, about his daily research work in Concordia
and about the potential for research in one of the world’s most inhospitable locations.
He has also been interviewed by Roberta Fulci for Radio3 in the program Radio3Scienza,
one of the most known science communication programs on Italian Radio broadcast. The
episode: ”A qualcuno piace freddo” was about life and scientific challenges coming from
being in such an extreme environment.
More standard communication initiatives performed by the candidate have been a num-
ber of conferences held at local secondary schools to young students, at two stages for young
students in preparation to the mathematics olympic games and at local public conferences
for the general public. The communication style chosen for these initiatives has been a
mixture of pictures, videos, daily life operations and anecdotes, used for narrating about
the research performed in the field of atmospheric science with the radiometric and meteo-
climatological observatories.
2.4.7 Outcomes and reflections
These science communication activities in which the candidate took part actively, both in
the design and in the realization used in many ways unconventional media for engaging
people with science and physics. Their use has been more in a sense of science popular-
ization, inspirational science and life of researchers and public engagement rather than in
the sense of education which is better addressed in formal education environment such as
schools and universities. The extreme and remote environment, life and challenges faced by
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the people living at Concordia station, Antarctica have been used as an inspirational hook
to establish a connection with the public and to catch the audience’s attention, interest
and curiosity. This created a good platform for speaking about the science and the research
performed among which the radiometric and of the meteo-climatological observatories al-
lowed to speak about weather, climate and climate change and the role of Antarctica and
more generally polar regions in determining our Planet’s equilibria.
The interest showed by the public and especially by school students during videocon-
ferences for these subjects was not enough and inspired the candidate in the development
of a training course for teachers and of a teaching-learning sequence, based on quantitative
laboratory activities to tackle some of the phenomena related to climate and weather (such
as radiative balance, greenhouse effect and cloud formation) starting from the underlying
basic physics.
Chapter 3
A teaching sequence from physics to
atmospheric phenomena
This chapter presents a teaching sequence across basic physics and atmospheric phenomena
related to weather and climate which has been developed during the Ph.D. program and
which has been proposed as a training course for secondary school teachers promoted by
IPRASE1 and tested with graduate students.
The teaching sequence, designed taking into account typical misconceptions, concept
inventories, previous attempts and recommendations present in education research litera-
ture, consists of a series of quantitative and qualitative experimental activities and demon-
strations enriched by the use of applets and simulations which should guide the student
through a series of steps and levels of understanding: from basic physics to its application
to the analysis of some of the processes and phenomena typical of the atmosphere and
relating to climate and weather.
A first step consists in the experimental investigation of relationships between physical
quantities, inferring from the measurements and data collected some of the basic laws of
physics.
In a second step students connect and use the knowledge and competences gained in
the field of basic physics and apply them, also with the help of simulations and models,
to the specific situations, phenomena and context of atmospheric science, elaborating a
conceptual model of these phenomena based on the laws of physics. More specifically the
focus is on two peculiar processes/phenomena having an important role in our climate and
1IPRASE is the Institute of Educational Research and Experimentation of the Autonomous Province of
Trento, carrying out documented research in the pedagogical, methodological and training fields. Its goal
is to support innovation and autonomy in schools and networks of schools, as well as promoting activities
of the provincial committee of evaluation of the schools and the training system of the institutions involved
in education. On request from the autonomous schools, of the networks of schools and of the Provincial
Council, the Institute also carries out teacher training activities in schools, pre-schools, kindergartens and
vocational training centers with activities that schools themselves are unlikely to offer. The Institute
works in partnership with the University of Trento and with other Italian Universities, with Institutes of
Research validated by the Italian Ministry of Education and with other Institutes of educational research
across Europe[156].
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weather, closely related with the measurements, activities and scope of the radiation and
meteo-climatological observatories of Concordia station in Antarctica:
• radiative equilibrium, average global temperatures and the greenhouse effect,
• thermodynamic variables and transformations and the formation of clouds and winds.
These two ”modules” build up onto a preliminary module on the physics of thermal phenom-
ena and thermal equilibrium which allows to introduce the necessary physical quantities
and the macroscopic and microscopic frameworks guiding the physical interpretation and
modeling of such phenomena.
Following this sequence of experimental activities, data analysis and modeling the stu-
dents should familiarize on one hand with the scientific process. Start from posing questions
about relevant phenomena for their everyday life, investigate and discover through experi-
mental activities, measurements and data analysis the necessary basic laws of physics and
integrate them, also with the help of applets and simulations, in the construction of concep-
tual models for understanding the more complex phenomena questioned in the beginning,
assessing validity and limitations of these models. On the other hand students should
understand the physical basis of weather and climate change, the tools and methods used
by researchers to investigate, model and predict the evolution of such complex systems,
allowing them to understand the motivations of the challenges humanity will have to face
relating to climate change, fostering engagement, participation and responsible behaviors
of future citizen and wiser choices by politicians.
In the chapter there will be also a discussion about the motivations for such a teaching
sequence, the methods used in its development and the educational strategies followed.
Pre and post tests based on research literature have been used in the testing with graduate
students as tools for a preliminary evaluation of how the the sequence performed in ad-
dressing typical misconceptions and incorrect conceptual models about basic physics and
atmospheric phenomena.
Other proposal and tests done in the past on these themes such as the ones by Besson
et al.[325] [326], Tasquier et al.[198] [332] [328], Borwne et al.[329], Lueddecke et al.[330],
Corti et al.[336], Spiropoulou[340], Nucciotti et al.[348] or the one done in the framework
of a collaboration between the Regional office for education of Emilia Romagna and the
Institute of Atmospheric sciences and climate of the CNR[333] have been considered and
further developed in our teaching sequence.
3.1 Motivation
Weather and climate and especially its change are issues having a broad and important
resonance and impact in many contexts in the 21st century: from news and media, to
public debate, from political agendas and international policies to discussions and planning
of strategies for mitigation and adaptation of societies and economies. Weather and climate
influence our lives and our choices from the perspective of the single citizen, but also from
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the perspective of companies, of insurance agencies, of policies and of their influence at a
collective and global level. Despite public awareness and interest in weather and climate,
most of the public only know what they have been fed by the media which are often not very
good at communicating the scientific basis and issues underpinning weather extremes and
climate change for example. They often tend to present news in a fashionable, emotional,
uncritical and catastrophic way, attracting the attention of the public, but not letting the
public understand or think about the processes and mechanisms which are at the basis of
climate and weather dynamics and which are of importance to form correct mental models
of the phenomena, to develop a critical attitude towards the news and to understand
eventually which actions would be needed both at an individual and collective level to
mitigate and counteract adverse impacts. Conceptual models of processes and phenomena
about the atmosphere, weather and climate are essential to interpret correctly information
and data and to become active and responsible citizens in the daily choices and behaviors
which would be needed to implement and sustain successful policies for addressing and
mitigating for example global warming, climate change and weather extremes[198] [41] [48]
[199] [203].
As just said, climate change and weather extremes are broadly addressed by traditional
media (news, TV and Radio broadcasts) which constitute the main and often only source
of information for the vast majority of people, often leading to false alarmism, misleading
beliefs and misconceptions[36] [200].
On the other hand, even if explicit reference to knowledge, abilities and competen-
cies relating to ”climate” and ”meteorology” can be found in secondary school teaching
guidelines[154] [155] [176], there seems to be little presence of these issues in the actual
teaching practice in formal contexts, in particular with a quantitative, experimental ap-
proach showing and highlighting explicitly the connection with basic physics concepts, core
backbone of such issues[186] [173] [174] [175] [180].
School guidelines[154] [155] also refer to climate and meteorology across different dis-
ciplines such as history, physics, natural science and geography, demonstrating how they
can be considered as a conceptual box in which different disciplines can integrate, bridg-
ing their traditional boundaries and conceptual frameworks, promoting a multidimensional
and integrated view of sciences and their founding backbone: the scientific method[179]
[197] [198] [328].
But as pointed out in literature[184] [192], teachers may also have misconceptions and
confusion about issues related to climate science and meteorology and then may not feel
confident enough in teaching about such subjects to their students[185]. They may have
never received proper formal education in these fields, for example at the University, or
they may not find satisfactory training courses targeted to their specific needs. In fact,
in Italy for example, climate science and meteorology courses are usually found across a
broad spectrum of University courses ranging from geology, to environmental science, engi-
neering, physics and natural science, but are often not compulsory. For historical reasons,
scientific culture and learning about climate and meteorology has been confined to the
context of the National Aeronautics, limiting its teaching to be diffused to citizen and civil
society. Moreover in the anglo-saxon tradition and its academic system, geography (i.e.
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physical geography), where climate is often taught, is considered as a scientific subject,
whereas in Italy geography tends to belong to and to be taught from teachers having a
background in humanistic studies. This can have implications in teachers’ education and
in their ability and confidence in teaching quantitatively about climate and meteorology to
their students. For this reason an approach to these themes, with an integrated sequence
involving teachers of different subjects (i.e. physics, chemistry, natural sciences, geography
etc.) may positively impact the actual teaching practice about climate and weather, foster-
ing cooperation among colleagues of different subjects, minimizing the impact in terms of
teaching loads in the single subjects and promoting an interdisciplinary teaching of science,
also advocated by school guidelines[154] [155] [176].
The science and processes of the atmosphere with its tangible manifestations in the
weather and climate we have on our Planet, influencing our lives, offers an actual, con-
crete, motivating, inspiring and interdisciplinary context for students. In this context they
can investigate natural phenomena by doing the work of the researcher, practicing the sci-
entific method by asking questions and posing problems, building instruments, taking mea-
surements, collecting and analyzing data, discovering laws and quantitative relationships,
constructing conceptual models of the processes underlying the same natural phenomena,
making predictions and verifying them, learning in this way a lot of physics. Climate, ra-
diation and the greenhouse effect allow for example also the integration of modern physics
with issues such as the blackbody radiation and the interaction of radiation with matter,
as encouraged by school guidelines[154]. Learning about weather and climate and their
quantitative processes, secondary school students can also gain a general idea and orien-
tation with regards to their possible next studies in Master degrees in meteorology and
environment such as the one which should start at the University of Trento in the next
years.
A last motivation for the development of such a teaching sequence, is the active role
which the citizen will be asked to assume with its behavior and with its life choices to
meet the agreements and goals ratified by the governments of 143 nations at the Paris
Climate Conference (COP21). These goals consist in limiting greenhouse gas emissions
and achieving a balance between sources and sinks of greenhouse gases in the second half
of this century, keeping global average temperature increase (global warming) well below
2°C (considered to be a critical threshold by climate scientists[316]) and pursuing efforts
to limit it to 1.5°C respect to the time of the Industrial Revolution[204] [205].
3.2 Target
The teaching sequence has been designed to target secondary school students at the first
two years or at the last two years of the school, when the fundamental physics necessary to
speak about climate and weather is being taught as specified by the school guidelines[154].
As first trial, it has been experimented with graduate students of the course: ”Exper-
imental physics laboratory at high school I”, held at the Department of Physics of the
University of Trento for the Master in Mathematics and Physics with a focus on teaching
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and scientific communication.
A modified version of the same sequence has been proposed in the form of a train-
ing course, promoted by IPRASE for physics and chemistry teachers and their technical
assistants. In this case the focus was more at proposing atmospheric science, phenom-
ena and processes related to climate and weather as a framework for the integration of
the physics and chemistry taught to students attending the first two common years at
Buonarroti technical secondary school of Trento (www.buonarroti.tn.it/) and at Mar-
coni technical secondary school (www.marconirovereto.it/), in the framework of a pilot
experimentation towards the integration of physics and chemistry in technical secondary
schools ongoing in the Autonomous Province of Trento.
3.3 Methodology and design guidelines
The design and implementation of the teaching sequence privileged the use of active learn-
ing methods[117] [118] [120], where experiments are based on research of the conceptual
foundation needed to learn a particular topic area in physics and which demonstrated to
work well in many different environments. There is evidence for example, that activity-
based, computer-supported, interactive learning environments well serve the diversity of
students studying physics and enhance their learning[119] [124] [115] [113] [116]. The design
of the activities is based on a ”three-dimensional approach”, involving a synergic integration
of a critical analysis of the scientific content in view of its reconstruction for teaching, an
overview of current proposals (textbooks, common practice teaching), and an analysis of
educational research on the topic.
We then identified a series of central themes: thermal phenomena and equilibrium,
radiative equilibrium, average global temperatures and greenhouse effect, thermodynamic
variables and transformations, phase changes and the formation of clouds and winds; which
constitute the conceptual backbone for the development of the teaching sequence.
We then developed a series of activities integrated in the lessons, privileging, when
possible a quantitative approach based on quantitative experiments and demonstrations.
When this was not possible applets, visualizations and simulations have been used and
helped explaining complex concepts and models such as the interaction between radiation
and matter or at showing the impact of different processes and feedbacks in the climate
system.
As general guidelines in the development and testing of the teaching sequence we tried
to use as much as possible effective practices for teaching physics which have been demon-
strated by PER to be useful at improving student learning such as using collaborative
work and learning through development of problem-solving and critical thinking skills,
keeping students actively involved by using activity-based guided-inquiry materials, using
a learning cycle beginning with predictions (e.g. the PEC: prediction - experiment - com-
parison cycle), emphasizing conceptual understanding, letting the physical world being the
authority, evaluating student understanding, making appropriate use of technology (e.g.
spreadsheet for data analysis, smartphones, applets and simulations), beginning with the
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specific and moving to the general[127] [117] [132] [129] [124] [123] [132] [133] [199].
Concerning the testing of the teaching sequence with graduate students, our sources of
data on students’ progress and ideas included three questionnaires, discussions during and
after the experiments, students’ drawings, reports and explanations during the final exam
of the course.
Two of the questionnaires (pre-tests) were given before the activities (the first before
the thermal phenomena module and the second before the module on radiative equilibrium,
greenhouse effect and climate), and the third (post-test) approximately two weeks after
the end of the whole teaching sequence. Some questions have been taken and adapted from
literature[145] [146] [147] [150], to allow for comparison (see appendix C). In the pre-test
on the climate module we used open questions to investigate students’ pre-knowledge with
the least influence possible which can derive from the ways in which questions are posed or
from having explicit alternatives among which to choose. This choice did not allow to use
gain factor (or g-factor[115] [134] [139] [146]) for analyzing more quantitatively students’
learning progress after the testing, leaving the evaluation process of the teaching sequence
at a more qualitative and preliminary level.
3.4 The teaching sequence
The underlying idea of the teaching sequence is to start from simple quantitative experi-
ments allowing to investigate and infer some of the basic laws of physics and then using
these laws for constructing conceptual models and explanations about some of the phe-
nomena observed or relevant in our climate and weather (for the details of the teaching
sequence and of the single experimental activities, procedures and data see the teaching
materials at appendix B).
As already said the teaching sequence has been built taking into consideration typical
misconceptions held by students about thermal, climate and weather related atmospheric
phenomena. These have been discussed and addressed in the testing with graduate stu-
dents.
The teaching sequence (see fig. 3.1 for the conceptual structure) is divided into three
modules strictly connected:
• a zero preliminary module with experimental activities on basic physics (i.e. thermal
phenomena) which constitute the prerequisite for introducing physics principles and
laws applied in the following modules in the context of the atmosphere
• a first module about climate and atmospheric physics, focusing on solar and ter-
restrial electromagnetic radiation, their interaction with the atmosphere, radiative
equilibrium and global average temperature, greenhouse gases and the greenhouse
effect (natural and anthropogenic), radiative forcing and global warming, feedback
processes and chaotic behavior.
• a second module about weather and meteorology, focusing on states of matter, phase
changes, ideal gases, thermodynamic variables and transformations (in particular
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual structure of the teaching sequence.
temperature, pressure, adiabatic transformations) and the formation of winds, clouds,
and precipitation.
These modules can be adapted to two different targets of students. On one hand
the target could be students of the first two years of technical secondary schools (ITT)
in the framework of the subject: integrated sciences (namely introductory physics and
chemistry) in which they develop knowledge, abilities and competences characteristic of
the ”hard” sciences such as quantities, instruments and the process of measure, together
with a general background in physics and chemistry which will be useful as a starting point
for the specific subjects they will study in the next years and both as informed, responsible
and critic citizen, able to apply their knowledge and the scientific method in the practical
contexts of real life and being informed about issues present in the news such as for example
climate change.
On the other hand the target can be students of the last two years of secondary schools
(typically ”Licei”) in the framework of a multidisciplinary module involving as subjects
physics, and natural sciences (which include Earth sciences, biology and chemistry). In
this case physics and natural science teachers could work in collaboration, leaving the
quantitative experiments and physical conceptualization sections to the physics teacher and
the more qualitative and phenomenological sections to the colleague of natural sciences. In
this way it is also possible to minimize the impact in terms of hours spent in the economy
of the teaching hours available for the single subjects which is an argument often used by
secondary school teachers against the introduction of innovations and new issues in the
teaching practice.
More in detail, the climate and atmospheric physics module can be treated at a higher
level with students of the last year of scientific secondary schools (”Licei”), involving also
modern physics as prescribed by the most recent school guidelines, with themes such as
blackbody radiation, atomic and molecular absorption and emission spectra, interaction
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Figure 3.2: Structure of the thermal phenomena module in terms of: concepts/laws, experimental
activities/simulations and applications.
of electromagnetic radiation with matter, non linear systems, chaotic behavior, statistical
predictability etc. At the same time the same module can be treated at a lower, sim-
plified and phenomenological level with students of the second year of secondary schools,
discussing the concepts of the thermal effects of radiation, of the infrared emission of the
Earth and of its interaction with the the atmosphere from a more qualitative point of view,
closer to a classical optics approach.
The weather and meteorology module can be treated at higher level of detail, including
quantitative modeling and derivations with a target of students attending the fourth year
of scientific secondary schools (”Licei”), when addressing for example thermodynamics in
physics or inorganic chemistry in natural sciences. At the same time the module can be
adapted to target students of the first year of secondary schools, when addressing physical
quantities and their measurements such as temperature, pressure, density, macroscopic
properties of matter, microscopic models and phase changes.
3.4.1 Thermal phenomena
The sequence starts from traditional experiments about thermal phenomena, centered
around the concept of thermal equilibrium. Students complete a pre-test (see appendix
C) to asses their pre-conceptions. Physical quantities such as temperature are introduced
at first from an operational and macroscopic point of view, together with the instruments
used to measure them (i.e. thermometer). Students build a thermometer by calibrating a
thermoscope in boiling water and melting ice.
Then an innovative experimental activity is proposed (see fig. 3.3 and appendix C),
consisting in estimating the response time of a standard alcohol thermometer immersed in
two different fluids: air and water, with the use of smartphones and video analysis tech-
niques (i.e. time lapse and slow motion, video tracking). This activity allows to introduce
some important aspects related to the problem of measure, instruments, their calibration
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Figure 3.3: On the left, students measuring the response time of a thermometer with smartphones.
On the right, students playing with dice and coins to investigate the microscopic approach to thermal
equilibrium.
and characteristics, procedures, their limits and validity, the exponential function typi-
cal of decaying processes and the definition of the general concept of time constant of a
process (in this case, response time of the thermometer), as well as mechanisms of conduc-
tion (Newton’s cooling law dT/dt = (T2 − T1)/τ), convection and radiation as means of
transferring thermal energy between bodies at different temperatures. This experimental
activity[366] has been developed and published as a part of the research activity performed
by the candidate and has been tested with graduate students and teachers, allowing to dis-
cuss how time response is not an intrinsic property of the instrument itself, but it depends
also on the environment and on the procedure followed. Another simple demonstration
in this sense has been done by questioning students about what would have happened
to the temperature if the thermometer would have got wet with alcohol, allowing for the
introduction of the concepts of phase changes and latent heat, temperature vs feelings and
the application to windchill and heat index and body thermoregulation.
Thermometers are then used to investigate the approach to thermal equilibrium and
its dependence on differential temperature, mass and specific heat of bodies (two amounts
of water at different temperatures in two different recipients and two metallic blocks at
different temperatures in a polystyrene box), resulting in the fundamental equation of
calorimetry (Q = mc∆T ). The approach to thermal equilibrium is then revisited from a
microscopic point of view establishing an analogy with an experimental activity with coins
and dice developed and tested during the Ph.D. program[367], introducing the concept of
entropy and its statistical interpretation. This activity showed the students that the de-
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Figure 3.4: Structure of the climate module in terms of: concepts/laws, experimental activi-
ties/simulations and applications.
scription provided by thermodynamics is intrinsically probabilistic, and that macroscopic
laws, such as the law of heat transfer, are based on microscopic phenomena which we in-
terpret using a statistical description. Other classic experimental activities are: measuring
the equivalent mass of the calorimeter and the specific heat of aluminum.
Before and after the experimental activities students have been asked to reason about
typical misconceptions [146] [147] [206] [54] [150] [151] concerning temperature and heat,
thermal conductivity, thermal capacity and specific heat which were contained in the
form of questions in the pre-test. In this way, by facing cognitive conflict with their pre-
knowledge they had to build new conceptual models which could give a better explanation
of the phenomena and overcome the conflict, integrating their pre-existing knowledge with
an improved one.
3.4.2 Radiation - climate module
After discussing thermal equilibrium, the concept of electromagnetic radiation and its
thermal effects is introduced through the question of what would happen to the temperature
of a black metal plate exposed to solar radiation or to a shining light bulb. Students discuss
their pre-conceptions and engage in an experimental activity to verify their predictions.
They use thermometers to measure the curve temperature vs time of aluminum plates of
different colors (i.e. black and white), exposed to solar radiation or to a shining light bulb
and then shadowed (light bulb off), they see that the temperature reaches a stationary
value after some time, less in the case of the white metal plate and obtain in the case of
the black metal plate an estimate of the solar constant (if exposed to solar radiation) or of
the power of a lamp (if exposed to the light bulb), by balancing the energy fluxes during
the heating and cooling phases. They then build a conceptual model of the phenomenon,
understanding that the stationary temperature reached by the metal plate is the result
of radiative equilibrium between the incoming visible radiation and the outgoing infrared
radiation emitted by the body. By contrasting the principle of energy conservation and
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the fact of having a constant flux of energy being absorbed by the metal plate with the
experimental fact of a stationary temperature, they must think of something being emitted
by the metal plate which is not visible to our eyes, and face the need for infrared radiation
being emitted by the body to establish equilibrium and conserve energy, resulting in a
constant temperature. This experimental activity is used also to give insight into the
working principle of a thermopile commonly used in radiometers to measure broadband
integrated radiation fluxes as the ones used on BSRN stations. The case of the white metal
plate exposed to visible radiation and warming up less compared to the black metal plate,
offers the context to speak about the concept of surface albedo (fraction of the reflected over
the incoming shortwave solar radiation arriving on a surface) which plays an important
role in Earth’s energy budget and in understanding the effects and feedback in terms of
solar energy absorbed by the climate system (i.e. oceans with their low albedo compared
to snow and ice), of a change of the surface albedo in polar regions, due to global warming
and to the consequent melting of the Arctic sea-ice for example (ice-albedo feedback).
Students are then questioned on how the radiation emitted by bodies (blackbodies)
depends quantitatively on their temperature (Stefan Boltzmann law) which they investigate
with an experimental activity using the Stefan Boltzmann lamp (a tungsten filament lamp
with its calibration curve of resistivity as a function of temperature, powered by a variable
voltage) and a thermopile[349]. The concept of blackbody as a perfect absorber/emitter
and that of grey body, having a lower emissivity is shown by using the Leslie cube (an
aluminum cube heated inside by the radiation emitted by a light bulb, having on the
outside surfaces of different emissivities), the thermopile and an infrared thermometer. By
pointing the thermopile on different faces of the cube, students measure different amounts
of radiation emitted even though the thermocouple indicates all faces having the same
temperature, while the infrared thermometer indicates different temperatures of different
faces. In this situation again the cognitive conflict is used to stimulate students to confront
with their pre-knowledge and with their conceptual models, forcing them to integrate what
they have learnt into a new conceptual framework. With the use of the spectroscope and
a smartphone it is given also a qualitative demonstration of Wien’s law, by observing the
colors present in the spectrum and their intensity as the Stefan Boltzmann lamp is powered
by a higher voltage (resulting in a higher temperature of the filament).
At this point the laws (i.e. Stefan Boltzmann) derived experimentally and the model
used for explaining the radiation balance and the resulting stationary temperature in the
case of the metal plate, are extended to the context of the climate system, identifying the
Earth as a blackbody emitting thermal radiation and the average global temperature of
the Earth as the radiative equilibrium temperature between the incoming solar radiation
absorbed by the surface (solar constant diminished of the Earth’s albedo) and the thermal
radiation emitted by the Earth’s surface, predicting a surface temperature much lower than
the one observed (-18°C).
This balance between different kinds of radiation and the resulting stationary condition
for the temperature are further stressed with a qualitative demonstration using a hydraulic
analogy (i.e. glass with a hole at the bottom, water flowing in at a constant rate being the
radiation absorbed coming from the sun, water flowing out from the hole being the thermal
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Figure 3.5: In the pictures above: on the left students measuring the power of a lamp and on the right,
measuring the solar constant from the temperature of an absorbing aluminum plate. In the picture below:
A) scheme of the experimental setup, B) approach to radiative equilibrium: yellow arrows represent the
intensity of the radiation coming from the lamp (Sun), red arrows represent the intensity of the radiation
emitted by the metal plate. Ti represent the temporal evolution of the temperature, with T1 < T2 < T3
and T3 the equilibrium temperature.
radiation emitted by the Earth, stationary water level being the radiative equilibrium
temperature)[336].
For younger students (first two years of secondary school) who may still not be familiar
with the electromagnetic spectrum and at differentiating between visible and infrared radia-
tion, it is possible to use some practical activities such as the construction of a spectroscope
with cheap materials (cartoon and a diffraction grating sheet) which placed on a smart-
phone can show how the radiation coming from different sources of visible light is in fact
composed of different ”colors”, corresponding to different wavelengths[342]. Infrared radi-
ation, can be visualized by using cheap smartphone thermocameras for observing different
objects or the IR pulsed light of remote controls with standard smartphone cameras.
Going back to the Earth’s energy balance model, this is then modified and refined to
account for the difference between the predicted and actual average temperature on Earth,
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Figure 3.6: Measuring radiation emitted from the Stefan Boltzmann lamp on the left and from the Leslie
cube on the right (Stefan Boltzmann law).
by taking into account the role of the atmosphere and of its gases. Again an analogy of the
role played by the atmosphere is illustrated by showing the effect of interposing different
materials (i.e. plexiglas, silica, aluminum) between a heated body (the Leslie cube) and
the thermopile, showing students how concepts of bodies’ transparency and opaqueness (in
relationship with the optical processes of absorption, diffusion and reflection), are relative
to the wavelength of the radiation used, as it is for the atmosphere, being almost trans-
parent to solar radiation, mainly in the visible range (shortwave), but opaque to terrestrial
radiation emitted by the Earth, mainly in the infrared range (longwave or thermal). This
last, being absorbed and re-emitted by the so called greenhouse gases, naturally present
in the atmosphere determines much higher temperatures than the ones calculated without
any atmosphere.
Speaking of greenhouse gases and particularly of water vapor and carbon dioxide, is a
good point for bridging to chemistry, speaking about atoms, their interaction forces and
chemical bonding to form molecules, which can interact with the electromagnetic radiation
by absorbing and emitting photons, and modifying their vibrational, rotational or electronic
energy state. Here it is also possible to introduce some modern physics from a qualitative
point of view, namely basic concepts of quantum mechanics such as the discrete nature of
energy levels, atomic and molecular spectra and the interaction between radiation and gas
molecules happening only in correspondence to specific photon energies. This is done from
a qualitative point of view with the help of Phet applets [350] [339] asking the students to
investigate the behavior of different molecules exposed to different kinds of electromagnetic
radiation (photon energies).
With this activity students are also encouraged to investigate the behavior of the ozone
molecule, with its different role in the troposphere (toxic for human health, constituting
pollution and interacting with infrared radiation as a greenhouse gas, but having little
effect since its very low concentrations) and in the stratosphere (forming the ozone layer,
beneficial to life on Earth and interacting with UV light preventing the more energetic
photons from reaching the ground and damaging cells and DNA).
Students of the last year of secondary school can further investigate the discrete nature
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Figure 3.7: Above showing the different behavior of materials in terms of transparency and opaqueness
(reflection, absorption and emission) with regards to visible and infrared radiation in analogy with what
happens in the atmosphere due to the presence of greenhouse gases. Below the hydraulic analogy[336]
used to illustrate the radiative equilibrium as being stationary and the effect of the natural and enhanced
greenhouse effect.
of energy levels by seeing hydrogen spectral lines (Balmer series), with the use of a hydrogen
lamp and smartphones with the home-made spectroscope mentioned above mounted on it
and using a known spectrum for calibration.
After pointing out with these activities, the different behavior of greenhouse gases, nat-
urally present in the atmosphere and of ozone to different kinds of radiation, students build
a conceptual model of the atmosphere being almost transparent to visible light (no inter-
action between photons and greenhouse gases) and partially opaque to infrared radiation
(absorption and re-emission of photons), this determining thermal radiation going back to
the Earth’s surface, being absorbed and then determining an increase in its temperature
to re-establish radiative equilibrium. At this point students should have all the elements
to build a coherent conceptual model of the physical basis of the greenhouse effect.
An important differentiation between the natural and enhanced or anomalous green-
house effect is done: the first being beneficial and responsible of favorable conditions for life
on Earth and the second, caused by increased anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide
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Figure 3.8: Investigating the interaction of different kinds of radiation with different molecules using
Phet applets[350] [339].
since the industrial revolution and change in land use, being very likely the cause of global
warming[316] [45]. This mechanism can be exemplified especially for younger students by
using again the hydraulic analogy (glass with three holes), and letting them experiment
what happens to the stationary water level (global average surface temperature in the
analogy) when closing one hole of the plastic glass (natural greenhouse effect) and another
smaller one (enhanced greenhouse effect). This analogy is also very clarifying with regards
to a typical misconception related to the greenhouse effect which is the idea that green-
house gases trap the radiation not allowing it to escape and so suggesting an unbalance
in the radiative equilibrium which is not true in the end once the surface temperature has
readjusted in response to the so called radiative forcing exerted by anthropogenic emission
of greenhouse gases.
The effect of the atmosphere with greenhouse gases on the radiative balance of Earth
has finally been modeled mathematically with some simple equations. Firstly considering
the atmosphere as being transparent with regards to incoming solar radiation absorbed at
the surface (taking into account also the planetary albedo) and as being totally opaque
to the outgoing thermal radiation emitted by the Earth’s surface which is completely
absorbed and re-emitted both to space and back to Earth; this giving a too high estimate
for the Earth’s surface temperature. Secondly by considering the atmosphere as being only
partially opaque to the thermal radiation which is what happens considering cumulative
atmospheric (greenhouse gases molecules) absorption spectra.
From this more quantitative part on the thermal effects of radiation, blackbody emission
and radiation and matter interaction, the sequence moves on illustrating some introductory
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Figure 3.9: Investigating the effect on climate of different parameters and feedbacks using a simple
climate model of the Monash University[337] [338].
information about the climate system, how weather and climate are two distinct but related
concepts, which are the physical quantities used to characterize quantitatively the climate
and how they have been reconstructed in the past thanks to proxies such as ice cores,
how they are now measured thanks to global networks of observatories equipped with
standard instruments and how they can be predicted thanks to numerical models and
computer simulations based on the basic laws of physics. The main characteristics of the
climate and of the climate system are illustrated such as its statistical nature, its variability
in response to internal and external, natural and anthropogenic forcings, its subsystems,
their interactions and feedback processes, being responsible for its nonlinear and chaotic
behavior.
Some of these interactions and feedbacks are investigated by the students using simula-
tions such as the Monash simple climate model [337] [338] and with a simple demonstration
of positive feedback with the use of smartphones (Larsen effect). The concept of the chaotic
behavior of the atmosphere and of the statistical predictability of climate is exemplified with
a demonstration by using a magnetic pendulum and leaving the students observe and think
about the effect of introducing a perturbation such as a wedge under the pendulum plane
inclining it slightly on one side.
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Figure 3.10: Structure of the weather module in terms of: concepts/laws, experimental activi-
ties/simulations and applications.
3.4.3 Thermodynamic - weather module
After the first module centered on radiation, its interaction with matter and its role in
determining our global climate, the second module focuses more on thermodynamics and its
application to weather phenomena. More specifically it starts from a general introduction
on meteorology and its historical development, weather, its phenomena and their typical
spatial and temporal scales. Questions, beliefs and proverbs used in daily discussions about
weather phenomena are used as a starting point for promoting discussion among students,
followed at the end of the sequence by their verification and explanation in light of the
outcomes of the experiments, activities and conceptual models performed and constructed
during the sequence.
A first exposition guided by some simple demonstrations (see appendix B for the details)
presents the macroscopic properties and microscopic models for the solid, liquid and gaseous
states of matter, and the ideal gas model.
Phase changes with a focus on water are introduced with some qualitative demonstra-
tions (boiling water in a syringe) and quantitative experiments (measure of the latent heat
of condensation and of fusion) followed by a conceptualization of what happens at the
microscopic level. Concepts of vapor pressure, saturation vapor pressure, the Clausius-
Clapeyron equation, absolute and relative humidity, are introduced focusing again on the
concept of dynamic equilibrium and with an experimental activity: the measurement of
the dew point temperature and a practical activity: the construction of a psychrometer for
calculating relative humidity from the measure of wet and dry bulb temperatures.
Supercooling phenomena are introduced with a simple demonstration leaving a distilled
water bottle in the freezer for some time and then making it freeze immediately by dropping
a tiny piece of ice in it. A simple demonstration by using salt grains in a closed box
with water is used to show the role of hygroscopic particles, the effect of surfaces, and of
molecular interactions (adhesion and cohesion) at lowering the saturation vapor pressure,
facilitating condensation of water vapor onto them. These demonstrations are very helpful
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Figure 3.11: Some experimental activities: measuring the latent heat of condensation of water vapor,
the dew point temperature, Boyle’s law and a demonstrations of the role of hygroscopic particles and
condensation nuclei.
for explaining the role of condensation and freezing nuclei in the formation of water droplets
and ice crystals in clouds which would not form otherwise above -40°C.
The concept of pressure is then addressed through two experimental activities one
aimed at verifying Boyle’s law for isothermal transformations and the macroscopic concept
of pressure with the use of a syringe and weights and another aimed at illustrating its
microscopic interpretation in terms of average momentum transfer from the gas molecules
to the recipient’s walls with the use of an apparatus consisting in a chamber with a piston
sustained by the agitation of tiny spherical balls put into motion from the vibration of the
underlying bottom floor (see fig. 3.11 and appendix C for the details).
The atmosphere is then considered and modeled, starting from the chemical composition
of air, the concept of air parcel, and its modeling as an ideal gas, the distinction between
between dry and moist air (containing water vapor).
Physical quantities (temperature, pressure, humidity, wind speed and direction, precip-
itation and cloudiness) and conservation laws (mass, energy, momentum, state equation)
used to characterize quantitatively the atmosphere and at the base of meteorological studies
are introduced together with instruments and observational networks necessary to retrieve
these data both from the surface and from the upper air, both with direct measurements
and with remote sensing (i.e. weather stations and radiosoundings, satellites etc.)[357]
[358].
It is then illustrated the vertical average structure of the atmosphere in terms of temper-
ature, pressure and density explaining the physical processes and laws responsible for that
structure (hydrostatic equilibrium, absorption of radiation at the surface and in the strato-
sphere, conduction and convection with the help of simple demonstrations) and the forces
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acting on air parcels (gravity, pressure gradient, friction, Coriolis and centrifugal). At the
same time exceptions to these average structures are presented such as thermal inversions,
the conditions for their formation and their effect on pollution and its stagnation.
Then a discussion about the factors influencing the latitudinal variation of the surface
temperature, its effects on the formation of low and high pressure centers and so on the
formation of convective cells, of average winds, and of the atmospheric global circulation,
redistributing heat between the equator and the poles. Typical winds and the associated
weather phenomena around low and high pressure systems at the surface and in the upper
atmosphere are derived as a result of the balance between pressure gradient, Coriolis and
friction forces, acting on the air parcels together with an interpretation of weather maps.
Some simple demonstrations by using rotating tanks [344] [345] are used to introduce the
concept of convective cell for speaking about valley winds, sea and mountain breezes and
to show the formation of cyclonic and anticyclonic structures in a rotating system as a
result of the Coriolis force (see fig. 3.12 and appendix C for the details).
Students investigate the process of clouds formation with a simple but clarifying demon-
stration: ”cloud in a bottle” which allows to revisit and apply a lot of physics previ-
ously learned: from adiabatic transformations which characterize vertical movements of
air parcels, to phase changes, from vapor pressure and saturation, to the role of condensa-
tion nuclei.
The notion of air masses and fronts is introduced with a demonstration using water at
different temperatures and differently colored flowing one over another without mixing, the
warmer and less dense flowing on top of the other. In the end, students can construct their
own weather station with arduino and online resources freely available or they can decide
to participate with their class or Institute to the Globe project taking part as responsible
and active citizen in citizen science activities.
In conclusion, a rapid overview of how weather forecasts are made by using numerical
models, how reliable they are in terms of deterministic predictability and a visualization of
the outcomes of these models by using online visualization tools such as[354] [355] [362],
allowing students to interpret data and guess what could imply from a phenomenological
point of view in the atmosphere in view of the activities and conceptual models constructed
during the sequence and verifying them with real time data coming for example from
satellites or weather stations of the local weather service[359].
3.5 Preliminary results and discussion
Fifteen students of the course ”Experimental physics laboratory at high school I” partic-
ipated to the testing of the teaching sequence and answered pre and post tests (namely
”pre test - termologia”, ”pre test - clima” and ”post test - termologia&clima” see appendix
C).
Twelve students are graduate students in mathematics and the other three graduate
students in physics, the majority of them willing to pursue a career as secondary school
teachers of mathematics and physics.
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Figure 3.12: Some demonstrations of a convective cell, of fronts, of the formation of cyclones and
anticyclones in a rotating tank and of the formation of a cloud.
Here we will summarize confront and discuss the results of these tests, of the discussions
emerged during the sequence and the explanations and drawings they used in the final exam
of the course.
”Pre test - termologia” has been constructed using multiple choice and open questions
taken from literature: Thermal Concept Inventory (TCE)[146], Thermal and Transport
Concept Inventory (TTCI)[147], Leiserowitz et al.[52], Leinonen et al.[151] and Loverude
et al.[150].
”Pre test - clima” has been constructed mainly with open questions related to the
climate concepts we wanted to address with the teaching sequence (i.e. difference between
weather and climate, factors influencing climate and Earth’s average surface temperature,
different radiation emitted by the sun and by the Earth and by the atmosphere, greenhouse
gases and greenhouse effect, climate and equilibiria). Open questions have been used not
to influence and constrict students’ answers, letting their conceptual reasoning coming
out. Unfortunately this determined sometimes not very clear, too short or schematic
explanations.
”Post test - termologia&clima” has been constructed by using multiple choice questions
taken from the Thermal Concept Inventory (TCE)[146], Thermal and Transport Concept
Inventory (TTCI)[147], the Greenhouse Effect Concept Inventory (GECI)[145], Tasquier
et al.[328] open ended questions from Leinonen et al.[151] and Loverude et al.[150].
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Figure 3.13: Above: pre and post test cross tabulation results comparing correlated answer pairs for
the two questions related to ice melting, heat conduction and fundamental law of calorimetry (Q9, Q10 in
”pre-test termologia” and Q29, Q30 in ”post-test termologia&clima”). Below: results from literature[147]
3.5.1 Basic physics concepts
The pre-test on thermal phenomena (see appendix C, ”pre test - termologia” and results)
allowed to investigate students’ conceptions in thermal physics and confirmed the presence
of misconceptions and confusion between sensory experience and the physical interpretation
and modeling of phenomena. For example in question 4 (Q4) we can see that few students
do not recognize the dependence of boiling points of substances from pressure or that
they have difficulty in applying what they learned in previous courses to real everyday
situations (they say for example that in the mountains: ”the boiling point of water lowers”
but ”water by itself is still at 100°C” ). In Q5 5 students do not consider the possibility
of supercooling states (answer e, ”you can’t have water at 0°C”) and 3 students consider
heat as a quantity contained in bodies and not as just a transfer of energy between bodies
(answer c ”both ice and water contain the same amount of heat”). Q6 shows 4 students
again think heat as being a property contained in bodies (answer d, ”metal has less heat to
loose respect to plastic”). From the answers given to Q7 we can see that 9 students (answers
b, c and d) implicitly consider some bodies as containing heat because of their insulating
properties (”tissue wrapped around the bottle warming it up even if room temperature
is less than equilibrium temperature”), 4 students (answer d) forget to consider the role
of phase changes and latent heat in the transfer of thermal energy (”room temperature
being the same as the temperature of the water in the bottle wrapped with wet tissue”).
Answers to Q8 shows 4 students consider heat as being a substance moving (answer a) and
4 students consider it as being contained, concentrated, as if it was an intrinsic property
of bodies (answer b).
Confronting for example the results of Q6 (4 students choosing alternative d ”metal
has less heat to loose respect to plastic”) and Q8 (4 students choosing alternative b ”metal
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Figure 3.14: Approach to thermal equilibrium test item proposed to students’ in both pre and post
tests[150]
concentrates heat”) of the pre-test with Q27 of the post test (no students choosing alterna-
tives b ”wood is a substance naturally warmer than metal” or c ”wood contains more heat
than metal”), we can see that the sequence had a qualitatively positive effect at fostering
conceptual change, not considering anymore heat as a substance contained in bodies or
concentrated differently by different materials or flowing between them or as an intrinsic
property of different kinds of materials, determining our cold or warm feelings at touch,
but considering these as just the result of processes of thermal conduction even if a few
students wrongly choose the process of ” ’thermal radiation” as being involved instead of
that of thermal conduction (Q27, 4 students choosing alternative d). Confronting instead
Q7 (4 students choosing answer d) and Q5 (3 students choosing alternative c ”both ice
and water contain the same amount of heat”) of the pre-test with Q28 of the post-test we
can see an improvement in students’ awareness of the role played by phase changes and
latent heat as a powerful mean for thermal energy transfer (9 choose the correct answer c,
4 answer d and 2 answer a, but both answer c and d refer implicitly to evaporation and
latent heat).
The results of Q9 and Q10 of the pre-test and of the same questions of the post-test
(Q29 and Q30) are showed in fig. 3.13 together with the results obtained in literature on
the same questions as reference. It is possible to see from the pre-test the presence of typical
misconceptions (in similar proportions to Nelson et al.[147]) such as confusing transient
and stationary situations, exchange of thermal energy and thermal equilibrium and thermal
conduction. Confronting the results of pre and post tests we can see a net improvement,
but the same misconceptions still resist for some of them, but for a percentage of students
significantly lower compared to pre test and to Nelson et al.[147]
Considering the results of the test item Q11 of the pre-test and Q31, Q32 of the post-
test (previously adopted in various studies on the same topics[150] [151] [368] [367], see fig.
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3.14), since there could be ambiguities in evaluating students’ answers, more weight has
been given to the explanation provided than to the dichotomous yes/no verdict for each
sub-item. Comparing the answers given to Q11 and Q32 what is interesting to point out
is the evolution of students’ conceptual explanations.
A significant change in perspective can be observed in about half the explanations pro-
vided by the students after the sequence, with the widespread use of terms connected to
probability, the discussion of fluctuations and of the dynamical nature of thermal equilib-
rium. Five students explicitly describe the evolution of the system towards equilibrium
as an approach to the state with the highest multiplicity in terms of microstates whereas
such elements were mostly absent in the answers provided by students before the sequence,
where most explanations were based on a deterministic idea of heat flow from hot to cold,
and a static image of thermal equilibrium.
In order to justify the impossibility of an evolution away from equilibrium (case A in
fig. 3.14) students often use variations of the following argument: ”No, because a system
would perform a spontaneous transition to a state having a lesser number of accessible mi-
crostates” or ”This is not possible because it implies going from a macrostate with a high
number of microstates to one with a lower number of microstates, and thus less likely”.
Some students also comment on the dynamical nature of the equilibrium state: ”at equilib-
rium the thermal energy flowing out of each system is equal to the thermal energy flowing
in, because the number of microstates which realise the state is the maximum”. The anal-
ysis of case B prevalently induces students to reflect on fluctuations and, again, on the
dynamical nature of equilibrium: ”In the case B it is useful to recall the microscopic model
introduced in the lesson: the colder body can, to some degree, receive more thermal energy
than what is necessary for reaching equilibrium. But afterwards, as time passes the process
through which the hotter body cedes thermal energy reiterates, leading to an equilibrium
situation”. Other students refer explicitly to the probability that ”it is extremely unlikely
that after reaching thermal equilibrium at 330 K heat continues to flow from left to right”
or ”case B is not possible because when passing from one macrostate to another the system
should have traversed the macrostate (300-300) which is the most likely because satisfied
by a higher number of microstates, and thereby it should have stopped.” The only student
whose answer was judged incorrect in the post-test (because it was agreed that having a
feeling for the order or magnitude of fluctuations is also important) however justifies his
answer that B is possible in a way which is correct in a purely abstract sense: ”the situation
shown could be a fluctuation around the equilibrium state”. In justifying the impossibility
(or the possibility only as a transitory state) of case C, some students describe explicitly
the process leading from the initial to the equilibrium state from a more microscopic point
of view, ”the macrostate shown is more probable than the initial one, but not yet the most
probable, so the system will continue evolving.” Finally, we report almost integrally the
conclusions expressed by one of the students who decided to write his final course report on
this laboratory sequence: ”I believe that this teaching experience can be particularly instruc-
tive, allowing to consider various concepts starting from the following primary observation
which is a cornerstone of thermodynamics: two bodies in thermal equilibrium have the same
temperature. The mathematical tools used in the analysis of this phenomenon are fasci-
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Figure 3.15: Students’ source of information about climate and climate change (Pre-test). Out of 15
students 9 (64,3%) say their information comes mainly from traditional mass media (newspaper, TV,
Radio broadcasts), 2 (14,3%) from scientific literature, 2 from the internet and only 1 (7,1%) from school
education. None report having been exposed to climate issues at university.
nating and, regarding physics, several different topics can be highlighted: the exponential
nature of various phenomena; the increase of entropy in an isolated system, the arrow of
time emerging from the statistics of phenomena (...) We observe the great attention em-
ployed in this teaching approach in stimulating individuals who are forming their scientific
thought to abstract and critical reasoning”[367].
Q1 of the pre-test seems to point out that 10 students recognize cyclones as being low
pressure systems and the fact that the boiling temperature decreases if pressure decrease,
but lack an idea of the order of magnitude of the typical drop in atmospheric pressure
deriving from a cyclone. Q2 suggests that for 5 students does not seem clear that the
boiling point is characterized by a fixed temperature if pressure does not change and that
in the case of sea level atmospheric pressure, this corresponds to 100°C, whereas for lower
pressures it is lower.
3.5.2 Climate and atmospheric physics concepts
Moving forward to pre and post tests related to climate issues (”pre test - clima” and ”post
test - termologia&clima”), answers to Q2 (pre test, see fig.3.15) show how even for graduate
students prospecting a career in teaching mathematics and physics in secondary schools,
information about climate science and climate change comes mainly from traditional mass
media such as newspapers, television and radio as pointed out also in literature[52] [35],
confirming also the minimal presence of such issues in the actual teaching practice, despite
what school guidelines suggest. As pointed out in literature[213] [36], traditional media
are likely to be a source of students’ misconceptions and as many other surveys pointed
out[184] [185] [186] [187] [188], there are confusion and barriers among school teachers
with regards to teaching climate science as well as in textbooks as pointed out by [268]
and [326]. All these arguments suggest and sustain the need of both the elaboration of
teaching learning sequences about climate physics and their introduction into the teaching
practice through teacher training courses and University courses with a focus on physics
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Figure 3.16: Answers to pre and post test questions about differences between weather and climate.
and environmental science teaching.
Answers to Q3 (pre test) tended to be quite generic and confused but showed that
students have a general sense of the difference between weather and climate at least in
terms of spatial and temporal scales. On the other hand apart from one student saying:
”weather varies in short times, is relative to a precise place and time, while climate describes
broad areas with average quantities” there was not much explicit reference to climate in
terms of statistics of weather conditions (measured with quantitative parameters) over
long time periods. When addressing weather they tended to refer to specific weather
phenomena, and they tended to address climate as something being related to ”geographical
areas” which is true in the case of regional climate, but this points out again the fact that
climate science is rarely treated quantitatively from the point of view of the climate system
with its processes[189] and it is taught in schools mainly from a phenomenological way,
typically in geography courses. In the post test (see Q2 answers in fig.3.16 and Appendix
C) the majority of students recognize climate as being related to weather through statistics
(”average”), the fact that weather and climate are concepts related to different timescales
(weather changes from year to year, but not climate) and the fact that motions in the
atmosphere and in the oceans are caused by a different energy budget between the poles
and the equator (”oceanic currents transporting heat”). However we can see that a few
choices have been: ”the atmospheric circulation transports heat from the poles towards the
equator ” (failing to apply the principles of thermodynamics in a concrete phenomenological
situation), ”climate often varies from year to year ” and ”weather represents the average
climatic conditions over a region” but these last two answers could be the outcome of not
carefully reading the text.
It is interesting to notice from Q4’s answers (pre test, see Appendix C), that among
the factors influencing the Earth’s climate 3 students include pollution, confirming the
confusion present among toxic or harmful chemical compounds, their relationship with
public health, air quality problems in metropolitan regions and greenhouse gases emissions
in relationship to the global climate change[145]. In Q5 (pre) some students even identi-
fied pollution as the main factor influencing temperature on Earth. Answers to Q4 and Q5
showed the presence of typical misconceptions[249] such as the ”trapping of solar radiation”
(i.e. ”radiations coming from the sun remaining trapped in the atmosphere”), or the wrong
identification of solar activity or geothermal heating or the Earth-Sun distance variation
(wrong cause of the seasons) as main factors influencing Earth’s average surface temper-
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Figure 3.17: Answers to pre and post test questions about the Earth’s average surface temperature (Q5
pre test, Q13 and Q8 post test) and comparison with results from literature (GECI.vC)[145].
ature (i.e. the Earth’s average surface temperature is mainly influenced by ”the thermal
exchange with the Earth’s nucleus” or ”the distance from the Sun, the seasons”). Only a
few cited electromagnetic radiation and the greenhouse effect. Again students seem to be
more aware of the regional climate than of the global climate, as referring to factors such
as latitude, altitude, mountains, distance from water basins. Comparing these results with
the answers given by students to Q13 and Q8 of the post test (see fig. 3.17 and Appendix
C), we can see that the vast majority of them (13, 87%) identify fluxes of different kinds of
electromagnetic radiation and their different interaction with the atmosphere as the main
factor determining the Earth’s average surface temperature and again that they (12, 80%)
identify infrared radiation being absorbed in the atmosphere and having a major role with
the greenhouse effect at warming up the Earth’s surface. Very few of them still retain
some misconceptions such as ”ozone layer depletion being the cause of global warming”, or
”solar light interacting and being amplified by greenhouse gases” or visible and UV light
being absorbed by the atmosphere in relationship with global warming and the greenhouse
effect.
In the pre test (Q6, see fig. 3.18 and Appendix C), when asked about the form of energy
emitted with major intensity by the Sun, 5 students referred to electromagnetic radiation
and 3 to just radiation, but only one explicitly referred to it as being in the visible range (”If
it is intended the energy arriving on Earth, luminous radiation of visible frequency.”). One
of them cited instead ”thermal energy”, others used imprecise or tautological definitions
such as ” luminous energy” or ”solar energy”. In the post test instead (Q20 and Q14, see
fig. 3.18 and Appendix C), the majority of the students (73% and 87%) identify visible
radiation as being the radiation emitted with most intensity by the Sun even if few of them
refer to UV and infrared radiation.
When asked about the form of energy emitted with major intensity by the Earth in
the pre test (see fig. 3.19 and Appendix C), only 4 of them (29%) referred correctly to
infrared electromagnetic radiation and 3 of them (20%) again referred to the misconcep-
tion of geothermal energy, 3 others referred again to generic ”electromagnetic radiation”,
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Figure 3.18: Answers to pre (Q6) and post test (Q20 and Q16) questions about energy (radiation)
irradiated (emitted) by the Sun and comparison with results from literature (GECI.vC)[145].
one to ”radiations” (maybe even meaning nuclear radiations such as alpha or beta but it
could even be due to a typographic error since students filled the questionnaire using their
smartphones), 2 of them referred to ”heat” and one to ”thermal energy”. In the post test
(Q26 and Q12, fig. 3.19), we can see that the majority identified infrared radiation as
being emitted with major intensity by the Earth (both at daytime and at nighttime), but
some of them (4, 27%), confuse in the daytime case, the emission of infrared radiation by
the Earth’s surface because of its temperature with the incoming radiation reflected by
the Earth’s surface, allowing us to see things and colors with our eyes during the day (see
fig.3.19).
In the pre test, looking at answers to Q8 (see fig. 3.20 and Appendix C), the role of the
atmosphere as a body emitting infrared radiation itself seems instead less evident since only
2 students (13%) correctly pointed this out. 4 of them refer generically to ”electromagnetic
radiation” or to ”radiation/radiations” possibly hiding the same misconception discussed
in the case of the Earth and related to the use of the term ”radiations”. 2 students refer to
”heat” or ”thermal energy”. What is curious is that 3 of them (20%) say that the atmo-
sphere emits mainly ”electrical energy”, probably referring to lightnings and pointing out
a misconception which was not considered at the beginning and in GECI[145]. In the post
test (Q23 and Q4) the majority of students (11, 73%) identified correctly infrared radiation
as the one being emitted with the highest intensity by the atmosphere, but few of them
still refer to ”UV” and ”visible” radiation and 2 of them do not recognize the atmosphere
as being a body irradiating energy by virtue of its non zero absolute temperature (”the at-
mosphere does not emit energy”). 10 students identify correctly the selective transparency
and opaqueness of the atmosphere (”almost opaque to low frequency radiation and almost
transparent to high frequency radiation”), 4 of them probably confused ”wavelength” and
”frequency” concepts or did not associate the right part of the electromagnetic spectrum
with the right kind of radiation playing a role in the climate system.
Summarizing, we can say the results of the post-tests showed that after the teaching
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Figure 3.19: Answers to pre (Q7) and post test (Q26 and Q12) questions about energy (radiation)
irradiated (emitted) by the Earth and comparison with results from literature (GECI.vC)[145].
Figure 3.20: Answers to pre (Q8) and post test (Q23 and Q4) questions about energy (radiation) irradi-
ated (emitted) by the atmosphere and comparison with results from literature (GECI.vC and Tasquier)[145]
[328].
sequence, the majority of students differentiate between incoming radiation in the Earth
system emitted by the Sun (mainly in the visible range of the spectrum) and outgoing
terrestrial radiation emitted by the Earth and by the atmosphere (mainly in the infrared
range of the spectrum) even if some students still forget to consider the Earth and its
atmosphere as being themselves bodies emitting infrared radiation and confuse infrared
radiation emitted by Earth and atmosphere and incoming solar radiation reflected by the
surface or by elements in the atmosphere.
When asked to identify the main greenhouse gases in the pre test (Q9, see fig. 3.21),
a majority of 12 students (86%) identified carbon dioxide, but only 2 (14%) included also
water vapor. 5 of them also correctly identified methane. It is interesting to note that
few of them even identified minor greenhouse gases, not having relevant effects on climate
being short lived or concentrated locally such as CFC’s, ozone and carbon monoxide.
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Figure 3.21: Answers to pre (Q9) and post test (Q22 and Q14) questions about the principal greenhouse
gases and comparison with results from literature (GECI.vC)[145].
Figure 3.22: Answers to pre (Q9) and post test (Q5 and Q10) questions about the action exerted by
greenhouse gases and comparison with results from literature (GECI.vC and Tasquier)[145] [328].
One student probably intended nitrous oxide (N2O) but used the wrong chemical formula
(”NO2 ”). 4 students wrongly identified oxygen (O2) and neon as being greenhouse gases
(GHG). In the post test (Q22 and Q14), we can see that the majority of the students (11,
73%) identify CO2 and H2O as the more abundant greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
and exclude oxygen (12, 80%) even if few of them still have difficulties at recognizing water
vapor as the most abundant.
Looking at students’ pre test answers on the role played by GHG in the atmosphere
(Q9, see fig. 3.22 and Appendix C), we can note some of the typical misconceptions coming
out such as: ”trapping” (A GHG ”impedes the terrestrial radiation to leave the Earth”),
”capping/greenhouse mechanism” (”A GHG creates a shield in the atmosphere impeding
to infrared rays coming from the Earth to disperse beyond the atmosphere” or ”impedes
thermal energy to leave the atmosphere”), ”blocking oxygen” (”A GHG gas impedes oxygen
flow on the Earth’s surface”) and 1 seems not to address the natural greenhouse effect
to greenhouse gases naturally present in the atmosphere by saying: ”A GHG is a gas
which amplifies the greenhouse effect”. In the post test (Q5 and Q10), we see that the
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Figure 3.23: Answers to pre (Q10) and post test (Q3, Q7, Q19) questions about the greenhouse effect
and comparison with results from literature (GECI.vC and Tasquier)[145] [328].
”IR trapping - reflecting” misconception remains strongly present even after the teaching
sequence (12, 80%), while only some students recognize the process of absorption and
selective transparency of GHGs, pointing out that only few of them understood correctly
the details of the interaction between infrared radiation and the molecules of GHGs in terms
of photon absorption and emission instead reflection. This suggests the need for a more
in depth treatment of optical physics, of the molecular model and behavior of GHGs and
of their interaction with radiation, as also sustained by Harris et al.[246]. From this point
of view one of the difficult point for students is integrating the classical view of geometric
optics and macroscopic models of matter (concepts like reflection, refraction, diffraction,
transparency and opaqueness) with more complex views typical of optical and modern
physics and microscopic models of matter (concepts like photon absorption, emission and
diffusion, molecular energy levels etc.) which are by the way quite specialistic.
When asked in Q10 of the pre test (see fig. 3.23 and Appendix C), to give a detailed
explanation of the greenhouse effect (GHE) only 1 student correctly explained the role
of the atmosphere with greenhouse gases absorbing the majority of the infrared radiation
emitted by the Earth and re-emitting infrared radiation themselves, also back to the Earth’s
surface. Instead typical misconceptions emerged[211] [212] [213] [145] [214] [249] [269] [144],
such as the ”bouncing” (reflection) of solar radiation between the Earth surface and the
atmosphere, the ”trapping” of solar radiation by greenhouse gases, ”not differentiating
between solar and terrestrial radiation” and the different behavior of greenhouse gases in
their interaction with solar and terrestrial radiation, the ”reflection” of infrared radiation
by greenhouse gases instead of ”absorption” and ”emission” or the conceptual model of a
”capping layer ” formed by carbon dioxide ”blocking the passage of oxygen” or in analogy to
the wrong[210] heating ”mechanism of a greenhouse” for growing plants. Some of them did
not even try to explain the physical mechanism of the greenhouse effect. In the post test
answers (Q3, Q7 and Q19), the majority of students (13, 87%) identify the dependence
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Figure 3.24: Answers to post test questions (Q25, Q6, Q9, Q21, Q24) about radiative and energy
balance of bodies exposed to sunlight and of the Earth’s system and comparison with results from literature
(GECI.vC and Tasquier)[145] [328].
of the greenhouse effect on both the properties of radiation and of gases composing the
atmosphere. They also point out the selective absorption/emission processes involved
and the natural presence of GHGs in the atmosphere being responsible for the natural
greenhouse effect, beneficial to life but not caused by humans. By the way it is interesting
to note a new misconception held by few students which is considering plants to have a
role in causing the GHE, by releasing gases to the atmosphere. This misconception may
be linked to the idea of oxygen being a GHG discussed before.
Post test questions number 25, 6, 9, 21 and 24 were related to the concept of radiative
stationary balance. Looking at the students’ answers (see fig. 3.24 and Appendix C) we can
notice that the majority of them (13, 87%) correctly understood the process underlying the
thermal effects of radiation observed in the experimental activity they performed with the
metal plate exposed to a lamp (Sun), and the fact that temperature of an object increases
when there is more energy being absorbed (i.e. in the visible range) than emitted (i.e.
in the IR range) and reaches a stationary value in the case of balance between the two
(14, 93%). When they applied this concept to the Earth’s system and its energy budget,
9 students (60%) correctly say that the Earth system itself is in a condition of energy
balance, but 5 students still say that on average the total energy leaving the Earth is less
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Figure 3.25: Mental models of the climate system confronted with the results for American teens and
adults of Leiserowitz et al. From our results, most respondents chose the Threshold model (43%), followed
by the Gradual (36%), Fragile (14%), Random (7%), and Stable (0%) models. Scientifically, at different
temporal or spatial scales the climate system can exhibit each of these behaviors, but the best overall
answer is the threshold model[52] [53].
then that arriving from space. Answers to Q21 show that the majority of students (13, 87%)
recognize in the schematic drawing the correct processes leading to radiative balance in the
Earth’s system, having incoming solar energy passing through the atmosphere undisturbed
but being absorbed at the Earth’s surface and heating it up. The Earth’s surface emitting
then IR radiation back to space, a big part of which being absorbed by the atmosphere,
heating it up. And finally the atmosphere itself emitting IR radiation both to space and
back to Earth. The sum of the total incoming radiation being equal to the sum of the
total outgoing radiation. Answers to Q24 anyway still show the difficulty of students at
understanding stationary processes, the strongly held idea that greenhouse effect is related
to the trapping of energy in the atmosphere or to a decrease in the outgoing energy from
the Earth system. Only 4 of them identify the correct role of the atmosphere with GHG
at increasing its absorbance with regards to IR radiation, this determining an increase in
its temperature and so in the amount of energy it emits towards the Earth’s surface.
Q11 (pre test), taken from the surveys made by Leiserowitz et al.[52] [53], gives instead
a glimpse into students’ mental models of the climate system. As we can see (fig. 3.25) the
majority of them chose (most correctly) the threshold model, but there is also a considerable
fraction of students choosing the gradual model which is more connected with ideas of a
linear response of the climate system to changes and forcings while a more appropriate
conceptual model involves thinking of nonlinear complex interactions in the system and
feedbacks between its parts resulting in threshold model and the more correct concept of
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Figure 3.26: Drawings done by students during the final exam of the course.
abrupt climate change[317] [316]. Students’ choosing the random model instead do not
probably think it is possible to predict even in statistical terms future climate scenarios.
Giving a look at some of the drawings and graphical representations used by students
during the final exam of the course (see fig. 3.26), we can have a glimpse on the concep-
tual models they developed after the teaching sequence and after a period of study and
assimilation of what they learned.
With a generic look at fig. 3.26, we can see how different students prefer different
approaches to the same problem: Earth’s radiative balance, greenhouse effect and average
surface temperature. The majority of them use drawings, but some prefer a more formal
and mathematical approach (subfigures D and B) and one uses the analogies (i.e. between
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the metal plate exposed to the lamp and the Earth-Sun system).
Going into a more detailed, conceptual analysis we can see that:
• they all differentiated between incoming solar and outgoing terrestrial electromag-
netic radiation, one of them explicitly indicating solar radiation being in the visible
range and two of them indicating terrestrial as being in the infrared range (subfigures
A, B)
• they pointed out the role of planetary and surface albedo, responsible of the reflection
of the incoming solar radiation (A,B,C), recognizing for example an important role
played by clouds.
• they recognized the different behavior of the atmosphere with regards to its inter-
action with solar radiation (almost transparent) and terrestrial IR radiation (almost
opaque and absorbing the majority of the radiation emitted by the Earth)
• they all recognized the atmosphere (and clouds) as being a blackbody at a certain
temperature and emitting itself both to space and towards the Earth’s surface IR
radiation
• one of them used the ”metal plate conceptual model” as an analogy to explain the
radiative balance between incoming visible and outgoing thermal radiation in the
Earth’s system (C)
• they recalled Stefan Boltzmann law and the dependence of the radiation intensity
emitted by bodies on the fourth power of their absolute temperature, and applying
this law to the case of the Earth and of the atmosphere (B, C, D)
• two of them modeled the problem of the radiative balance mathematically, recalling
the calculations, done in the teaching sequence, of the radiative equilibrium temper-
ature at the Earth’s surface for two cases. The first case of a surface temperature
resulting from a simple radiative equilibrium between the Sun (concepts of solar
constant and albedo) and the Earth’s radiation (no atmosphere, blackbody emitting
following Stefan Boltzmann law), obtaining a value much less than the experimental
one and so pointing out the role of the atmosphere and of greenhouse gases on the
Earth at creating conditions favorable to life (C and D). The second case of a surface
temperature resulting from the radiative equilibrium in the presence of an atmo-
sphere (single layer) transparent to shortwave solar radiation but completely opaque
to longwave terrestrial radiation with absorption and re-emission of infrared photons
both to space and to the Earth’s surface (C) obtaining a value higher than the ex-
perimental one and so suggesting a model atmosphere as being almost transparent
to solar radiation and almost opaque to terrestrial.
Conclusions
Climate and weather are actual and multidimensional themes, present in the media and in
the public discussion, which will involve and affect citizen, societies and economies of the
future with their ability to mitigate and to adapt to changing global equilibria. On the
other hand the physical processes underlying their phenomenological manifestations in the
Earth system are poorly addressed from a quantitative point of view, typical of the ways
physics and science proceed towards the understanding and mastering of the structures
and processes upon which the World works. The best environment for adopting such a
quantitative point of view is traditionally represented by formal education in schools, but
even if Italian school guidelines suggest climate and weather as relevant issues to be taught
at school, their systematic introduction into the teaching practice is still far from reality for
a series of reasons, ranging from teachers lacking the necessary background to the history
of the Italian meteorological service, to the lack of specific University courses educating
professional figures in these fields.
The present work inscribes itself in this framework and developed both on the side
of communication and on the side of education. Tools and methodologies used for the
design of these experimentations have been the typical ones of Physics education research.
A preliminary part focused for example on the analysis of the literature about typical
mis-conceptions and mis-communications held by students and adults and reinforced or
sometimes even created by the media.
New formats and media such as videoconferences, TEDx conferences, social media plat-
forms (blog, Reddit, etc.), photographic exhibitions etc. have been explored and tested
together with more traditional media (i.e. specialized magazines, radio, television, tradi-
tional conferences etc.) for communicating physics and engaging the general public and
young students with the work and life of researchers in extreme environments such as
Concordia station in Antarctica at the aim of monitoring, understanding and predicting
climate and weather, but also trying to investigate the Universe and human beings. These
initiatives allowed to address a considerable number of people compared to traditional
conferences for example, of non experts and of youngsters, not necessarily interested in
the specific subject. The role of Antarctica and of the extreme, remote and adventurous
conditions faced by researchers there, together with the chance of connecting and speaking
directly with them on the field and coming to know about their lives helped greatly at
establishing an emotional contact with the audience, which is necessary for starting the
process of communication and for engaging and interesting people about specific issues.
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On the educational side, a teaching sequence targeted to secondary school students
and based on quantitative experimental activities and demonstrations has been designed
integrating basic physics and atmospheric science, taking into account and addressing typ-
ical misconceptions present in the literature and confirmed by pre-tests given to graduate
students. The teaching sequence articulated in three modules strictly connected (basic
physics, climate, weather), moving from thermal phenomena, electromagnetic radiation,
radiative equilibrium, interaction of radiation with matter, blackbody emission, absorp-
tion and emission spectra of molecules, chaotic behavior and feedbacks, states of matter
and phase changes, thermodynamic variables and processes to the Earth’s energy balance
and its average temperature, greenhouse gases and the greenhouse effect, to winds and
the general circulation of the atmosphere, cyclones, anticyclones, fronts, sea and mountain
breezes, stau and foehn winds, cloud formation and precipitation.
This teaching sequence has been proposed with the support of IPRASE, in the frame-
work of an experimentation of integrated science teaching, as a training course for physics
and chemistry teachers and technical assistants of two pilot secondary schools of Trentino
(Buonarroti and Marconi Institutes) and has been tested with graduate students of the
course ”Experimental physics laboratory at high school I” (prospecting physics and math-
ematics teachers in secondary schools).
Pre-tests and post-tests based on literature have been prepared and used as tools for
pointing out students’ pre-conceptions, confronting them with the results from literature
and for a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of the teaching sequence, together
with the analysis of drawings and explanations used by students during the final exam of
the course. The experimental activities proposed and the teaching sequence itself, demon-
strated promising both in terms of interest showed and expressed (see Appendix C, answers
to questions 33, 34 and 35) by graduate students and teachers and in addressing part of
the typical misconceptions.
In general the teaching sequence allowed students to ask themselves questions and
investigate them with the help of scientific method especially in the case of experimental
quantitative activities. The use of quantitative experiments, often proposed in the form of
inquiry, characterized and differentiated from a methodological point of view the teaching
sequence proposed from others present in literature. Students particularly appreciated
the inquiry approach, learned to ask themselves questions and to investigate phenomena
and common beliefs with the help of the scientific method, designing or executing guided
(and not) quantitative experimental activities, retrieving and analyzing data, inferring
quantitative relationships between physical quantities (i.e. physical laws), applying them
to real phenomena constructing coherent physical models and in the end making predictions
and confronting them with nature. In this way they learned to build more sophisticated
conceptual models of phenomena and processes starting from basic physics and moving
to atmospheric science allowing them to have a sound background and to exercise a critic
ability confronting with phenomena talked about in the news and relevant to the World’s
present and future population such as the greenhouse effect and climate change.
The training course for teachers, resulted in a positive feedback from teachers who
tested some of the activities proposed with their students and also from IPRASE and from
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the Autonomous Province of Trento which proposed to extend the training course to all
the secondary technical schools of Trentino.
A part which should be further developed regards the design of the interaction of
radiation with matter in terms of optical physics, modern physics, microscopic molecular
models and spectra as well as building more quantitative and articulated experimental
activities about the condition of stationary equilibrium, chaotic behavior, feedbacks and
chemistry of the atmosphere. By the way students learned to differentiate among different
kinds of radiation, to recognize the role of the Earth and of the atmosphere as bodies
emitting infrared radiation following Stefan Boltzmann law, to understand the role played
by greenhouse gases in the greenhouse effect being almost transparent to incoming solar
radiation, while being almost opaque to IR terrestrial radiation, absorbing and emitting
photons through excitation and relaxation of molecular motions, to discriminate between
the natural and anthropogenic greenhouse effect and to understand its physical basis,
recognizing the fundamental role played by water vapor. They learned the role played by
phase changes, vapor pressure, surfaces and intermolecular forces in the formation of clouds
and precipitation, the role of winds and the processes leading to their formation. They
also learned to picture the approach to thermal equilibrium both from a macroscopic and
microscopic point of view, grasping also the meaning of complex concepts such as entropy
and statistical mechanics through simple experiments and analogies.
With this promising preliminary feedbacks received about the teaching sequence, it is
then worth of amelioration in terms of further developing and better structuring the exper-
imental activities and the educational materials in a way that these could also be spread
in the community of teachers. At the aim of reaching the broadest possible teachers’ com-
munity, ideally nationwide, it would be useful making the sequence and the experimental
activities available online, taking advantage also of a dedicated youtube channel where the
execution of the single experimental activities could be shown in detail, allowing at the
same time for direct feedbacks from peers and students.
An interesting and necessary development and evaluation of the work would be testing
the teaching sequence with a bigger number of students and teachers, promoting an inte-
grated management of the sequence between physics for what concerns the experimental
activities, and natural sciences for what concerns the more phenomenological and descrip-
tive sections. In this sense testing a training course with natural science secondary school
teachers would be illuminating.

Appendices
Appendix A: List of communication initiatives
• 2015-2016 Organization and realization of more than 50 skype videoconferences from
Concordia station, Antarctica with primary and secondary schools from Italy, France,
UK and US, the majority of which have been part of the AUSDA communication
project of the PNRA. During these skype conferences it has been presented the scien-
tific research done in Concordia and by establishing a dialogue with students of single
classes and by answering their questions and curiosities, they had the opportunity
to learn about the daily work and life of researchers at Concordia, how Antarctica is
relevant for the rest of the Planet and why science is done there.
• 8/10/2016 Speaker at the national event TEDxCNR organized by the National Re-
search Council of Italy (CNR) in Rome at Auditorium Parco della Musica - Sinopoli
theater. Title of the talk: ”Cosa abbiamo imparato vivendo per un anno alla fine del
mondo”. This 18 minutes talk has been about a new perspective on how the scien-
tific, physical and human challenges faced during one year of isolation at Concordia
station, Antarctica changed our view on relationships.
• 17/10/2015 and 12/11/2016 Participation to the Festival of Meteorology of Rovereto,
organized by prof. Dino Zardi with a conference about the Antarctic meteo-climatological
observatory, the meteorological activities performed at Dome C and a live skype
conference with the researchers on the field commenting data and graphs of a live ra-
diosounding. Title of the conference: ”Diretta dall’Antartide - La stazione Concordia
si presenta”. (2015 edition and 2016 edition)
• 28/4/2016 Seminar about the research activities which characterized the Ph.D. work
of the candidate in the field of physical science education and communication. The
seminar has been held for the students of the fourth and fifth year of the secondary
school Liceo Scientifico Leonardo Da Vinci of Trento.
• 12/8/2016 Public conference about the scientific and human challenges faced during
one year at Concordia station, Antarctica held at the Math Camp 2016, a stage of
mathematical training for students of secondary schools, organized by Gabriele Dalla
Torre and Elia Bombardelli in collaboration with DiCoMath Lab of the University
of Trento.
• 27/8/2016 Public conference about the scientific and human challenges faced during
one year at Concordia station, Antarctica held at the Summer Math Camp 2016,
a stage in preparation to the mathematical olympic games, for secondary school
students of Veneto, organized by the association Mathesis Vicenza at Istituti Filippin
of Paderno del Grappa (TV).
• Public conferences about the climate and atmospheric physics research activities
performed at Concordia station, Antarctica. The first held in Coredo (9/3/2016)
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and the second in Romallo (19/4/2016 Climountain project) in the framework of
”Piano giovani di zona” of the ”Politiche giovanili” of the Autonomous Province of
Trento
• 25/8/2015 Reddit Science AMA: ”We are living in Concordia station, Antarctica,
researching glaciology, climate and physiology. We haven’t seen the Sun for 4 months
and 4 months to go before fresh supplies are flown in. The temperature outside is
–67.8°C. AMA!” promoted by the European Space Agency.
• Interviews for local and national newspapers, for Italian and foreign Radio and TV
broadcasts among which:
La Stampa (”Le mie giornate tra i ghiacci a ottanta gradi sottozero”, Federico Taddia),
Repubblica.it - Le inchieste (”Lavorare alla fine del mondo”, Veronica Ulivieri),
Webmagazine unitn (”Un anno tra i ghiacci dell’Antartide”, Sonia Caset),
Corriere del Trentino (”A meno 30 gradi per amore della ricerca”, Marta Romagnoli),
Vice Motherboard (”The stars down to Earth”, Daniel Oberhaus),
Huffington Post (Stazione Concordia in Antartide: ”Per amore della scienza viviamo
nell’angolo piu` remoto del mondo, a -70 gradi” ),
Radio2 - Ettore (”Ettore@TEDxCNR”, Michele Dalai),
Radio3Scienza (”A qualcuno piace freddo”, Roberta Fulci),
Radio24 – L’altra Europa (3/1/2015 Podcast, Federico Taddia)
Al Jazeera English - The Stream (”Antarctica’s science seekers”, 28/10/2015),
Rai News 24 (6/1/2015 Podcast),
Rai3 - TGR Trentino (Connection, Gabriele Carletti).
• Blog ”365 giorni in Antartide” on the online platform of ”Le Scienze”. Posts written
for ESA blog: ”Chronicles from Concordia”.
• ”The extreme science of White Mars” an article written for Laboratory news.
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Appendix B: Teaching materials and experiments
This Appendix reports in the form of slides, the teaching material, demonstrations,
experimental activities and modelization relative to the three modules (basic physics -
thermal phenomena, radiation - climate, thermodynamic - weather) which have been used
during the experimentation of the teaching sequence. A first experimentation has been done
with graduate students of the course: ”Experimental Physics Laboratory at High School
Level I” held at the University of Trento for the ”Laurea Magistrale” in Mathematics and
Physics with a focus on teaching and scientific communication. A second experimentation
has been done in the form of a training course promoted by IPRASE for physics and
chemistry teachers and their technical assistants at the aim of promoting atmospheric
sciences and namely climate and meteorology as a framework for the integration of the
physics and chemistry usually taught to students attending the first two common years
at two technical secondary schools (ITT) of Trento (Buonarroti Institute) and Rovereto
(Marconi Institute).
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lo stato di equilibrio termico si raggiunge 
quando cessa lo scambio netto di 
energia e le temperature si eguagliano 
mentre più in generale tutte le 
grandezze termodinamiche 
macroscopiche restano invariate. 
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Masse [g] errore[g]
Termos 342,48 0,01
AF 397,82 0,02
Cilindro 10,98 0,01
AC 73,44 0,02
Tr=68.8 °
Tb=20.15°
Teq=26.75°
s
s
TTmTTm eqeq
5.52
6.51
)()(
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 Risultato
ottenuto al 85%
Masse [g]
errore
[g
] Temperature [°C]
errore
[°C
]
Termos 342,48 0,01 ACiniziale 38,95 0,01
AF 507,9 0,1 ACfinale 20,31 0,01
Cilindro 10,98 0,01
AC 50,27 0,02
AFiniziale 18,42 0,01
AFfinale 20,31 0,01
Sigle
Acquacalda AC
Acquafredda AF )()(  TTmTTm eqeq 
Risultato ottenuto al 98%XXIV
Tr=64 °
Tb=17.5°
Teq=21.4°
Masse [g] errore[g]
Termos 341 1
AF 450 1
Cilindro 11 1
AC 40 1
0,0894 rapporto delta T
0,0889 rapporto masse 
I tau ottenuti dal fit differiscono di 34 s su 175  
s  (20%) o meno (7%) a seconda del fit che 
usiamo
Le variazioni di temperatura dovrebbero 
essere  in proporzione 3 a 2 (ottengo 15.5 ° e 
9.3 ° ovvero rapporto  1,66 o 1.75 a seconda 
del fit  che differisce dall’altro di un 10%-15%) 
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Discussione dei principali problemi 
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MACROSTATI E MICROSTATI
Se noi specifichiamo per ogni moneta dove essa è collocata allora stiamo definendo un
particolare microstato del sistema.
Un modo di specificare un macrostato per il nostro sistema è determinare il numero di
monete contenute in uno dei due sottosistemi (). Questo macrostato ci dice come le
monete si distribuiscono tra i sottosistemi tra le combinaioni possibili ma non ci fornisce
informazioni circa la posizione specifica che assumono le monete.
Esempio di due 
microstati
corrispondenti allo 
stesso macrostato
XXVII
LA TAMPARATURE
Quindi definiamo le quantità macroscopiche (termodinamiche) del sistema. La proprietà
che caratterizza il macrostato, che definiamo Tamparature, Ta, è definita come


 N
nkTa 


 N
n
kTa 
e assume valori tra 0 e  1/k.
Quindi lo stato termodinamico di un corpo è definito dalla sua tamparture, grandezza 
intensiva, e dal suo volume/massa N, grandezza estensiva, 
Un’altra quantità estensiva è
Possiamo osservare che la quantità Ta che ci dice il numero medio di monete  è una 
quantità intensiva mentre Ua è una corrispondente quantità estensiva. 
Noi abbiamo scelto k=1/60 (60 minimo comune 
multiplo di Na e Nb)
BnUa 
Domande?
• Esiste un macrostato di equilibrio del sistema? Quale 
è? Perché?
• Cosa c’entra la probabilità? Come posso calcolarla?
• Cosa sono le monetine nell’analogia tra i corpi a 
contatto e il gioco delle monete?
• Quale principio posso ottenere?
• Quali leggi fisiche posso ottenere? Come posso 
verificarle sperimentalmente?
• Quale grandezza termodinamica è legata alla 
probabilità?
XXVIII
Dal tempo di dimezzamento
Le vostre misure 
Esiste un macrostato di equilibrio del sistema?
E’ statico o dinamico?
Quanto tempo impiego a raggiungerlo?
Impossibile v isualizzare l'immagine.
4.18.5
)2ln(
14


 Dal fit logaritmico 
3.03.7 
Molteplicità
del
macrostato
e Probabilità
• Esempio
XXIX
Molteplicità
del
macrostato
e Probabilità
• Esempio
Molteplicità
del
macrostato
e Probabilità
XXX
Molteplicità del macrostato e 
Probabilità
• non tutti i macrostati sono equivalenti. Infatti la molteciplicità di 
un macrostato per un corpo fatto di  N caselle ad una data 
tamparatura, ovvero contenente un numero n di monete è 
espresso formalmente in termini di coefficienti binomiali
• Quale è la probabilità di scegliere uno qualsiasi dei microstati 
associati a un dato macrostato se noi scegliamo casualmente 
tra tutti i microstati possibili? Questa probabilità si calcola 
dividendo la molteplicità del macrostato per il numero totale dei 
possibili microstati.
))!1(()!(
!
)!(!
!),(),(
TaNTaN
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nNn
NNTaWNnW
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XXXI
capacità
Dinamica verso l’equilbrio termico
Cosa farà il sistema dopo vari scambi casuali? 
Oscillerà tra diversi macrostati o tenderà verso un 
macrostato particolare? Quale? 
I risultati ottenuti da voi  mostrano che  il sistema 
evolve verso il macrostato con molteplicità più alta, 
laddove la molteplicità in del sistema a contatto in 
funzione dei parametri termodinamici è 
),(),(),(  TaNWTaNWTaTaWtot 
Possiamo rappresentare in funzione della 
differenza di tamparatura le molteplicità di 
ciascun macrostato 
XXXII
0n






N
nn
N
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n BBB  0
Osserviamo che l’equilibrio termico non è una
condizione statica ma una condizione dinamica in cui
sarebbe meglio parlare di stazionarietà. Infatti
continuano ad esserci scambi di energia tra i corpi
anche se il flusso netto in media (temporale su un
numero sufficiente di lanci) è nullo. Quindi il sistema
oscilla tra vari microstati appartenenti al macrostato di
equilibrio e alcuni microstati appartenenti a macrostati
prossimi all’equilibrio.
IL calcolo della temperatura di equilibrio è ottenuto
applicando la conservazione di
Quale principio posso ottenere?
• Il sistema evolve verso lo stato di massima probabilità
• Se pongo due corpi con tamparture diverse a contatto 
vi sarà un passaggio netto di energia dal corpo a 
tampartura maggiore a quello a tampartura minore 
che si frmerà quando i due corpi raggiungeranno la 
stessa tamparatura ovvero la condizione di equilibrio 
termico
XXXIII
•Quali leggi fisiche posso ottenere? 
XXXIV
•Come posso verificarle sperimentalmente?
Sperimentalmente 7.3
MATEMATICA 
IL caso discreto non è uguale al caso 
continuo!!!
MATEMATICA 
IL caso discreto non è uguale al caso 
continuo!!!
SIMULAZIONE
XXXV
	0.43
•Quale grandezza termodinamica è legata alla probabilità?
XXXVI
Se consideriamo l’entropia di un sistema (corpo)
utilizzando le definizioni discusse sopra otteniamo che il
massimo di S si ottiene in ogni caso ad half-filling cosa in
contrasto con il nostro desiderio di modellizzare un corpo
la cui temperatura può aumentare indefinitamente e W sia
monotonamente crescente con il numero di palline
nere/energia. Conseguenza di ciò è che nel raggiungere lo
stato stazionario l’entropia dei singoli corpi cresce
indipendentemente dal fatto che il corpo aumenti o
diminuisca la propria temperatura……..
12
20
Entropia verso l’equilibrio per il 
modello giocattolo  
XXXVII
CORREZIONE AL MODELLO GIOCATTOLO
N=6 n0=3
1   2    3    4   5    6 
n0=3
Una rielaborazione basata su modelli di
termodinamica più complessi può essere
realizzata incrementando i siti possibili e
questo fa sì che ciascuno dei sistemi sia
sempre lontano da half-filling anche se
computazionalmente il numero di stati
possibili cresce notevolmente e il numero di
lanci per raggiungere l’equilibrio anche
0
~ nNN AA 
0
~ nNN AA 
L’entropia del corpo caldo
diminuisce, cresce quella del corpo
freddo. L’entropia complessiva 
cresce
•EQUIVALENZA CLAUSIUS BOLTZMANN
Siamo nel limite termodinamico poiché 00
~ nnNN 
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•EQUIVALENZA CLAUSIUS BOLTZMANN
XXXIX
Domande?
• Esiste un macrostato di equilibrio del sistema? Quale 
è? Perché?
• Cosa c’entra la probabilità? Come posso calcolarla?
• Cosa sono le monetine nell’analogia tra i corpi a 
contatto e il gioco delle monete?
• Quale principio posso ottenere?
• Quali leggi fisiche posso ottenere? Come posso 
verificarle sperimentalmente?
• Quale grandezza termodinamica è legata alla 
probabilità?
Si ringrazia Pasquale Onorato per gran parte del materiale presente in questa presentazione.
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Appendices
Appendix C: Pre and post tests: questions and answers
CLV
Pre test ­ termologia
Questo questionario è volto a stabilire la tua comprensione circa alcuni concetti fisici di termologia. 
Si tratta di un questionario anonimo che non verrà utilizzato per scopi di valutazione. Serve 
unicamente come indicazione sulla situazione di comprensione e apprendimento in relazione alla 
sperimentazione didattica in corso. Rispondi al meglio delle tue conoscenze e competenze. 
1. Su una stufa in una casetta sulle coste della Scozia durante un intenso ciclone c'è una
pentola piena d'acqua. L'acqua ha cominciato a bollire velocemente. La temperatura più
probabile dell'acqua è circa:
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 88°C
 98°C
 110°C
 Nessuna delle risposte precedenti può essere corretta.
2. Cinque minuti dopo, l'acqua nella pentola sta ancora bollendo. Adesso la temperatura più
probabile dell'acqua è circa:
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 88°C
 98°C
 110°C
 120°C
3. Marco prende due bicchieri di acqua a 40°C e li mescola con un bicchiere d'acqua a 10°C.
Qual è la temperatura più probabile della miscela? I bicchieri contengono tutti la stessa
quantità di acqua.
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 20°C
 25°C
 30°C
 50°C
4. Francesca crede di dover utilizzare acqua che bolle per fare una tazza di tè. Dice allora al
suo amico Franco: "non potrei fare il tè se fossi in campeggio in alta montagna perché
l'acqua non bolle in alta quota". Con chi dei seguenti amici di Francesca sei più
d'accordo?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Marco dice: "Sì che bolle, ma l'acqua in ebollizione non è semplicemente così calda
come lo è qui".
 Lisa dice: "Questo non è vero. L'acqua bolle sempre alla stessa temperatura".
 Federico dice: "Il punto di ebollizione dell'acqua si abbassa, ma l'acqua di per sé è
ancora a 100°C".
 Sara dice: "Sono d'accordo con Francesca. L'acqua non riesce mai a raggiungere il suo
punto di ebollizione".
CLVI
5. Serena chiede a un gruppo di amici: "se metto nel freezer 100 grammi di ghiaccio a 0°C e
100 grammi di acqua a 0°C, chi dei due perderà alla fine la maggior quantità di calore?"
Con quale delle seguenti risposte degli amici sei più d'accordo?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Samuele dice: "i 100 grammi di ghiaccio"
 Sara dice: "i 100 grammi di acqua"
 Paolo dice: "nessuno perché contengono entrambi la stessa quantità di calore"
 Davide dice: "non c'è risposta perché il ghiaccio non contiene alcun calore"
 Matteo dice: "non c'è risposta perché non puoi avere acqua a 0°C"
6. Serena annuncia che non le piace sedersi sulle sedie di metallo nella stanza perché "sono
più fredde di quelle di plastica". Con chi dei seguenti amici di Serena sei più d'accordo?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Marco è d'accordo e dice: "Sono più fredde perché il metallo è naturalmente più freddo
della plastica"
 Karen dice: "Non sono più fredde, sono alla stessa temperatura".
 Olga dice: "Non sono più fredde, semplicemente percepiamo più fredde quelle di metallo
perché sono più pesanti".
 Jim dice: "Sono più fredde perché il metallo ha meno calore da perdere rispetto alla
plastica".
7. Daniela prende due bottiglie di vetro contenenti acqua a 20°C e le avvolge con due pezze:
una asciutta e una umida. 20 minuti più tardi misura la temperatura dell'acqua in ciascuna
bottiglia. L'acqua nella bottiglia avvolta dalla pezza bagnata è a 18°C, mentre l'acqua nella
bottiglia avvolta dalla pezza asciutta è di 22°C. La temperatura più probabile della stanza
in cui avviene questo esperimento è:
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 26°C
 21°C
 20°C
 18°C
8. Patrizia crede che Luca cucini le torte sul ripiano superiore dentro al forno elettrico
perché è più caldo in alto che sul fondo. Quale dei seguenti amici ha ragione?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Gloria dice che è più caldo in alto perché il calore sale verso l'alto.
 Samuele dice che è più caldo perché le teglie di metallo concentrano il calore.
 Ruggero dice che è più caldo in alto perché più l'aria è calda, meno è densa.
 Ugo è in disaccordo con tutti e dice che non è possibile che sia più caldo in alto.
CLVII
9. Sei nel business di sciogliere il ghiaccio a 0°C usando dei blocchetti di metallo caldi
come sorgente di energia. La prima opzione consiste nell'uso di un blocchetto di metallo
alla temperatura di 200°C, la seconda consiste nell'uso di due blocchetti di metallo alla
temperatura di 100°C. I singoli blocchetti di metallo sono fatti dello stesso materiale e
hanno lo stesso peso e la stessa superficie. Quale delle due opzioni farà sciogliere più
ghiaccio?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 i blocchetti a 100°C
 il blocchetto a 200°C
 entrambe le opzioni faranno sciogliere la stessa quantità di ghiaccio
 non si può dire con le sole informazioni fornite
10. perché:
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 i due blocchetti hanno il doppio della superficie rispetto al blocchetto singolo e quindi il
tasso di trasferimento dell'energia è più elevato quando si usano più blocchetti.
 l'energia trasferita è proporzionale alla massa dei blocchetti utilizzati e alla variazione di
temperatura della temperatura dei blocchetti durante il processo.
 usare un blocchetto a temperatura più elevata farà sciogliere il ghiaccio più velocemente
in quanto la maggiore differenza di temperatura aumenterà il tasso di trasferimento dell'energia.
 la temperatura del blocchetto più caldo diminuirà più velocemente man mano che
l'energia è trasferita al ghiaccio.
 la capacità termica del metallo è una funzione della temperatura.
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11. Due blocchi identici sono posti in contatto termico tra di loro e isolati dal resto
dell'universo. Qui sotto sono raffigurate le temperature iniziali e finali ipotetiche dei due
blocchi. Per ogni coppia di stati, specifica se la transizione tra stato iniziale e finale è
possibile e spiega perché sì o perché no.
 
 
 
 
 
CLIX
Pre test ­ clima
Questo questionario ha lo scopo di sondare le tue pre­conoscenze circa fenomeni e tematiche 
inerenti il clima. Si tratta di un questionario anonimo, che verrà utilizzato solo per scopi di ricerca. 
Rispondi al meglio delle tue conoscenze e competenze.
1. A quale corso di laurea/laurea magistrale sei iscritto?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 fisica
 matematica
 Altro: 
2. Le informazioni che possiedi relative a clima e cambiamenti climatici provengono da:
Seleziona tutte le voci applicabili.
 mezzi di comunicazione tradizionali (stampa, radio, televisione)
 corsi universitari
 letteratura scientifica
 internet
 formazione scolastica
 non sono particolarmente informato a riguardo
 Altro: 
3. Che differenza c'è tra tempo meteorologico e clima?
 
 
 
 
 
4. Quali fattori influenzano il clima? Fai qualche esempio.
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5. Quale fattore influenza maggiormente la temperatura media superficiale della Terra?
 
 
 
 
 
6. Quale forma di energia emette con maggiore intensità il Sole?
 
 
 
 
 
7. Quale forma di energia emette con maggiore intensità la Terra?
 
 
 
 
 
8. Quale forma di energia emette maggiormente l'atmosfera terrestre?
 
 
 
 
 
9. Che cos'è un gas serra? Elenca i principali gas serra presenti in atmosfera.
 
 
 
 
 
10. Dai una spiegazione il più precisa possibile e al meglio delle informazioni in tuo
possesso dell'effetto serra.
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11. Scegli tra le seguenti figure quale rappresenta in maniera più calzante il funzionamento
del sistema climatico in base alle tue conoscenze. Ogni figura rappresenta il clima della
Terra come una palla in equilibrio su una linea eppure ognuna ha una diversa capacità di
sopportare il riscaldamento globale causato dall'uomo.
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Graduale
 Fragile
 Stabile
 A soglia
 Casuale
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Post test ­ termologia&clima
Questo questionario ha lo scopo di ottenere un feedback a seguito del percorso didattico circa 
fenomeni e tematiche inerenti termologia, clima e atmosfera. Si tratta di un questionario anonimo, 
che verrà utilizzato solo per scopi di ricerca. Rispondi al meglio delle tue conoscenze e 
competenze.
1. A quale corso di laurea/laurea magistrale sei iscritto?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 matematica
 fisica
 Altro: 
2. Tra le seguenti affermazioni scegli quelle che ritieni tendenzialmente vere
Seleziona tutte le voci applicabili.
 Il tempo meteorologico spesso cambia di anno in anno
 Il clima rappresenta le condizioni meteorologiche medie in una regione
 Il clima spesso varia di anno in anno
 Le correnti oceaniche trasportano calore dall'equatore verso i poli nord e sud
 Il tempo meteorologico rappresenta le condizioni climatiche medie in una regione
 Clima e tempo meteorologico sono più o meno la stessa cosa
 La circolazione atmosferica trasporta calore dai poli nord e sud verso l'equatore
3. Il fenomeno fisico che provoca l'effetto serra dipende:
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 sia dalle proprietà della radiazione che dalle proprietà dei gas che compongono
l'atmosfera
 solo dalle proprietà della radiazione elettromagnetica incidente
 solo dalle proprietà dei gas che compongono l'atmosfera terrestre
 nessuna delle risposte precedenti è corretta
4. L'atmosfera è da considerarsi:
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 un corpo quasi completamente opaco per la radiazione a bassa frequenza e un corpo
quasi trasparente per la radiazione ad alta frequenza
 un corpo quasi completamente opaco per la radiazione ad alta frequenza e un corpo
quasi trasparente per la radiazione a bassa frequenza
 un corpo quasi completamente opaco per la radiazione sia ad alta che a bassa frequenza
 un corpo quasi completamente trasparente per la radiazione sia ad alta che a bassa
frequenza
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5. Qual è l'effetto dei gas serra in atmosfera?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Intrappolano il calore assorbito dalla Terra, producendo un ulteriore riscaldamento
 causano una diminuzione di spessore dell'alta atmosfera aumentando così la trasparenza
rispetto alla radiazione ad alta frequenza
 provocano un incremento dell'assorbimento dell'atmosfera nei confronti della radiazione a
bassa frequenza
 Intrappolano una parte della radiazione infrarossa riflettendola verso il basso.
6. La temperatura di un oggetto esposto ad una lampada aumenta fino a raggiungere dopo
un certo tempo un valore costante. Perché da quel momento in poi la temperatura non
aumenta più?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Perchè l'oggetto raggiunge la temperatura di equilibrio con la lampada
 Perchè la temperatura di quell'oggetto non può oltrepassare quel valore
 Perchè in quella situazione l'energia emessa è uguale a quella assorbita dall'oggetto
 Perchè la lampada non può fornire più calore di quello
7. Un meccanismo di feedback consiste nel:
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 l'azione di un disturbo continuo e prolungato che produce effetti sempre maggiori sul
sistema
 l'azione combinata di molti fattori che producono perturbazioni sempre maggiori nel
sistema
 fatto che gli effetti prodotti da una perturbazione di un sistema diventino la causa di
successive perturbazioni che possono amplificare o smorzare la perturbazione iniziale
 fatto che un fenomeno che ha raggiunto il suo massimo sviluppo ritorni spontaneamente
alla situazione iniziale
8. L'atmosfera terrestre a livello del suolo è più calda di quanto sarebbe senza effetto serra.
Quale forma di radiazione viene assorbita dall'atmosfera ed è la causa principale della
maggiore temperatura al suolo?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 radio
 infrarossa
 visibile
 ultravioletto
 raggi X
9. In media, l'ammontare totale dell'energia che abbandona il sistema Terra e va nello spazio
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 è maggiore della quantità di energia che arriva dallo spazio (in particolare dal Sole)
 è minore della quantità di energia che arriva dallo spazio (in particolare dal Sole)
 è circa uguale alla quantità di energia che arriva dallo spazio (in particolare dal Sole)
 dipende dalla concentrazione dei gas serra presenti nell'atmosfera
 dipende dall'ozono presente in atmosfera
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10. Quale delle seguenti è una proprietà caratteristica dei gas serra?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 possono distruggere certe molecole presenti nell'atmosfera
 piegano e amplificano la luce proveniente dal Sole che entra in atmosfera
 possono intrappolare certe molecole in atmosfera
 possono riflettere una parte della radiazione proveniente dalla superficie terrestre
 sono trasparenti ad alcune forme di radiazione, ma non a tutte
11. Completa la seguente frase con l'opzione corretta: L'effetto serra è un processo molto ...
causato molto probabilmente ...
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 recente ­ dall'utilizzo di combustibili fossili, l'industria, l'agricoltura e altre attività umane
 vecchio ­ dalle piante che aumentano l'umidità e creano condizioni simili a quelle presenti
in una serra per le piante
 recente ­ dalla riduzione dello strato di ozono che permette ad una maggiore quantità di
radiazione ultravioletta di raggiungere la superficie terrestre
 vecchio ­ dalle interazioni in atmosfera tra gas presenti in natura e varie forme di
radiazione
12. Quale forma di energia (radiazione) irraggia (emette) principalmente la superficie della
Terra di notte?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 radio
 infrarossa
 visibile
 ultravioletta
 la superficie della Terra non emette energia durante la notte
13. Quale dei seguenti fattori influenza maggiormente la temperatura media superficiale della
Terra?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 il calore rilasciato dalle industrie e da altre attività umane
 la distruzione del buco dell'ozono, facendo entrare così in atmosfera più luce solare
 il flusso di diversi tipi di radiazione attraverso l'atmosfera e la loro interazione con essa
 l'inquinamento dell'aria, intrappolato in atmosfera dai gas
 il fatto che la luce del sole venga amplificata e concentrata da alcuni gas presenti
nell'atmosfera
14. Quale dei seguenti non è un gas serra?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 anidride carbonica
 vapore acqueo
 metano
 ossigeno
 ozono
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15. Quale delle seguenti affermazioni descrive meglio la relazione tra effetto serra e
riscaldamento globale?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Effetto serra e riscaldamento globale sono la stessa cosa
 un incremento dell'effetto serra può causare il riscaldamento globale
 il riscaldamento globale potrebbe causare un incremento dell'effetto serra
 L'effetto serra e il riscaldamento globale non sono probabilmente correlati
 Non esiste alcuna chiara prova che l'effetto serra e il riscaldamento globale esistano
16. Quali sono le due forme di energia (radiazione) irraggiate (emesse) principalmente dal
sole?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 ultravioletti e raggi X
 ultravioletti e infrarossi
 visibile e vicino infrarosso
 radio e infrarossi
17. Un pianeta che ha un effetto serra
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 riceve più radiazione ultravioletta dal sole perché non contiene ozono nella sua atmosfera
 possiede un'atmosfera che assorbe ed emette certe forme di energia, ma non tutte
 riceve più energia perché è più vicino alla sua stella centrale
 possiede un'atmosfera alterata a causa degli esseri viventiì
 non irradia alcuna forma di energia nello spazio
18. Da quali due forme di energia la superficie terrestre è riscaldata maggiormente?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 ultravioletta e raggi X
 ultravioletta e infrarossa
 visibile e ultravioletta
 infrarossa e visibile
 radio e infrarossa
19. Se la civiltà umana non si fosse mai sviluppata sulla Terra, ci sarebbe stato comunque
l'effetto serra?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Sì, l'effetto serra è causato da gas che sono presenti naturalmente in atmosfera
 Sì, l'effetto serra è causato da piante che rilasciano gas nell'atmosfera
 No, l'effetto serra è causato dall'uomo bruciando combustibili fossili e rilasciando
inquinanti
 No, l'effetto serra è causato dall'uomo riducendo lo strato di ozono nell'atmosfera
 No, non c'è alcuna evidenza conclusiva che l'effetto serra esista
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20. Quale delle seguenti forme di energia (radiazione) irraggia (emette) il sole con maggiore
intensità?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 radio
 infrarossa
 visibile
 ultravioletta
 raggi X
21. Ognuno dei diagrammi qui sotto raffigura la superficie della terra, l'atmosfera e lo spazio.
La freccia piena rappresenta l'energia (radiazione) proveniente dal sole che viene
assorbita dalla superficie terrestre. La freccia tratteggiata rappresenta l'energia
(radiazione) che viene irraggiata (emessa) dalla superficie terrestre e dall'atmosfera. Lo
spessore delle frecce rappresenta approssimativamente la quantità di energia (radiazione).
Scegli il diagramma che rappresenta meglio il bilancio di energia (radiazione) nel sistema
Terra.
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 a
 b
 c
 d
 e
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22. Tra i seguenti, quali sono i due gas serra più abbondanti nell'atmosfera terrestre?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 anidride carbonica e metano
 ozono e anidride carbonica
 azoto e ossigeno
 ossigeno e anidride carbonica
 vapore acqueo e anidride carbonica
23. Quale forma di energia (radiazione) irraggia (emette) maggiormente l'atmosfera terrestre?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 radio
 infrarossa
 visibile
 ultravioletta
 l'atmosfera terrestre non emette energia
24. A causa dell'effetto serra, la temperatura media superficiale della Terra dipende
principalmente
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 da un aumento dell'energia in ingresso, proveniente dallo spazio
 da una diminuzione dell'energia in uscita verso lo spazio
 da un aumento sia dell'energia in ingresso che da una diminuzione dell'energia in uscita
verso lo spazio
 da un intrappolamento permanente dell'energia nell'atmosfera
 da un aumento nella quantità di energia assorbita ed emessa tra la superficie terrestre e
l'atmosfera
25. Cammini da una zona all'ombra a una zona esposta alla luce solare diretta e cominci a
sentire più caldo. Quale delle seguenti frasi descrive più correttamente la causa
dell'aumento di temperatura?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Assorbi più radiazione ultravioletta di quanta tu ne emetti sotto forma di radiazione
visibile
 Assorbi più radiazione visibile di quanta ne emetti sotto forma di radiazione infrarossa
 Rifletti più radiazione ultravioletta di quanta ne emetti sotto forma di radiazione infrarossa
 Rifletti più radiazione visibile di quanta ne emetti sotto forma di radiazione infrarossa
 Rifletti più radiazione infrarossa di quanta ne emetti sotto forma di radiazione visibile
26. Quale forma di energia (radiazione) emette (irraggia) maggiormente la superficie terrestre
durante il giorno?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 radio
 infrarossa
 visibile
 ultravioletta
 la superficie terrestre non emette energia durante il giorno
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27. Francesca prende dal suo astuccio un righello di metallo e uno di legno. Afferma di
percepire più freddo quello di metallo rispetto a quello di legno. Qual è la spiegazione
che ritieni più corretta?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 Il metallo conduce l'energia via dalla sua mano più rapidamente del legno.
 Il legno è una sostanza naturalmente più calda del metallo.
 Il righello di legno contiene più calore di quello di metallo
 I metalli irradiano meglio il calore rispetto al legno
 Il freddo fluisce più facilmente da un metallo
28. Marco sta leggendo una domanda a risposta multipla da un libro di testo: "sudare ti
rinfresca perché il sudore presente sulla tua pelle:
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 inumidisce la superficie della pelle e superfici umide estraggono più calore rispetto alle
superfici secche
 drena il calore dai pori e lo sparpaglia all'esterno, sulla superficie della pelle
 è alla stessa temperatura della tua pelle, ma evapora e quindi porta via calore
 è leggermente più freddo della tua pelle per via dell'evaporazione e quindi il calore è
trasferito dalla tua pelle al sudore
29. Sei nel business di sciogliere il ghiaccio a 0°C usando dei blocchetti di metallo caldi
come sorgente di energia. La prima opzione consiste nell'uso di un blocchetto di metallo
alla temperatura di 200°C, la seconda consiste nell'uso di due blocchetti di metallo alla
temperatura di 100°C. I singoli blocchetti di metallo sono fatti dello stesso materiale e
hanno lo stesso peso e la stessa superficie. Quale delle due opzioni farà sciogliere più
ghiaccio?
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 i blocchetti a 100°C
 il blocchetto a 200°C
 entrambe le opzioni faranno sciogliere la stessa quantità di ghiaccio
 non si può dire con le sole informazioni fornite
30. perché:
Contrassegna solo un ovale.
 i due blocchetti hanno il doppio della superficie rispetto al blocchetto singolo e quindi il
tasso di trasferimento dell'energia è più elevato quando si usano più blocchetti.
 l'energia trasferita è proporzionale alla massa dei blocchetti utilizzati e alla variazione
della temperatura dei blocchetti durante il processo.
 usare un blocchetto a temperatura più elevata farà sciogliere il ghiaccio più velocemente
in quanto la maggiore differenza di temperatura aumenterà il tasso di trasferimento dell'energia.
 la temperatura del blocchetto più caldo diminuirà più velocemente man mano che
l'energia è trasferita al ghiaccio.
 la capacità termica del metallo è una funzione della temperatura.
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31. Due oggetti A e B sono posti in un recipiente isolato e sono collegati tra loro tramite una
sottile barra metallica. L’oggetto A è a una temperatura maggiore di B quindi l’energia è
trasferita spontaneamente da A a B. Cosa succede al numero di microstati accessibili
(aumenta, diminuisce o rimane invariato) durante il processo per il sistema A, per il
sistema B e per il sistema A+B? Motiva le tue risposte.
 
 
 
 
 
32. Per ognuno dei casi presentati successivamente, due blocchi di metallo di massa uguale
sono posti in contatto termico e sono isolati dal resto dell’universo. Le temperature
iniziali dei due blocchi e quelle finali sono mostrate nelle figure. Per ogni coppia di stati,
stabilisci se la transizione tra lo stato iniziale e quello finale è possibile e spiega perché o
perché no anche alla luce del modello microscopico visto a lezione.
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33. Quali momenti (esperimenti quantitativi, dimostrazioni o lezioni frontali) del percorso
didattico pensi abbiano contribuito maggiormente a chiarirti le idee e a farti elaborare un
modello concettuale dei processi fisici sottostanti ai processi termici, ai flussi di
radiazione sulla Terra e all'effetto serra?
 
 
 
 
 
34. Ritieni che le attività sperimentali proposte risultino più interessanti e possano motivare
maggiormente uno studente di scuola superiore se inserite in un percorso didattico in cui
l'obiettivo finale sia la comprensione di alcuni dei meccanismi del clima e dell'atmosfera?
Se ne avrai la possibilità pensi di utilizzare alcune idee/esperimenti a scuola con gli
studenti?
 
 
 
 
 
35. Il percorso didattico è stato di tuo gradimento? Sentiti libera/o di esprimere le tue
considerazioni per poterlo rendere più efficace e interessante. Grazie per la tua
collaborazione.
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Figure 3.27: Students’ answers to pre tests termologia. The correct answer is marked with a black dot
on the x axis of the graph.
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Figure 3.28: Students’ answers to pre tests clima.
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Figure 3.29: Students’ answers to post test termologia&clima. The correct answer is marked with a
black dot on the x axis of the graph.
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Figure 3.30: Students’ answers to post test termologia&clima.
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Figure 3.31: Students’ feedback about the teaching sequence.
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Appendix D: Peer reviewed publications
P. Ricaud, P. Grigioni, R. Zbinden, J.-L. Attie´, L. Genoni,
A. Galeandro, L. Moggio, S. Montaguti, I. Petenko and
P. Legovini, 2015, Review of tropospheric temperature,
absolute humidity and integrated water vapour from
the HAMSTRAD radiometer installed at Dome C,
Antarctica, 2009–14, Antarctic Science 7(6), 598-616
Abstract
The HAMSTRAD (H2O Antarctica Microwave Stratospheric and Tropospheric Radiome-
ters) instrument is a microwave radiometer installed at Dome C (Antarctica, 75°06’S,
123°21’E, 3233 m a.m.s.l.) dedicated to the tropospheric measurements of temperature,
absolute humidity and integrated water vapour (IWV). The aim of the present paper is to
review the entire HAMSTRAD dataset from 2009 to 2014 with a 7-minute integration time
from 0 to 10 km by comparison with coincident radiosondes launched at 12h00 UTC at
Dome C. Based upon an extensive evaluation of biases and time correlation coefficients (r),
we can state: i) IWV is of excellent quality (r>0.98) and can be used without retrieving
significant bias, ii) temperature is suitable for scientific analyses over 10 km with a high
time correlation with radiosondes (r>0.80) and iii) absolute humidity is suitable for sci-
entific analyses over 4 km with a moderate time correlation against radiosondes (r>0.70).
The vertical distribution of temperature (10 km) and absolute humidity (4 km) is subject
to biases that need to be removed if the analyses require the use of vertical profiling. The
HAMSTRAD dataset is provided in open access to the scientific community.
L. Moggio, P. Onorato, L. M. Gratton and S. Oss 2017,
Time-lapse and slow-motion tracking of temperature
changes: response time of a thermometer, Physics
Education 52(2)
Abstract
We propose the use of a smartphone based time-lapse and slow-motion video techniques
together with tracking analysis as valuable tools for investigating thermal processes such
as the response time of a thermometer. The two simple experimental activities presented
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here, suitable also for high school and undergraduate students, allow one to measure in a
simple yet rigorous way the response time of an alcohol thermometer and show its critical
dependence on the properties of the surrounding environment giving insight into instrument
characteristics, heat transfer and thermal equilibrium concepts.
P. Onorato, M. Malgieri, L. Moggio, and S. Oss 2017,
Microscopic and probabilistic approach to thermal
steady state based on a dice and coin toy model, Eu-
ropean Journal of Physics 38(4), 045102
Abstract
In this article we present an educational approach to thermal equilibrium which was tested
with a group of 13 undergraduate students of the University of Trento. The approach
is based on a stochastic toy model, in which bodies in thermal contact are represented
by rows of squares on a cardboard table, which exchange coins placed on the squares
based on the roll of two dice. The discussion of several physical principles, such as the
exponential approach to equilibrium, the calculation of the equilibrium temperature, and
the interpretation of the equilibrium state as the most probable macrostate, proceeds
through a continual comparison between the outcomes obtained with the toy model and
the results of a real experiment on thermal contact of two masses of water at different
temperature. At the end of the sequence, a re-analysis of the experimental results in view
of both the Boltzmann and Clausius definitions of entropy allows for a critical discussion
of the concepts of temperature and entropy. In order to provide the reader with a feeling of
how the sequence was received by students, and how it helped them understand the topics
introduced, we discuss some excerpts from their answers to a conceptual item given at the
end of the sequence.
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